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Excellence. The best live up to it.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide.
This new power amplifier from Adcom offers the same circuit topology as our GFA-555. And that's the amplifier independent test reports have found clearly superior to others priced two to three times higher.

The essential differences: 100 watts per channel for the GFA-545 vs. 200 watts for the GFA-555. And a correspondingly lower price.

However, nothing at all is sacrificed when it comes to interfacing accurately and easily with virtually any speaker system available today.

Which one for you? If your listening room and other requirements don't really call for the amount of power the GFA-555 delivers, the GFA-545 is probably all the amplifier your speakers will ever need.

The only way to really appreciate the superlative quality of the new GFA-545 is to compare its sonic performance with any other amplifier, regardless of power or price. You'll find there's just no comparison.

Power ratings are continuous, both channels driven into 8 ohms, 20 Hz-20 kHz, with no more than 0.09% THD.
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TDK Brings Out
The Recording Artist
In You.

Backspin on your volleys is great. Backspin on your music is not. That’s why TDK developed a series of high-bias audio cassettes that give you a power-serve of pure lifetime performance. TDK SA delivers an unmatched high end with extra sensitivity for all of your most sophisticated musical favorites.

For music that’s all over the court, we’ve developed an improved TDK SA-X, which is now the world’s lowest-noise tape. It reaches high and low to deliver crisp, clear sound without distortion.

And for error-free follow-through in recording from compact discs, we offer TDK HX-S. It captures all the dynamic purity of the original digital sound like no other TDK high-bias audio cassettes. They’ll sure improve the way you play—your music.

TDK also manufactures a quality line of video cassettes and floppy disk products.

Enter No. 24 of Reader Service Card.
Compact disc clarity. The ultimate expression. The purest, most accurate digital audio possible in a compact disc player. Excellence that combines the finest features. Performance features like 16-bit processing with oversampling, separate digital and analog filtering systems, and Longlife™ 3-beam laser tracking. Convenience features like wireless remote control. Just sit back and experience the incredible transparency and dynamic range only flawless digital design can offer.

The D5000

Only a few. For the few. At a few select dealers.
BRYSTON POWER AMPLIFIERS CONTINUE TO DEFINE THE STATE-OF-THE-ART IN MUSICAL ACCURACY, LONG TERM RELIABILITY AND PRODUCT INTEGRITY.

Bryston design philosophy incorporates three general concepts.
1. Musical accuracy
2. Long term reliability
3. Product integrity

MUSICAL ACCURACY
Musical accuracy is reflected throughout all Bryston power amplifiers and includes the necessity for wide-band transient accuracy, open loop linearity ahead of closed loop specifications, and power supply design as an integral part of the overall sonic and electrical performance of a power amplifier.

We have found that a simple carbon film resistor can contribute more static distortion to a signal than the entire remainder of the amplifiers circuitry combined.

We discovered that some parameters of transistors must be controlled as much as 1000 times more closely before their contribution to audible distortion is rendered negligible.

We discovered that under certain actual conditions of speaker loading amplifiers were incapable of yielding high-power transients without distortion.

Each of the various steps or stages in every Bryston amplifier, from the input section to the output section, without exception, are designed to optimize the musical experience.

STANDARDS OF RELIABILITY
We consider this criterion to be exceedingly important. We have applied techniques and materials in our everyday construction of electronic equipment more typically utilized in the military and aerospace industries.

All components used in Bryston power amplifiers are specified for continuous duty at maximum power, with typical safety margins of 250%.

The power transistors used in all Bryston amplifiers are 100% tested for safe operating area, both before and after installation in the circuit. They are then taken to a “burn-in” table when they are given a capacitor load, a square-wave input signal, and set at slightly under clipping for a period of 100 hours. During this time, the input signal is cycled three hours on to one hour off, to exert additional thermal stress.

Following the burn-in period, the amplifiers are monitored for DC bias stability for approximately another full day. At this point, they are returned to the test bench for another complete checkout of all operating parameters and functions, at which time a test sheet is made, and included in the packing with the unit.

As may be seen, Bryston takes very seriously the correct functioning and long term reliability of its products.

INTEGRITY
Bryston contends that the term ‘best’ should apply to the honesty pride and courage with which we conduct our business, as well as to the performance of our products.

For this reason, you will not find Bryston's products being cosmetically “updated” on a regular basis merely in order to keep the customer's interest, in something 'new'. If we make a change in the circuitry, it will be because, and only because, it yields a worthwhile performance or reliability improvement.

We feel that regular sweeping revisions to basic circuit design (accompanied by revised jargon) to be cynical marketing on the part of the manufacturer and insulting to the discerning customer.
INTRODUCING THE ONLY AM/FM TUNER/CASSETTE DECKS CAPABLE OF CUTTING MULTIPATH INTERFERENCE UP TO 92.9%! FROM CARVER, NATURALLY.

The new TX-Seven and TX-Nine auto-reverse AM/FM tuner/cassette audiophile decks represent yet another example of Carver's ability to solve previously insoluble audio problems and deliver you more musical enjoyment.

CARVER TUNER TECHNOLOGY TAKES TO THE ROAD.

Each deck employs the same Asymmetrical Charge-Coupled FM Detection circuitry as Carver's revolutionary TX-11a home tuner, along with an ingenious automatic computer logic-controlled antenna switching system that further vanquishes multipath distortion.

In point of fact, no other autosound tuner/cassette decks in the world — regardless of price — even begin to approach the TX-Seven and TX-Nine's ability to maintain a hiss-free, glitch-free, interference-free FM listening environment in your car.

Both also possess a multitude of other useful, state-of-the-art features which will recommend them to the most discriminating autosound audiophile.
Colliding with Multipath Distortion.

By its very definition as a moving reception point, a car's FM tuner constantly falls prey to signal reflections from hills, skyscrapers, bridges and even other vehicles. These extra phase modulating signals trick conventional tuners into producing audible sounds we call multipath.

Starting outbursts of clicks, pops, "picket fencing" and other rude and indescribable sounds.

The trouble is, by its very nature, multipath distortion cannot be cured by conventional circuit "improvements." In fact, the better an autosound tuner is, the more faithfully it is deceived into converting phase modulation into ghastly-sounding interruptions in your favorite station.

Computer Logic-Controlled Diversity Antenna Switching Drives Around Multipath.

One way to get temporary relief from interference at home is to move the antenna around slightly. That is in effect what the Carver TX-Seven and TX-Nine do with sophisticated circuitry in your car. Instead of physically moving one antenna, they turn your rear defroster into a second separate antenna, 180 degrees out of phase with the first. When multipath occurs, a smart special circuit automatically switches (at the speed of light) to the other antenna, automatically correcting phase and eliminating the multipath before you ever hear it! In serious cases, the circuit actually uses both antenna inputs at once, deriving a signal through sum and difference principles.

Asymmetrical Charge-Coupled FM Detection Circuitry Brings it On Home.

What little multipath distortion gets through the TX-Seven and TX-Nine's unique smart antenna system runs headlong into the remarkable tuner innovation High Fidelity Magazine described as "distinguished (by) its ability to pull clean, noise-free sound out of weak or multipath- ridden signals."

It specially treats the critical, multipath-prone left-minus-right (L-R) signal with a Charge-Coupled circuit that detects "dirty mirror image" signals and cancels them before they can reach your ears. Then the Leading Edge Detector circuit processes the final 5% of the L-R and interleaves it with the tuner's receiver matrix.

Alone, without antenna diversity switching, the TX-Seven and TX-Nine's Asymmetrical Charge-Coupled FM Detection Circuit delivers a net noise and distortion reduction of 92.9%: Together, they set a new standard for clear, clean FM autosound reproduction.

The Multipath Marathon: Real World Confirmation in the Mists of the Northwest.

Bob Carver is both a theorist and a practical inventor. Circuits that work on paper get exhaustively tested in the field before release.

So he assigned a hapless engineer to map out the ultimate multipath-ridden route for confirmation of the TX-Seven and TX-Nine's special circuitry. With mountains, hills, huge evergreen trees, skyscrapers, large steel bridges, good robust traffic jams and a few assorted six-story-tall Boeing hangars, it didn't take long to map out a 6-mile course that could regularly deliver at least 287 separate multipath occurrences.

Engaging the Asymmetrical Charge-Coupled FM Detection circuit and automatic antenna switching reduced occurrences to an average of two during the same 6-mile course while listening to the same stations! Although results may vary in your locale, the same 90+9% reduction in multipath has been confirmed in other widely diverse portions of the U.S.: The TX-Seven and TX-Nine work and work well.

Other Remarkable Tuning Features, Too.

First, the TX-Seven and TX-Nine also receive Long Wave and Short Wave stations. And of course, both tuner/cassette decks have plenty of random presets... you can tune any fifteen AM, FM, SW or LW stations quickly for instant recall. Plus auto-scan and manual tuning.

But they also have a system that makes setting up all fifteen presets virtually instantaneous. Just press the button marked BEST and the tuner's logic circuitry will automatically select the fifteen cleanest, strongest signals and lock them in on the presets! And that's in addition to your fifteen individual random presets.

As with all Carver products, the TX-Seven and TX-Nine do not sacrifice ease of use for useless, complicated frills. Instead, they answer every possible need without resorting to elf-sized buttons or glitzy flashing light displays.

Their metal-compatible, Dolby® NR, auto-reverse cassette sections rival any in the world. Both the TX-Seven and TX-Nine have separate bass, treble, balance and loudness and four-way fader controls and a full-function LCD display with night illumination.

All operations are signaled with a gentle "beep" that keeps your eyes on the road, not on the compact, ergonomically-styled deck.

There's even a security code system that renders the TX-Seven or TX-Nine inoperable to anyone but you (and a window sticker to impart this discouraging information to others).

Or, if you prefer, use the quick removal system that slips out your TX-Seven or TX-Nine in seconds for storage in trunk or house.

The Beginning of the Perfect Autosound Listening Environment.

Out of the hundreds of tuner/cassette models currently available, only the TX-Seven and TX-Nine deliver home-stereo quality FM in your car. They achieve it with unique technology. And they are built to outlast your car, no matter what kind of climate you live in.

Coupled with a clean amplifier, such as The Carver M-240 Car Amplifier and state-of-the-art speakers, your ability to transform your car into a concert hall is almost unlimited.

We urge you to audition the TX-Seven and TX-Nine at your Carver dealer soon. They can put you in the driver's seat of a unique, interference-free musical experience.

The TX-Seven and TX-Nine


Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories.
Print-Through and dbx

Q. I have noticed print-through during quiet passages of C-90 tapes that were recorded about one year ago. How can I reduce or eliminate this? I have been recording at a level such that the average VU readings are about -10 dB and the peaks are at 0 dB. I don’t think I can record at any lower level. I use a dbx Model 224 unit, and at present there is no noticeable tape noise.—Robert R. Maigetter, Kewaunee, Wisc.

A. There isn’t too much you can do to get rid of the print-through on your recorded tapes. It may help somewhat to put such tapes through fast wind and rewind once or twice before playing them, particularly after a long period of storage. In the future, you might get better results with C-60 rather than C-90 tapes if print-through is a serious problem. The C-60 tape has a thicker base and thus provides more protection against print-through.

It may also be helpful to record at somewhat lower levels, say at least 3 dB lower. Once you have S/N of about 70 dB, you have very quiet tape reproduction. With dbx NR, you have S/N in the region of 85 to 90 dB; therefore, it’s quite feasible to give away a few dB of S/N without noticeably increasing noise.

S/N Standard

Q. Does there exist a reference standard for the signal-to-noise ratio of cassette decks?—Robert Pepin, Virginia Beach, Va.

A. There is no standard reference for the signal-to-noise ratio of cassette decks (although there is a standard way of measuring S/N). In the old days when open-reel decks reigned supreme, there were NAB (now NARTB) standard S/N ratios for various speeds and track formats. In the case of decks intended for home use, using the quarter-track format and operating at 7½ and 3¾ ips, the standard S/N was 45 dB unweighted and 52 dB A-weighted. (A-weighting takes into account the relative audibility of different noise frequencies, counting bass-frequency noise far less, and high treble noise somewhat less, than in unweighted measurements.)

De facto, it is pretty much accepted that the minimum S/N for high fidelity is about 55 dB, weighted. An S/N of at least 60 dB does very well for most people in most circumstances, and Dolby B noise reduction achieves this in most decks. Dolby C gets into S/N ratios of 70 dB or more, and leaves very few people unsatisfied. With dbx NR, one can get S/N of 80 dB or more, and possibly over 90 dB, which leaves no room for complaint.

NR and DNR

Q. I understand how Dolby and dbx NR work, but understand less about Dynamic Noise Reduction. A car deck I have in mind has DNR instead of Dolby NR. How will my Dolby C tapes sound on it? Or should I not use Dolby NR when recording tapes for this deck?—John Stowers, Austin, Tex.

A. You could probably get away with using Dolby B NR on tapes made for that car deck, but I would not recommend using Dolby C. Both Dolby NR systems (and dbx NR) tailor the signal in recording, then treat it again in playback to remove both noise and the effects of the prior alteration. A tape made with Dolby B NR will usually sound a bit bright when played back without this NR system. DNR, which applies selective treble cut at times when there is little high-frequency signal energy to mask noise, may or may not lessen this brightness somewhat, depending on the program material. If it does not, you could use the treble or tone control of your car-stereo system to reduce the brightness; if your system’s highs are dull, you might even find this brightness, or some of it, desirable.

A tape made with Dolby C NR, however, is less likely to sound pleasing when played back without Dolby C decoding circuits. The Dolby C NR affects midrange as well as treble frequencies, and boosts the treble far more than Dolby B does. If your car-stereo system had Dolby B as well as DNR, you might be able to tame Dolby C tapes into listenability by using both at the same time. However, the results would still be far less satisfactory than if your car stereo had the proper circuits for Dolby C NR.

In theory, your best choice would be to use neither Dolby NR system when making tapes for the car. In practice, however, you may find it best to record with Dolby B NR; these tapes will have less hiss when played with Dolby B decoding, as they can be on your home system (and, presumably, your next car stereo), and yet can still be made to sound satisfactory over the system you’re now thinking of getting for your car.

Strange Exchange

Q. I have a Nakamichi 582-Z deck and a newer deck, a Nakamichi ZX-7. Each deck does fine in playing tapes that it has recorded, and the ZX-7 does fine in playing tapes recorded on the 582-Z. But sometimes when I use the 582-Z to play a tape recorded on the ZX-7, there are strange "pinking" noises, akin to a drop of water falling into a metal bucket. The noises seem to be associated with transient spikes, such as those produced by record scratches, but I am not certain of this. They always occur at the same place on the tape, and they are audible only during quiet passages. On many tapes, they are not audible at all. I took some of my ZX-7 tapes to my dealer and played them on several Nakamichi decks. None of them produced the noise in question. I have tried a number of remedies, such as changing tape brands, but to no avail. I would appreciate your comments.—James G. Williams, Goodman, Miss.

A. It seems plausible that sharp transients, such as those caused by record ticks, are distressing the 582-Z. The ZX-7 may have better playback protection against such transients than does the 582-Z. Also, the ZX-7 may be better in recording such transients; perhaps it even generates them. This problem may be similar to the effect of phono record warp on the record electronics of some cassette decks. Although the warp frequency is inaudible, it can drive the record amplifiers of some decks into great distortion. Perhaps a low-pass filter which cuts off sharply above 20 kHz or so would be helpful. It would be placed between the tape out jacks of your audio system and the input jacks of the 582-Z.

If you have a problem or question on tape recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein atAUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
The age of CD sound is here—and you have a practical new way to find the CDs you want. As your introduction to the CBS Compact Disc Club, you can choose any 2 CDs listed in this ad for just $1.00. If you simply agree to buy two more selections at regular Club prices in the coming year—and you may then cancel your membership anytime after doing so.

How the Club works. About every four weeks you’ll receive the Club’s music magazine, which describes the Selection of the Month for your musical interest—plus many exciting alternates.

If you wish to receive the Selection of the Month, you need do nothing—it will be shipped automatically. If you prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, fill in the alternate selection, or none at all, fill in the alternate.

Selections with two numbers contain 2 CDs and count as 2—so write in both numbers.

The CBS Compact Disc Club has the music you want. Take any 2 for $1! With membership.

CBS Compact Disc Club • Terre Haute, Indiana 47811
Great eras in technology do tend to overlap, and for our good. But we don’t like to think that way. We want things sharp and clear. The horse yesterday, the gas buggy today. Trolley cars one evening, the bus the next morning. Analog, digital, is it any different? The new versus the old, as always, and the new is better, isn’t it? Not necessarily; not on the instant, anyhow. It might even be worse, for a while.

How many of us really appreciate the shape of the digital future? I wonder. Our noses are still too close to the technology; we are still much too worried about whether it sounds better—or, as some say, not as good. And everybody knows, unfortunately, that digital is “new,” “new,” whereas the other word, analog, means old-fashioned. You can’t expect big-time publicity campaigns to tone down on that selling point, after all.

We could so easily point out—if we wanted to—that analog recording, like photography, is all-natural, a genuine facsimile of the information available “live.” Whereas digital, like the moving picture, is a cut-up sampling of bits, static moments frozen into a code to deceive the ears and the eyes alike.

We can argue—we do argue—forever on such points, all on an either/or basis. Is digital audio “better,” or is analog? It gets us nowhere even! Even if we could add it all up for an overall judgment, we’d merely begin again in 10 minutes—things keep changing. What we have to do is look at the overlap. What are the really useful differences, immediate and for the long future; what are the characteristics, the features, the exploitable aspects?

Yes, there’s a digital revolution. There are always revolutions—that is, we are always talking about them. The Plate Tectonic Revolution (that one is strictly in our thinking). The French Revolution, the American Revolution, the Industrial Revolution, maybe even the New Coke Revolution. Bang! Big explosion. Actually, even with an explosion there is plenty of overlap, every time. Revolutions, like volcanoes or earthquakes, take a long time to develop full pressure, and there are long periods of aftermath too. Opera, for instance, was not suddenly invented out of nothing in the year 1600, as we

music students used to be told; nor did the Romantic movement begin with the clarinet solo in Weber’s “Der Freischütz” overture along about 1820. That’s what I once heard. By golly, if we don’t find a revolution at hand, we feel that we have to make one.

We seem to have a terrible distaste for the gradual and continuous change—with certain explosive high points—that is actual history. All we want is the Big Bang. BOOM! What was that? The Dawn of Digital, coming up like thunder.

Just to show you I’m still on the audio track, more or less, let me mention two items of recent audio news that fit into the pattern. On the one hand, London Records has been promoting an advanced digital system, ADRM (London prefers four-letter trademarks, like ffrr), for the restoration, editing, and preservation of older analog recordings and their reissue on CD. There are already nearly 100 of these in the London catalog. Of course, London is not the only label doing digital restoration of its older tapes, much as ADRM publicity would like us to believe. But London’s account of this system is very well presented and sums up the nature and advantages of digital recording as well as I’ve ever seen it done. It is easy to read between the lines; in London’s view, the digital revolution is over and we must now settle into the digital age.

ADRM’s publicity throws light where light should be thrown, on the two really important (and least publicized) digital advantages: Permanence and processing. Permanence, for a signal always ready and untarnished; processing, for safe and easy preparation. In the long run—in the long overlap—these surely will be the vital digital elements, rather than mere sonic quality, which no doubt will change and improve as we move forward.

The digital message is permanent just because it is a code, which may be extracted from its carrier and copied with minimum or no loss, any number of times, through any number of generations. By the same token, the marvelous new subtleties of digital editing (however expensive at the moment) are nondestructive, as well as much more easily and accurately responsive to the dictates of the sound editor’s ear than is the old cut-and-patch editing. All this London makes admirably clear in its account of
Yamaha's newest high-end CD player has a split personality. In its CD-2000M version, with rack-mount adaptors and balanced line outputs with XLR connectors, it fits right into recording studios and broadcast applications.

In the CD-2000 version, we've taken away the adaptors and studio outputs. But none of the performance. And performance is what the CD-2000M and CD-2000 are all about.

Both have unique vibration-damping feet and special Vibration Damping Circuit Assembly to eliminate vibration-induced modulation which can degrade the audio signal. 3-beam laser pickup with Auto Laser Power Control circuit for precise tracking accuracy. And high-grade double-resolution digital output filters for reference standard reproduction purity.

In addition to all the expected features, both have some unexpected ones. Like variable output level to correctly match the output level with other system components, and act as a remote volume control. Gold-plated connectors. And full-control wireless remotes.

But the most unexpected feature is one found only in Yamaha CD players. And that is our century of experience in making the finest acoustic and electronic musical instruments. It is our musical ears as well as our technological mind that give Yamaha audio equipment a musicality that goes beyond specs. It's a commitment you can hear.

Audition our entire new CD player lineup from as low as $259* to $899.*

Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622

*Suggested Retail Price.
The new comes along and, by sheer competition, stimulates the old to move further upward. Thus we get improvements in LPs, in TV sound, and in FM.

ADR M, which you should be able to find at any record shop.

On the other hand, and also saying much concerning the useful overlap of analog and digital recording technology, is that familiar name, Dolby. Announcing still another Dolby system, perhaps the ultimate and most remarkable of all: Dolby SR for professional analog recording. No—not digital recording. It works on any professional analog tape recorder that makes use of the original Dolby A, still the most enduring and universally used NR system after more than 20 years.

Dolby SR is, in effect, an extension of the traditional two-stage Dolby system of selective companding (compressing, expanding). It goes into further and subtler regions, not only the signal at various levels (Dolby A began with four separate bands operating independently) but now also in what the consumer might best think of as tone color. The system responds in incredible detail to the entire sense of the sound, tailoring each aspect for optimum recorded accuracy as well as minimum noise. All this, as you may guess, is in the traditional Dolby manner—that is, the signal is untouched in areas where processing isn't useful, and the whole shebang, the entire processed signal, is "decoded" for playback precisely in reverse, restoring the original as in the other Dolby systems. We're left with the mirror image, more polished than ever.

No more should be said, lest I get into technical hot water. But the significance is plain enough. Dolby SR, used with existing analog recorders, can match or in some areas even exceed the parameters of digital sound—the characteristics that we still find so awe-inspiring. So again the old catches up with the new in its own way. Enough, surely, to give professional analog recording a further burst of life, for longer than you may think. A very useful overlap, especially since, in its usual fashion, Dolby has shaped its SR equipment with a maximum of compatibility to match older Dolby systems (of which it is indeed an extension), even to the rack size and the familiar controls. Conversion is thus uncomplicated, both for record and for playback.

So this is the way things go. Comes the revolution! The new is always sensational but often for a lot of wrong reasons. Meanwhile, the old reaches its elegant apogee of maturity—and is stimulated to move even further onward and upward by sheer competition. So it has also been with the LP, which has never sounded better than now, as I keep on saying. Indeed, it has moved far beyond what we might have imagined possible maybe 10 years ago. So also with TV, which drifted along for a whole generation with its amiably dreadful audio until digital and home video and the rest stuck sharp pins into its complacency. Suddenly, video sound is superb (the newly made part of it) and you'll need the best hi-fi equipment to reproduce it for what it has.

And FM. That once-miracle of radio silence was in many ways comparable to today's digital; it bypassed sonic interference via special coding. FM also coasted along for a generation, after the disastrous stereo compromises of the 1960s, without, shall I say, more than incremental improvements, including Bob Carr's. Now, suddenly, comes a more dramatic attempt, not unrelated to Dolby SR in the use of sophisticated and selective two-stage companding—both in the FM station and, inversely, in the FM receiver. The FMX system, recently announced by CBS and on trial in Connecticut (see feature article in Audio, May 1986), would much reduce the hiss in FM stereo with relatively little effect on the stereo itself, thereby increasing the practical stereo listening area to an extent that ought to impress the station owners (who'd get increased business) even more than us listeners. That being the case, I suspect that FMX may move along nicely and give us, at last, some quiet reception in stereo, to match Dolby, digital, and all the rest of our gear. It's in the cards.

The only technical objection to FMX that I have heard comes from that persistent surround-sound gadfly, Larry Clinton in Virginia, who points out that FMX would preclude any further moves into multi-channel surround-sound FM. No room; FMX uses up the possible extra channels. To which I can only say, at this point, 'tis better to have a widened useful coverage for two-channel FM stereo, minus hiss, than any type of surround sound. First things first, you might say. Besides, you can always create your own surround, and very effectively, by any one of numerous types of surround synthesis from SQ all the way to Dolby Surround. Not to mention the fancy digital chip-based hall-reproducers on the way.

Here again, you see, the new has stimulated the old in a time of coexistence. When you come down to it, this isn't really more than the old capitalist principle of competition that keeps everybody on his or her toes. Some aspects of competition really do work, even if we tend to slide into evil at the flip of a $50 bill. That's merely human nature, which we all can control if we really want to. I think I like the way competition works in audio, generally speaking—with a few exceptions.

After all this, then, you can see how the digital revolution is shaping up, not with a boom but slowly and systematically. This will go on. You can understand, too, why I find the various discussions of "digital sound" pretty vacuous. In the long run they are unimportant—we'll fix things up. I do not believe that there is an inherent unpleasantness in the digitalization of the musical signal, at least for listening to recorded content. Not at the fine-combed rate at which we are now doing the sampling.

Please note in this connection that the entire body of moving-picture art since the turn of the century, along with all TV entertainment from the beginning, has depended on a coarser "digitalization" of the stream of visible, live motion into discrete, nonmoving bits, one picture after another with blanks between. A series of jerks. Tiring for the eyes? Definitely, even now, and more so with the original, slower, 16-frame movies when they are projected at correct speed. (We speed them up and think it's funny; I think it is a desecration.) Since we have never had analog movies—continuous motion minus breaks—there is no argument. But the parallel to digital sound is strong, just the same. Indeed, the ears are very choosy in the wee small frequencies, and there may be small disturbances going on there as we listen to chopped-up music via digital. But they're not really real. Not enough to stop the digital revolution and the age to follow.
The concert continues to get better with Ford JBL Audio Systems.

Announcing another Ford first: The long awaited Compact Disc for the Lincoln Town Car.

Start with the very best high fidelity music systems we offer: Ford JBL Audio Systems.

- 12 JBL speakers including 2-6” x 9” woofers, 2-3½” midrange speakers and 2-7/8” tweeters located in the rear deck; 2-5¼” woofers mounted in the doors; and 2 tweeters and 2 midrange speakers in the instrument panel. Selective frequency fading so all woofers remain in operation at controlled levels when faded front/rear.

- 140 watts of total system power—4 amplifiers, 35 watts per channel into 4 ohms at 1000 Hz with .07% THD. 105 dB SPL maximum acoustic output. Excursion control computer with continuously variable loudness compensation and automatic overload protection.

Then add the pure, unparalleled performance of the new Compact Disc player to digitally deliver frequency response spanning the entire audio spectrum without distractions of noise or hiss.

The Compact Disc not only lets you experience the total capacity of a Ford JBL Audio System, it establishes all new standards for clarity, realism and dynamic range in automotive sound.

- Performance features of the Compact Disc player include frequency response at 5 to 20,000 Hz with less than .05% THD, dynamic range greater than 90 dB, signal-to-noise ratio greater than 90 dB and channel separation greater than 85 dB.

- Convenience features of the Compact Disc player include direct loading, automatic reload, automatic and manual music search, dual repeat modes, instant return/replay with digital LED display and fully illuminated control symbols.

Hear for yourself just how much better an audio system can really be, exclusively at your Lincoln-Mercury dealer today.
Matthew Polk's Awesome Sounding SDA-SRS & SDA-SRS 2

Matthew Polk, the loudspeaker genius, with his Audio Video Grand Prix winning SDA-SRS and latest technological triumph: the extraordinary SDA-SRS 2, honored with the 1986 CES Design & Engineering Award.
"The Genius of Matthew Polk Creates The Second Awesome Sounding Signature Edition SDA!"

Polk Audio's Extraordinary New SDA-SRS 2 is Here!

Now the genius of Matthew Polk brings you the awesome sonic performance of the SDA-SRS in a smaller, more moderately priced, but no less extraordinary loudspeaker, the SDA-SRS 2.

"Spectacular...it is quite an experience"

Matthew Polk's ultimate dream loudspeaker, the SDA-SRS, won the prestigious Audio Video Grand Prix Speaker of the Year award last year. Stereo Review said "Spectacular...it is quite an experience" and also stated that the SRS was probably the most impressive new speaker at the 1985 Consumer Electronics Show. Thousands of man hours and hundreds of thousands of dollars were spent to produce this ultimate loudspeaker for discerning listeners who seek the absolute state-of-the-art in musical and sonic reproduction.

Matthew Polk has, during the last year, continued to push his creative genius to the limit in order to develop a smaller, more moderately priced Signature Edition SDA incorporating virtually all of the innovations and design features of the SRS without significantly compromising its awesome sonic performance. The extraordinary new SRS 2 is the successful result. Music lovers who are privileged to own a pair of either model will share Matthew Polk's pride every time they sit down and enjoy the unparalleled experience of listening to their favorite music through these extraordinary loudspeakers, or when they demonstrate them to their admiring friends.

"Exceptional performance no matter how you look at it"

Listening to any Polk True Stereo SDA* is a remarkable experience. Listening to either of the Signature Edition SDAs is an awesome revelation. Their extraordinarily lifelike three-dimensional imaging surrounds the listener in 360° panorama of sonic splendor. The awe-inspiring bass performance and dynamic range will astound you. Their high definition clarity allows you to hear every detail of the original musical performance; while their exceptionally smooth, natural, low distortion reproduction encourages you to totally indulge and immerse yourself in your favorite recordings for hours on end.

Julian Hirsch of Stereo Review summed it up well in his rave review of the SDA-SRS: "The composite frequency response was exceptional...The SDA system works...The effect can be quite spectacular...We heard the sound to our sides, a full 90° away from the speakers...As good as the SDA feature is, we were even more impressed by the overall quality of the Polk SDA-SDAs...The sound is superbly balanced and totally effortless...Exceptional low bass. We have never measured a low bass distortion level as low as that of the SDA-SRS...It is quite an experience! Furthermore, it is not necessary to play the music loud to enjoy the tactile qualities of deep bass...Exceptional performance no matter how you look at it."

The awe-inspiring sonic performance of the SDA-SRS 2 is remarkably similar to that of the SRS. Words alone cannot express the experience of listening to these ultimate loudspeaker systems. You simply must hear them for yourself!

"Literally a new dimension in sound"

Both the SDA-SDAs and the SDA-SRS 2 are high efficiency systems of awesome dynamic range and bass capabilities. They both incorporate Polk's patented SDA True Stereo technology which reproduces music with a precise, lifelike three dimensional soundstage which is unequalled and gives you, as Julian Hirsch of Stereo Review said, "literally a new dimension in sound". Each beautifully styled and finished cabinet contains 4 Polk 6½" trilaminate polymer drivers, a planar 15" sub-bass radiator, 2 Polk 1" silver-coil polyamide dome tweeters and a complex, sophisticated isophase crossover system.

Like the SDA-SDAs, the SRS 2 incorporates: 1.) time compensated, phase-coherent multiple driver vertical line-source topology for greater clarity, increased coherency, lower distortion, higher power handling, increased dynamic range and more accurate imaging. 2.) a mono-coque cabinet with elaborate bracing and MDF baffle for lower cabinet read-out and lower coloration. 3.) progressive variation of the high frequency high-pass circuitry for point-source operation and wide vertical dispersion. 4.) the use of small active drivers in a full complement sub-bass drive configuration coupled to a large 15" sub-bass radiator for extraordinarily tight, quick and three-dimensional mid and upper bass detail combined with low and sub-bass capabilities which are exceptional. The speakers are beautifully finished in oiled oak and walnut.

Other superb sounding Polk speakers from $85. ea.

No matter what your budget is, there is a superb sounding Polk speaker perfect for you. Polk's incredible sounding/affordably priced Monitor Series loudspeakers start as low as $85 ea. The breathtaking sonic benefits of Polk's revolutionary True Stereo SDA technology are available in all Polk's SDA loudspeakers which begin as low as $395. each.

"Our advice is not to buy speakers until you've heard the Polks"

The experts agree: Polk speakers sound better! Hear them for yourself. Use the reader service card for more information and visit your nearest Polk dealer today. Your ears will thank you.

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 18.

U.S. Patent No. 4,489,432 and 4,487,064. Other patents pending.
FINGERING PRINTS

When Compact Discs were introduced, a lot of tales were told about how impervious they were to scratches, dirt, and other artifacts which have always been very destructive to vinyl records. There even was a story that peanut butter could be spread on a CD, and after it was cleaned off, the disc could be played without difficulty. Unfortunately, the CD is a victim of its own propaganda, which, coupled with the "no wear" factor, has lulled people into thinking that it is nearly indestructible. Even though consumers have been generally admonished to hold a CD by its edges and treat it with the same respect accorded vinyl discs, the small size of the CD, its ease of handling, and the early fanciful tales about its total immunity to contamination have made people careless. As a consequence, myriad fingerprints, dust, and assorted detritus must be dealt with.

Last issue, in my discussion of CD error correction, I pointed out that a minor interruption of the music, or a momentary or cyclic noise, may sometimes be amenable to simple cleaning. The most basic form of CD cleaning is to breathe on the disc and then use a tissue or soft cloth to wipe the condensate from center to edge, as if following the spokes of a wheel. A more thorough job of cleaning can be accomplished by wiping the CD—always with radial strokes—with ethyl alcohol. The most readily available household source of this is from a bottle of 100-proof vodka, which is equivalent to 50% ethyl alcohol.

There are various commercial CD cleaning fluids which one hopes will do their job without leaving an invisible and potentially bothersome residue. There are also a number of CD cleaning devices which rotate the disc, but most of them use a circular cleaning motion and not the preferred radial strokes.

One device which works properly is the Discwasher Compact Disc Cleaner. A plastic case contains a circular CD platform with gear teeth around its circumference. A cleaning wheel, also with gear teeth, is mounted eccentrically, and, when it is rotated by a small crank handle, a radial motion is imparted to the pad. The cleaning procedure involves spraying the CD with the supplied cleaning fluid, placing the treated CD on the platform, closing the plastic cover, and rotating the cleaning pad in either direction for about 20 revolutions. The action is a bit stiff from the gearing and 20 turns are a little tedious, but the Discwasher system does clean CDs effectively. The cleaning kit with case, fluid, and replacement cleaning pads is $19.95. Of course, refills of the CD-1 fluid and cleaning pads are available.

Of all the contaminants a CD can be subject to, the most common—and the most bothersome—are fingerprints. Now, there are different kinds of fingerprints, and perhaps they should be rated on a "gloppiness index." For example, there is the common, garden-variety fingerprint from normal, clean fingers; the error-correction capabilities of most CD players can cope with these quite nicely. If your fingers are a bit moist or clammy, correction becomes a bit more difficult. If you have an oily complexion and rub your nose or forehead with your fingers and subsequently put a print on a CD, this can stop the error-correction systems of a fair number of CD players dead in their tracks.

The worst-case scenario for fingerprints, those with the highest rating in the "gloppiness index," would involve food. Say you're at a picnic, where your fingers can be loaded with grease from that cold fried chicken or similar foods, and you happen to have a portable CD player to entertain you in your sylvan glade. Or you are at a drive-in burger palace, and after your double-decker cheeseburger and fries, you play some CDs on your car CD player. Picnic or burger stop, you are unlikely to do more than wipe your fingers with a paper napkin or towel. This virtually guarantees your fingers will have a heavy film of oil. If you happen to put some prints on your CD, all but the most sophisticated error-correction systems of the top players will be overwhelmed, and the machine will simply not play the CD.

I did some experiments in which I put fingerprints of various degrees of "gloppiness" on some CD surfaces. To simulate the picnic/burger-stop situation, I dipped a finger into bacon fat, then wiped it with a paper napkin.
ELITE COMPONENTS.
AT LAST AUDIOPHILE QUALITY
AT AN AFFORDOPHILE PRICE.

Elite Components are incredibly rich. Rich with sound, quality, and value. So rich we could easily charge a whole lot more. But we'll leave that job to the competition.

Pioneer's never had a sound this good. Designed by Pioneer's Professional Products Division, these components can hold their own against anyone.

The sound from Elite Components is so nearly perfect, there's no need for complicated controls. Their achieved design goal: ultimate sound quality made simple, at a very affordable price.

The A-88X(BK) amplifier: "...it can hold its own sonically against just about any competitor, including audiophile specialist models that can boast much greater mystique—and cost."
*High Fidelity Magazine*

The PD-9010X(BK) Compact Disc Player: "The Pioneer PD-9010X is one of the most value-laden CD players it has been my pleasure to evaluate so far. I'll bet the competition is tearing apart several PD-9010X's right now, trying to figure out how Pioneer did it." Leonard Feldman, *Audio Magazine*

The CT-A9X(BK) cassette deck: "To say that we were impressed with the Pioneer CT-A9X would be an understatement. Outstanding as its measured performance was, it did just as well in actual use." Julian Hirsch, *Stereo Review Magazine*

The F-99X(BK) FM/AM tuner: "The 1986 Grand Prix Award Winner, Pioneer's F-99X(BK) is one of the high-performance components in the company's Elite series, a system of ambitious scope." *AudioVideo International*

Elite speakers are equally impressive. Designed and developed to maximize the superior sound Elite Components deliver, these speakers guarantee optimum sound reproduction for demanding digital applications.

The Pioneer Elite series clearly illustrates just how far Pioneer has gone to make audiophile components truly affordable. For more information regarding your nearest Elite dealer, call Pioneer's Customer Service Division at 1-(800)-421-1404.

©1986 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc.
Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc., Long Beach, CA
Pioneer Electronics of Canada, Inc., Ontario, Canada

**PIONEER**
CATCH THE SPIRIT OF A TRUE PIONEER.
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Most CD players can cope with fingerprints from normal, clean fingers, but oily prints can stop some machines dead in their tracks.

The Nitty Gritty Company, which makes excellent cleaning machines for vinyl records, has come up with a CD cleaning machine that is, in my opinion, unquestionably the easiest to use as well as the most efficient and effective method of ensuring pristine CD playing surfaces. The Nitty Gritty CD-1 Compact Disc cleaner measures 12½ in. x 7 in. x 5¼ in.; its base is covered in wood-grained vinyl, and its hinged top is plastic. The lid’s underside has a circular, stationary, foam-rubber platform with a soft and replaceable cleaning pad made of cloth-like material. A motorized CD turntable is mounted eccentrically so that it rotates about two different centers simultaneously. This causes the cleaning path to be almost perpendicular to the CD’s signal track. Next to the turntable is a storage well for the Pure CD cleaning fluid, and the on/off switch.

The Pure fluid, which is really more like an emulsion, is squeezed in a thin line across the diameter of the CD by using the cloth applicator tip of its squeeze bottle. The treated CD is placed on the turntable, the lid with the cleaning pad lowered onto the disc, and the motor switched on for 30 to 60 seconds. The eccentric scrubbing action completely cleans the CD, buffing it to a brilliant, highly reflective shine, and renders the CD free of static. The Pure CD cleaner is also said to leave a protective layer that resists scratches. I had no way of verifying this claim, but I can say that the Nitty Gritty CD cleaner most efficiently removed my worst bacon-grease fingerprints from test CDs; they all played flawlessly.

The amount of Pure CD cleaner used per disc is very little, and the two-ounce bottle should clean about 100 discs. The Nitty Gritty Compact Disc cleaning machine retails at $159, including fluid and several cleaning pads. Refills of the Pure CD fluid are $5.95, and replacement cleaning pads are also available.

It doesn’t take long to build up quite an investment in a collection of CDs. For many people, maintaining them in too playing condition will justify the price of this Nitty Gritty cleaner. Of course, you can obviate all the bother and expense by simply keeping your cotton-pickin’ fingers off your CD surfaces!
"... the McIntosh® has the best sound yet of any COMPACT DISC PLAYER ..."

McIntosh has earned world renown for its technological contributions for improved sound. When you buy a McIntosh you buy not only HIGH TECHNOLOGY that leads to superior sound reproduction, you buy technological integrity proven by time. The McIntosh Compact Disc Player is the newest evidence of McIntosh technological integrity.

For more information on the McIntosh MCD 7000 Compact Disc Player and other industry-leading McIntosh products write:

McINTOSH LABORATORY INC.
P.O. Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION, A105
BINGHAMTON, NY 13904-0096

Handcrafted with pride in the United States by dedicated, highly trained craftsmen.
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Ford Aerostar... the new shape of versatility.

The all-new Ford Aerostar has the most aerodynamic design of all the mini-vans. It does so many things so well—and looks good doing them.

The Age of Aerostar.
It's a new age of versatility. From aerodynamic shape to built-in storage bins, Aerostar is designed to give maximum flexibility to your lifestyle. It's the wagon for all reasons, all seasons!

Aerostar is fun to drive, easy to maneuver, a pleasure to park. It fits in virtually any garage. And its new technology offers features most mini-vans simply don't have.

America's most aerodynamic mini-van.
Aerostar's shape does more for you than look good. The unique wedge design gives it unmatched aerodynamics. These aerodynamics minimize interior wind noise and also contribute to better handling on the road.

Powerful new V-6.
For peak performance, Ford introduces an advanced 3.0L V6 with electronic fuel injection. This new option turns out 145 horsepower*—39% more than the best effort of Chrysler mini-vans!

The standard Aerostar engine is a modern 2.3L Four. Like the 3.0L V6, it has electronic fuel injection for ready response.

Tows almost 2 1/2 tons.
With optional V6, the high-strength Aerostar can be equipped to tow up to 4,900 lbs.** That's nearly 2 1/2 times more than Chrysler mini-vans.

People plus payload.
Aerostar offers a choice of seats for up to 7 adults*.

The passengers' mini-van.
In addition to luxurious room, rear riders enjoy the open feel and ventilation of sliding side windows. Optional stereo systems include rear controls—plus plug-in jacks for headphone listening.

The driver's mini-van.
The Aerostar driver has a commanding view of the road ahead—and rides surrounded by luxury and comfort.

Depending on model and options, you can have: Captain's Chairs with power lumbar support. A sun roof. Leather-wrapped sports wheel. An electronic instrument panel that reports information from engine rpm to a door ajar.

The ride of quality.
Aerostar's luxury-car wheelbase, the longest of any mini-van, contributes to a smooth ride. Yet its overall length of 175" is shorter than other mini-vans for tighter turning ratios, convenient parking and garageability.

Aerostar is built to Ford's high quality standards, and is designed to fit into your versatile lifestyle... beautifully.

Lifetime Service Guarantee.
Participating Ford Dealers stand behind their work, in writing, with a free Lifetime Service Guarantee for as long as you own your Ford car or light truck. Ask to see this Guarantee when you visit your participating Ford Dealer.

Buckle up—together, we can save lives.

*Horsepower based on SAE standard J1349.
**With optional rear bench seat.
GLOBAL MASTERS

Maybe they're not quite masters of the universe, but Philips and Sony are at least masters of the Compact Disc's population explosion. Not only are they the license-holders of the format—collecting 3c on every CD made—and major manufacturers of discs; they also make the million-dollar machines to which most CDs owe their birth.

After Philips and Sony cleverly invented the CD, the next clever thing they did was invent the technology needed to manufacture the damn things. Although much of the manufacturing chain could be assembled from existing technology, such as injection molding, metalization, and label printing, the first link in the chain required a wholly new system. Philips and Sony thus independently developed CD master recording systems; then they installed them in their disc-manufacturing facilities, and sold them to subsidiaries or other companies. Most of the billions of pits in your CD collection were originally etched by a Philips LHH-0400 or Sony DMC-1200 master recorder. Let's take a look at mastering technology and why its mastery puts these companies in the driver's seat.

CD mastering begins with a video cassette and a piece of glass. The PCM audio data contained on a master tape will be transferred to the glass master, where it will be represented as pits. All CDs are ultimately derived from that master disc.

The master tape, a ¾-inch videocassette, carries all of the audio, subcode, and time-code information, to be converted to a channel bitstream and fed to the master disc recorder. The audio data is contained in the video fields as PCM data, while the subcode and time-code information is stored on the longitudinal (formerly audio) tracks. The subcode includes control data such as table of contents, track numbers and indices, track lengths, text information, pre-emphasis (on/off), digital copy (prohibited or permitted), number of audio channels (two or four), and catalog number.

The glass master disc, about 240 mm in diameter and 5 mm thick, is washed, lapped, and polished. An adhesive is applied, followed by a coat of photoresist applied by a spinning developer machine. After inspection and cleaning, the plate is tested with a laser for optical dropouts; any burst dropouts in reflected intensity will be cause for rejection of the plate. The plate is cured in an oven and is then ready for master cutting; if stored, it has a shelf life of several weeks.

Disc mastering itself is accomplished with a laser mastering machine which exposes the photoresist on the master glass disc. The mastering machine is composed of two units, a control rack and a lathe. The control rack consists of a minicomputer with video terminal and floppy-disk drive, U-matic video transport, PCM audio processor, and diagnostic equipment. The master tape is loaded in the video transport, and the CD encoder uses the tape's subcode, time-code, and digital audio data to carry out multiplexing and CIRC encoding. The encoder generates the channel bit-stream signal; in addition, it outputs signals used for automatic quality control.

A controller provides for automatic system operation, and recording operations are stored on floppy disk. Recording parameters such as linear velocity, master identification number, and program length are entered via controller keyboard. A video display shows indication of process status.

The master glass plate, coated with photoresist, is placed on the lathe. The channel bit stream is input to the master recorder; it is used to intensity-modulate a laser which creates a cutting signal corresponding to the data on the original audio master tape. It is this "cutting" laser which creates the spiral track, in real time, as the master tape is played through the PCM processor. Another laser, which does not affect the photoresist, is used for focus and tracking. In making the spiral data track which extends outward across the disc, the disc's rotational speed and the linear motion of the sled that carries the focusing optics must be very precisely controlled. To obtain frictionless motion, air bearings are used for both mechanisms. Although the optics are similar to those found inside consumer CD players, the mechanisms are built to even more exacting specifications, especially in terms of isolation from vibration. The entire cutting process is accomplished automatically, under computer control.

After exposure in the master cutter, the glass master is developed by an automatic developing machine; a laser monitors pit depth and stops development when proper engraving depth has been reached (that is, when the
WE'VE JUST EXTENDED OUR DYNAMIC RANGE, and the distance between us and everybody else.

Introducing the new Sony UX series of tapes. At last, tapes now in a class with today's improved cassette recording technology and music sources. Now, whether you record on Sony UX or the incomparable Sony UX-PRO, you'll be using tapes with finer and more evenly dispersed magnetic particles, along with improved coercive force to hold those particles even better than before.

For an example of what that means to you, take UX-S: it's priced equivalently to comparable cassettes, yet delivers sound comparable to their high-end Type II tapes. And when you take UX-ES, you enter a realm that belongs entirely to Sony. With a gauss measurement of 2,000, UX-ES comes in with dramatically higher specs than any music tape.

But our new UX-PRO goes UX-ES one better by including enhancements even in the cassette housing. We developed a 3-plate, high-precision shell. And we created a unique ceramic tape guide with an amazing ability to absorb vibrations. It virtually eliminates modulation noise. The result gives you the finest magnetic medium in the quietest cassette housing Sony has ever made.

Now you have four new Sony UX Type II tapes to choose from. And four ways to experience the thrill of leaving the competition far behind.
Each of our separate Amplifiers, Preampl-EQ's, and Analyzers is U.S. made and expressly designed to perfectly match your present system...add to, or replace, any one or more of your components with the full assurance that each Soundcraftsmen S-E-P-A-R-A-T-E will immediately improve and enhance your system's sound to your complete satisfaction...

...or, you can stack as shown...into a Pro-quality system you design to suit your musical needs as well as your pocketbook...and with Separates, it's easy to upgrade your system from time to time as new developments occur, either in your own personal tastes and desires, or in electronic breakthroughs.

DIGITAL QUARTZ AM-FM TUNER
AM-FM Stereo Tuner with 8 AM, 8 FM Station Presets. Automatic or Manual Scanning, Digital Quartz P.L.L. Synthesizer with Quadrature Front End, 9.8dB Sensitivity...

WORLD'S MOST ACCURATE 0.1dB REAL-TIME ANALYZERS AND EQUALIZERS
REVOLUTIONARY Differential/Comparator circuitry makes possible 0.1dB Readout Accuracy! Automatic or Manual Octave Scanning for Fast, Accurate Analyzing and Equalizing. Precision Passive EQ Circuitry for Highest Gain, Lowest Distortion. Comptone Charts and 12" LP Frequency Analysis Test Record included with EQ's...

WORLD'S MOST VERSATILE PREAMPLIFIERS
Unique Equalizer/Preamplifiers and Straight-Line Preampakers featuring -9dB Phono S/N, Adjustable Phono Preamp/Bias Settings, Specially Matched EQ Inputs, Moving Coil Inputs, Phone Input Level Controls. Exclusive AutoBridge® circuit for Mono Operation of Stereo Amplifiers @ TRIPLE POWER OUTPUT, versatile Push-Button Patch bay with External Processor Loops, Digital and Video/Audio Inputs, Precision Passive Gain EQ Circuitry and 0.1dB Readout Differential/Comparator® Unity Gain Controls for Highest Gain, Lowest Distortion and No "Clipping" of Wide Dynamic-Range Material. Comptone Charts and 12" LP Frequency Analysis Test Record included with Preampl-EQ's...

HIGH CURRENT CLASS "H" AND MOSFET POWER AMPLIFIERS
The most advanced Stereo and Professional Amplifiers featuring Class H Dual Signal-Tracking Power Supply, Auto-Buffer® for Continuous 2-Ohm Operation, No-Current-Limiting, Phase Control Regulation, Auto Crowbar Output Protection, Power MOSFET Circuitry for High Reliability, Calibrated LED meters, A-B Speaker Switching, 125 to 600 w/p/c @ 8 ohms, 20-20kHz, <0.05%THD.

Soundcraftsmen Inc., 2200 S. Ritchey, Santa Ana CA
**PRO-FORMANCE COUNTS!**

**NEW PRO-SYSTEM FOUR**

**PRO-SYSTEM FOUR FEATURES**

Our new Pro-Power Four Ultra High Current Mosfet Amplifier with 40-LED precision-calibrated meters, matching FM-AM T6200 tuner, and DX4100 Preamp/EQ Control Center.

**OUR 19 INCH RACK-MOUNT**

Professional separates give you a clear choice of the finest American quality separate components, to add to your present system, or to start a new system. From 410-watt amplifiers at 449 dollars, to our 1,399 dollar PM1600, incredibly powerful at 900 watts RMS per channel into 2 ohms, and over 3,000 watts of instantaneous peak reserve power into 2 ohms!

Plus a selection of 4 Preamp Control Centers, 5 Signal Processors, and a 16-station preset AM-FM Tuner.

See your nearest Soundcraftsmen dealer for a rib-cage-rattling demonstration!

Meet Paul Rolfes, Chief Engineer and inventor of Soundcraftsmen's many "FIRSTS" in amplifier technology...

His inventions in electronic power circuitry have resulted in more than a dozen original patents, plus all of the following Audio industry "FIRSTS":

- **FIRST**—with signal-tracking multiple-rail power supplies.
- **FIRST**—with fully electronic automatic resetting crowbar circuitry.
- **FIRST**—with Phase-Control-Regulation power supplies.
- **FIRST**—with automatic low-impedance power supply selection.

The Audio Industry's Most Complete line of Power Amplifiers—16 Models of Power Mosfet and Class H Amplifiers, from 125 Watts p/c to 375 Watts p/c @ 8 ohms, 20-20kHz, <0.05% THD.

and now his **NEW PRO-POWER FOUR** amplifier has MORE power, MORE features, MORE pure performance per dollar...

**PLUS** the superb reliability and the tube-like sonic perfection of MOSFETS!

To fully appreciate the extended dynamic range of today's analog and digital recordings, you need a subwoofer system capable of deep, powerful, and most importantly, accurate bass. Conventional woofer technology is simply unable to deliver this kind of performance.

The solution: Velodyne ULD Series Subwoofer Systems.

Both the Velodyne ULD-15 and ULD-18 Subwoofer Systems come complete with 350 watt mated amplifiers. Their frequency response extends below 20 Hz. And their patented High Gain Servo™ technology provides for uncanny speed, as well as distortion measurements an order of magnitude lower than conventional technology allows.

This means that ULD Series Subwoofers will never become boomy or muddy, and will never color mid-bass or mid-range frequencies with bassy overtones. All you hear is pure, powerful, and perfectly accurate bass. And both systems include an 85 Hz. electronic crossover to remove the bass load from your satellite amp and speakers.

Velodyne ULD Series Subwoofer Systems merit your attention. Call 1-800-VELODYNE (408-748-1077 in California) for the Velodyne dealer nearest you.

BASS THAT'S CLEAN.
POWERFUL.
PHYSICAL.

CD pits are among the smallest manufactured formations. Clean air is therefore critical, and one stogie could put a factory out of business.

The pit depth thus depends on the thickness of the photoresist layer. The optimum data signal would result when there is maximum difference between the light reflected from the pits (seen as bumps, from the laser side) and the surrounding land. This is achieved when (a) the pit depth is one-quarter of the laser pickup's apparent wavelength, and (b) when the pit width is such that the intensity of the light reflected from the pit's bottom equals the intensity of the light reflected from the land between the pits. These two conditions cause interference between the incoming and outgoing light for maximum contrast. In practice, pit depth and width specs must be modified a bit for a more robust tracking signal.

The developed master plate is transferred to an electroplating room; there, a silver coating is imparted onto the glass master to result in a metal "stamper." This CD master disc can be played on a system for masters to assess aural and measured quality; it also serves as a reference to evaluate the quality of the final production discs. A negative "father" of nickel is then made from the master disc, and positive "mothers" are made from that; each mother can then generate a number of negative nickel molds from which the actual discs are made.

Injection molding is typically used to produce the finished commercial discs. A polycarbonate material is melted, then injected into the disc mold. After molding, a layer of metal (usually aluminum) is placed on the disc surface to provide reflectivity; this is accomplished by sputtering or evaporation in a vacuum chamber. The metalization layer is then covered by a photo-polymerized plastic layer applied by a spin-coating machine. This protects the metalization from scratches and oxidation. The label is printed upon this plastic layer. Following inspection, the disc is finished.

Even though the entire production chain is long, at least the mastering process sounds fairly straightforward. However, most CD mastering facilities will probably testify to the difficulties involved. The equipment for a mastering system requires a modest-sized book for specification. The main items include a resist master preparation system, a master recording system, a developer system, a master disc player system, and disc master electroplating equipment. Other items (from a long list) include microscopes, ovens, chemical-preparation equipment, diagnostic and test equipment, glassware, cleaning and protective materials, desks and hoods, audio monitoring equipment, and dust-free paper.

Site requirements are carefully specified too. Clean air is critical. CD pits are among the smallest manufactured formations—about the size of a smoke particle. One stogie could put your factory out of business. Therefore, the entire mastering process must be carried out in a clean-room environment, with the size and number of particles in the air strictly regulated. Temperature and humidity, as well as ambient air-pollution levels, must also be specified. In the Philips system, the glass disc moves from one process stage to the next in a sealed cartridge. In each process step, the disc is automatically removed from the cartridge and then returned to it. This minimizes manual contact and air exposure, thereby reducing the risk of disc contamination.

Vibration would be disastrous to the cutting process. The laser-beam recorder is mounted on a massive baseplate (Sony uses cast iron, Philips uses granite) with a pneumatic vibration-isolation system. Other considerations include a clean electrical system, dehumidized and hot water, compressed air, filtered air, nitrogen, and exhaust of contaminated air.

The facility could be housed in a clean room of 200 square meters. However, many disc manufacturers are specifying substantially larger rooms, with an eye toward additional mastering equipment to accommodate production of audio discs, CD-ROM discs, and future formats.

The total cost for the highly specialized CD-mastering equipment is in excess of $2 million, plus clean-room construction costs. (The rest of the production chain costs a lot more.) Even so, there's a long line of customers eager to purchase mastering equipment. Philips is happily accepting orders for its turnkey system, but a system ordered today will not be delivered until 1988. That's what I mean about being in the driver's seat.
BECAUSE TOO MUCH PERFORMANCE IS NEVER ENOUGH

Harman Kardon's drive for sonic excellence has elevated the standards of high fidelity for over 30 years. Our striving for the ideal is often considered "too much" by our competitors. Now the pleasure of "too much performance" is brought to the automotive environment.

Our competitors must feel that 20-20,000Hz ±0.3dB is "too much performance" to expect from an in-dash cassette/tuner, or they would offer it. We believe it the minimum necessary for true high fidelity reproduction. Even our least expensive model offers this and other "over design" distinctions: Dolby*, dual gate MOSFET front ends, superior tuning sections, hand selected tape heads and heavy duty transports.

Our competitors must feel that High instantaneous Current Capability, Low Negative Feedback and discrete componentry constitute "too much performance" in automotive amplifiers. All of our mobile amps, from the 3.5 Watt/channel CA205 to the 60 Watt/channel CA260, are "over designed" to include these superior design criteria.

Automotive high fidelity performance from Harman Kardon. It's too much.

For more information and your nearest dealer call toll free 1-800-633-2252 Ext. 250 or write 240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, New York 11797.

* Dolby is the registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

Harman/Kardon
A Harman International Company
High Performance Necessities for the Mobile Audiophile.
A centaur's horn cries hauntingly. A siren's song whispers untold promises. For listeners with discerning ears, those rare and magical sounds can be a reality. A reality evoked by a speaker possessing a higher fidelity. Altec Lansing°

How did Altec Lansing bring this world to life? By creating the ideal materials to more perfectly recreate the timbre, texture and power of every musical composition. Carbon Fiber Woofers for soft passages that come across as dramatically as loud passages. A Polyimide Mid Range and Tweeter for rich, uncolored sound. And to coordinate these components for remarkably true-to-life sound, we delivered the ‘art of balance’. Even our hand-crafted cabinets have been specially designed for
optimum musicality. The result? Speakers so pure, so uncompromising, they capture the very soul of sound.

If you have an uncompromising ear, measure it against our new line of loudspeakers. And hear what others only imagine.

Altec Lansing is sold only by leading high fidelity retailers. For information and the name of your nearest Altec Lansing dealer, call 1-800-ALTEC 88. (In PA, 717-296-HIFI).

In Canada call, Sparkomatic Canada, Inc. (416)-474-0260. 265 Hood Road, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 4N3.

© 1986 Altec Lansing Consumer Products, Milford, PA 18337.

CERTAIN PEOPLE CAN HEAR.
Every person who has a tape recorder does some editing, and every cassette deck used by a serious recordist includes some form of noise reduction. Substantially all decks have Dolby B NR, and many of the current models have Dolby C NR as well. About 10% of the models listed in Audio's Annual Equipment Directory (October 1985) include dbx NR. The probability is thus very high that an original recording and any edited copy made of it will have some form of noise reduction.

Because the frequency responses of the mastering, the rerecording and the final playback deck all contribute to the end result, it is important that response deviations be kept as small as possible, when they can be controlled. This is especially true when noise reduction is used. The material that follows provides guidelines on how to pinpoint what errors actually exist, determine their effects, and correct or compensate for them.

Real Frequency Response

For a long time, the only way to measure frequency response (more correctly, amplitude response versus frequency) was to set an oscillator to a number of separate frequencies, one by one, reading the output amplitudes on some sort of meter. The development of the VCO-based function generator led to the availability of sources that could be swept electronically from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Because the better units had very stable amplitude over the entire frequency range, they were popular for evaluating all types of products. Relatively recent test instruments have introduced a noncontinuous type of...
sweeping: A stepping through many frequencies under the control of a microprocessor.

Unfortunately, for all the appeal and popularity of the current sweeping/stepping sine-wave sources, they should not be used for evaluating the responses of tape recorders, especially if any form of noise reduction is used. The interrelationships among bias, spectral content of the signal, and self-demagnetization effects are such that the response at 10 kHz, for example, will vary with the amount of energy at lower frequencies.

Without noise reduction, these changes are not large, and the response errors are quite small. With noise reduction, however, other factors are introduced which cause much larger response deviations to appear in the process of evaluating single decks or an editing system. In past articles and "Equipment Profiles," I have commented that the dbx NR system must be tested with a broad-band signal, such as pink noise, so the dbx broad-band detector(s) can sense recording and playback levels properly and set the complementary encoder/decoder gains correctly. Use of a sweeping or stepping signal would generate level variations related to the deck's frequency response errors. These variations would be doubled by the decoder expansion, but the deviations resulting would not demonstrate a tracking error in the NR system—they would show the results of using the wrong test stimulus for the device under test. As the computer freaks say, GIGO (garbage in, garbage out).

Because the error that appeared with swept-sine testing of Dolby B NR was small, this system seemed to be immune to any similar sort of false response indication. With the introduction of Dolby C NR, there was—all of a sudden, it seemed—evidence of severe response and mistracking errors with the use of a swept/stepped sine-wave source. The new NR system seemed further damaged when it evidenced mistracking at 10 to 15 dB below Dolby reference level (200 nWb/m), even though the response was quite good at -20 dB.

A review of the basic characteristics of both the Dolby B and C NR systems convinced me that a broad-band test signal was a must for accurate response testing of both versions. However, a serious question remained on the large deviations that appeared when Dolby C NR was tested with pink noise. Figure 1 shows playback responses of three decks, each playing a tape it didn't record. None of the results would be considered acceptable. Was there some sort of measurement error?

After rereading Ray Dolby's paper on the Dolby C NR system, I concluded that I should take a better look at the spectral characteristics of music. Dr. Dolby's paper clearly stated that filtering was included to eliminate the problem of differences in high-frequency responses, but normal pink noise is not that close to music, spectrally. Figure 2 shows the range of maximum levels measured over a period of time in the 10 standard octave bands during a portion of an audiophile recording of "Night on Bald Mountain" by Mussorgsky. In this "scope photo, take particular note of the fact that the highest levels in the upper frequencies roll off at about 5 dB/octave, from the 1-kHz band on up. The pattern shown is matched closely by most types of music, whether recorded or live.

There does exist, therefore, a very valid reason for shaping the pink-noise signal to make it more music-like. This will yield a more accurate indication of the actual mistracking between the Dolby sliding-band compressing encoder and expanding decoder in the real world of music and tape recorders. The first version of what I call "PN/Music" has a spectrum as shown in the bottom trace of Fig. 3. The roll-off was obtained with the combination of a 1/2-octave filter having a 14-dB cut centered on 19 kHz, and a low-pass cutoff filter at 20 kHz. For convenient display analysis, the playback from the deck was given a complementary boost (top trace) by trimming the filter's shape and position to get the flat total response shown in the center. The roll-off frequency chosen is somewhat higher than that of the music sampled in Fig 2, which makes the test stimulus a bit more challenging than the music sample and closes to what some synthesizers might do. The energy in the 20-kHz band, however, is 15 dB below what it would be without the roll-off—much closer to the actual relative levels in music.

Figure 4 shows the results of four test conditions with a high-quality, three-head deck. The top trace is the measured output with the monitor switch on "Source." The second trace is the record/playback response with Dolby C NR at -20 dB, with the pink noise extending to 50 kHz. It would be a mistake to regard what is shown as severe tracking error, for, as seen in the third trace, cutting the noise off at 25 kHz improved the response dramatically. There were relatively minor deviations in response over a range of levels from -25 dB to Dolby level. The bottom trace was secured using PN/Music. Its shape stayed exactly the same from the bottom-level noise limit to almost +"10" on the deck's meters, showing that the tracking was actually outstanding—something that would have been obscured if a non-music-like test signal had been used.

**Record on One Deck, Play on Another**
For the following investigation, a total of seven cassette decks were used. For convenient reference, I assigned numbers to each: Nakamichi BX-300.
#1; Revox B215, #2; Akai GXR99, #3; Technics RS-B48R, #4; TEAC V-500X, #5; Aiwa AD-M700, #6; and Nakamichi 582, #7. This collection represented a wide range of price and performance. All of the decks have Dolby B NR, decks #1 to #5 have Dolby C NR as well, and decks #4 and #5 also have dbx NR. To designate recording on one deck with playback on another, I will use abbreviations; recording on deck #2 with playback on deck #4, for example, will be shown as "R2/P4."

In general, tests were run using the NR systems built into the decks. To pin down the cause of some of the effects observed, I used two outboard processors, a Nakamichi NR-200 for Dolby NR tests and a dbx 224 for dbx checks.

The first task was to ascertain the record/playback responses without NR. Figure 5 shows the results with decks #1 to #5: The responses are all quite flat, but some differences exist. Figure 6 shows what happens when recordings made on deck #1 are subsequently played on decks #1 to #5 (R1/P1 to R1/P5). Similar checks were made of R2/P1 to R2/P5, R3/P1 to R3/P5, and R4/P1 to R4/P5. Collectively, they told this story: Deck #1 showed a high-end boost when playing back tapes from other decks, particularly #2 and #3. Deck #2 played the tape from #1 quite flat, but showed a similar boost with the tape from #3 and a general high-end rise with the tape from #4. Deck #3 played tapes from #2 and #3 very flat, but had a slight droop with the tape from #1 and a roll-off with the tape from #4. Deck #4 showed a sharp roll-off at the high end with all tapes, and had a noticeable droop with the tape from #1.

The differences described here are primarily from the various versions of playback equalization as actually used in the decks. The boosts and roll-offs are not from the very small discrepancies in azimuth alignment that existed during the tests. This is the first area of concern to be introduced: Even without NR, the flatness of the playback can be affected by differences in playback equalization, and perhaps azimuth alignment, from one deck to another. With NR, these response deviations can be expanded by action of the decoder. To minimize such effects

---

**Fig. 1**—Record/playback responses using pink noise with Dolby C NR. Deck #1 playback of tape made on deck #4 shows large high-end boost (top trace). Deck #3 playback of a tape from deck #2 has large droop at high end (middle trace). Deck #4 playback of a tape from deck #5 has even more droop, plus roll-off (bottom trace). (Vertical scale for this and all other figures: 5 dB/div.)

**Fig. 2**—Range of octave-band maximum levels during a portion of a recording of Mussorgsky's "Night on Bald Mountain."

**Fig. 3**—Shaped pink-noise spectrum to make "PN/Music" (bottom trace), equalization added after tape recorder's playback to make flat RTA display with flat record/playback responses (top trace), and result without recorder in loop (middle trace).

**Fig. 4**—Four test conditions using a high-quality, three-head deck. From top to bottom: Monitor switch on "Source," record/playback response at -20 dB with pink noise from generator extending to 50 kHz, record/playback with 25-kHz low-pass filter on noise generator's output, and record/playback with PNIMusic. All record/playback responses were made with Dolby C NR.

**Fig. 5**—Record/playback responses without NR for decks #1 through #5 (top to bottom); see text.

**Fig. 6**—Responses of tape recorded on deck #1 played back on decks #1 through #5 (top to bottom).
What Happens with Dolby B NR

Figure 7 shows the results of interchanging tapes between decks #6 and #7. Both decks' record/play responses (R6/P6 and R7/P7) are very good, with or without Dolby B NR, but the R6/P7 and R7/P6 responses (with NR) are very poor. I should point out that all responses were measured with PN/Music, which would ensure the best test results. With deck #7, it was possible to adjust record sensitivity to match Dolby level, but that was not possible to do with deck #6. The latter also has a drooping playback response compared to deck #7. This does appear to be a bad combination for Dolby B NR recording on one deck and later playback on the other.

Figure 8 shows the results for several deck-to-deck crosses: A tape recorded on deck #4 played back on decks #3, #5, #6, and #7; a tape from deck #5 played back on decks #3, #4, #6, and #7; and a tape from deck #3 played back on deck #4 through deck #7. The tape from #4 worked well in decks #5 and #7, and the tape from #3 had just a slight saddle in the mid-highs when played on decks #4 and #6. The rest would be considered marginal or worse.

The tape from deck #7 was then played back on decks #3 to #6 (Fig.

Fig. 7—Record/playback responses with decks #6 and #7. From top to bottom: R6/P6 without NR, R7/P7 without NR, R6/P6 with Dolby B NR, R7/P7 with Dolby B NR, R6/P7 with Dolby B NR showing a rising high end, and R7/P6 with Dolby B NR showing a high-end droop.

Fig. 8—Responses, from top to bottom, of R4/P3, P5, P6, and P7; R5/P3, P4, P6, and P7; R3/P4 to P7. See text.

Fig. 9—Effects of multiplex filter on Dolby NR mistracking. Each trace shows overlaid responses of tapes recorded on deck #7, with and without MPX filter, played back on decks #6, #4, #5, and #3 (top to bottom).

Fig. 10—Dolby B NR responses using Nakamichi NR-200 processor. From top to bottom: R3/P3 to R6/P6, overlaid: R3/P4 to P6; R4/P3, P5, and P6; R5/P3, P4, and P6.

Fig. 11—R7/P6 with Dolby B NR, using Nakamichi NR-200, from about −25 to +5 dB.

Fig. 12—R7/P6 with Dolby B NR, using Nakamichi NR-200, from about −20 to +5 dB with +4 dB play calibration offset.

Fig. 13—Effects of decoding and re-encoding using Dolby B NR. Traces are of R7/P7 feeding R6/P6 at levels from −25 to +5 dB. See text.
9), after recording with and without the multiplex filter. The very minor differences demonstrate that use of the filter will not solve the problem.

The next tests used the Nakamichi NR-200 as the Dolby B NR processor for decks #3 to #6. This permitted setting up each deck to match the same NR unit, thus removing the question of Dolby NR differences from deck to deck. I must emphasize that this procedure does not eliminate all possible errors in making play- and record-level calibrations. They are minimized, but the two-head decks (#4 and #5) and the 1-dB meter steps of the NR-200 made exact level matching among decks close to impossible.

The topmost trace of Fig. 10 shows the overlaid record/playback responses of decks #3 to #6. There is some spreading at the low end and differences at the high end, but they are quite close in general. The other traces, from top to bottom, show results for R3/P4 to P6; R4/P3, P5, and P6; and R5/P3, P4, and P6. These results are better than those in Fig. 8, where the individual decks' NR systems were used, but the responses are disappointing in showing that effects remained from level and/or response differences.

I mentioned earlier that I could not be certain how well I had matched calibration levels, even when using the NR-200 as the common NR system. Figure 11 shows the Dolby B NR responses for R7/P6 over a range of levels from about -25 to +5 dB. Mis-tracking is certainly in evidence, and there is a general roll-off across a good part of the band at all levels. I then adjusted "Play Cal" on the NR-200 to make the -20 dB response of R7/P6 look the flattest, and reran the range-of-levels test. Figure 12 demonstrates the great improvement in responses over the entire level range with the "Play Cal" offset. A separate check showed that I had increased the play level by +4 dB. I had not expected that this adjustment would be so effective. In addition, I was surprised at the large adjustment needed to compensate for both calibration errors and response effects on overall level to make deck #6 track properly when playing tapes made on deck #7.

All of the above has been predicated on the condition that the ultimate playback deck is not available for the editing and on the assumption that there is no advantage in decoding a Dolby B NR tape just to encode it again in making a copy. In other words, we should copy the Dolby B NR tape with NR out—or should we? It seems to make sense to avoid decoding and re-encoding, but the previous tests have shown many poor results from doing just that. Figure 13 shows the result of R7/P7 as the source for R6/P6, all with Dolby B NR. With this combination, P7 was decoded and R6 was re-encoded; final decoding was done with P6. The range in levels is from -25 to +5 dB, with excellent tracking in all respects. A comparison with Fig. 7 demonstrates

Even without NR, playback flatness can be affected by differences in playback equalization, and perhaps azimuth alignment, from one deck to another.

Fig. 14—Overall record/playback responses using each deck's Dolby C NR circuits. From top to bottom: R1/P2 to P5; R2/P1, P3, P4, and P5; R3/P1, P2, P4, and P5.

Fig. 15—Record/playback responses with Dolby C NR using Nakamichi NR-200 processor. From top to bottom: R3/P3 to R6/P6, overlaid; R3/P4 to P6; R4/P3, P5, and P6; R5/P3, P4, and P6.

Fig. 16—R5/P6 with Dolby C NR, using Nakamichi NR-200, from -30 to +5 dB.

Fig. 17—Same as Fig. 16 but with play calibration offset +5 dB.

Fig. 18—R4/P4 with that playback feeding R3/P3, with both decks using Dolby C NR, over a range from -25 to +5 dB.
the great improvement gained by doing what seemed unnecessary.

If at all possible, you should make your edited copy on the ultimate playback deck with NR switched in for both decks. Even if the final-play deck is not available to you, follow the same plan, using NR on both decks involved in making the copy. If you are using a double-well editing deck, make certain you know what you can and can’t do as far as NR is concerned. The probability is that you will not be able to decode the tape you’re playing and re-encode the copy being made, which would be preferable. You may have no choice but to copy the tape in its encoded form, in which case you can try different tape formulations to see which gives the best final result. It would probably also help to match recording levels so that copies of Dolby-level tones would also be at Dolby level; this may take some experimenting.

To summarize what has been shown: Because of differences in calibration levels and recorder responses, both playback and record/playback, there is likely to be some Dolby B NR mistracking when a tape made on one recorder is played back on another. The best plan when making an edited copy is to decode the original on the playing deck and re-encode it on the recording deck. It is possible to make considerable improvements in the playback of a Dolby B NR tape recorded on another deck by using an outboard processor and adjusting the play calibration level. An increase in this level will bring up the drooping mids and highs; a decrease will pull down a high-end exaggeration or reduce extra presence. This will be discussed further, after a look at Dolby C and dbx NR.

And Then Came Dolby C NR

Considering some of the poor results I’ve obtained from testing in months past, I was really interested to see how Dolby C NR would perform using PN/Music. Figure 14 shows R1/P2 to P5; R2/P1, P3, P4, and P5; and R3/P1, P2, P4, and P5. The majority of these responses are really quite good, with the exceptions of R1/P4, which had a sharp roll-off, and R2/P1 and P5, which showed elevated mids and highs. Next, the NR-200 was inserted, with Dolby C NR selected, to replace the NR systems for decks #3 to #6. The record/play responses of each deck were quite good (Fig. 15, top trace), but the playback responses on other decks were not to be applauded.

To get a better feel for what was happening, I used a range of levels from -30 to +5 dB for R5/P6 using the NR-200. Figure 16 displays obvious mistracking and also a severe roll-off at the high end. I went back to “Play Cal” and increased the play level by 5 dB. There was still a general roll-off with increasing frequency (Fig. 17), but the response shape was very consistent over the range of levels. Fairly simple equalization, even a little treble from a tone control, would bring the response to within ±1 or ±2 dB over most of the audio band. Further comments on level calibration, responses, and tracking will be made later.

Figure 18 demonstrates the improvement possible with Dolby C NR if there is decoding with the play deck and re-encoding with the editing deck. The combination used was R4/P4 with that playback feeding R3/P3, over a range from -25 to +5 dB. Compare the flatness of these results with the third set of traces in Fig. 15, where the same combination of recorders had a
If at all possible, make an edited copy on the deck which you ultimately will be using for playback, with noise reduction switched in for both decks involved.

boost at 5 kHz and a severe roll-off above that when there was no decoding and subsequent re-encoding between recorders.

The above results illustrate that with Dolby C NR, as with Dolby B NR, the final playback will most likely have the best response if the copy is made on the ultimate play deck. Level calibration adjustments with Dolby C NR also showed beneficial corrections of response deviations from mistracking.

Editing with dbx NR

Although most decks do not have dbx NR, a fair percentage of audiophiles who have more than one deck probably have that capability, and some prefer to use it when editing. Also, among people who have small studios or who are involved in multi-tracking for other reasons, dbx is the NR system in widest use, especially if TEAC equipment is employed.

Figure 19 shows R6/P6 using the dbx 224 processor over a range of levels from -25 to +5 dB. It is obvious that the response droops somewhat at the high end, but there is no change in response shape over the entire range. A slight reduction in bias or a small boost with external equalization would make all of these responses very flat. Figure 20 covers the same range of levels but for R5/P6, also using the dbx 224 processor. The response shapes are very consistent, but the roll-off from the low to the high end is too large to be acceptable. It is true, however, that external equalization would gain a flat response at all levels.

Other checks showed that the dbx system of deck #5 tracked the 224 within ±1 dB across the band over the entire range of levels—in fact, it was usually within ±0.5 dB. The dbx circuits of deck #4, a less expensive unit, did not match the 224 as closely, but all points at all levels stayed within ±1.5 dB. The fundamental cause of the falling responses in Fig. 20 was the lower playback equalization of deck #6 compared to deck #5. This demonstrates the importance of flat recorder responses with the same playback equalization for best results when moving tapes from one deck to another.

I would like to emphasize that the dbx system does not multiply frequency response deviations in what is being recorded. Figure 21 provides proof of this assertion. At the top is R6/P6 using the 224 processor. Next is R6/P6 with equalization inserted before the encoder; in other words, a non-flat response was recorded. The third trace shows R7/P7 with the playback output from deck #6 as the input. In the fourth trace, deck #7's playback is the input for R6/P6 again, which goes to R7/P7 again (fifth trace), and finally to R6/P6 (bottom trace). The external equalizer, of course, was used only for the initial recording. There are some slight changes in the responses, but the fifth-generation playback using dbx NR was very close to the first playback, and careful examination is required to find any differences.

Deviations in the response of the recorder, however, do cause errors. The deviations are multiplied in rerecording, such as when bouncing tracks, but they are not multiplied by dbx NR. This is shown in Fig. 22. The topmost trace is of the test signal, with the same equalization as used in Fig. 21. The second trace is of R6/P6; the equalization was applied after the dbx 224 encoder—that is, within the encode/decode loop. Note that this signal is, nevertheless, still very similar to the topmost response. The third trace is R7/P7, with the second trace (decoded output of P6) as the input signal; no NR or equalization was inserted. Up to this point, the playback looks like the original input, with the addition of the decks' response variations.

In the bottom trace, deck #7's output (the third trace) was rerecorded on deck #6 with dbx NR, and the equalization was inserted once again between the encoder and the input of the deck. As the trace shows, the deviations are double those in the response itself—but this is due to the double use of the equalization. The purpose of the equalization was to simulate a recorder having poor response; the dbx NR has added nothing further to the deviation. When Dolby NR is used, however, response discrepancies could cause some mistracking due to overall level shifts.

The point here is that flat recorder response is even more important in multi-tracking with repeated playbacks and rerecording, where response errors will build up. This is true with or without NR.

Guidelines for Good Editing

Considering the chamber of horrors presented above, the recordist could be quite convinced that avoiding any form of NR is the best course. In fact, if a high signal/noise ratio is not needed, such as with a fair amount of rock music that exhibits considerable compression, editing without NR (except as needed to decode an encoded original) will ensure that there cannot be any response-error multiplication in playback. I suggest marking any tapes recorded without NR to make it clear that NR should not be used in playback.

In your general approach to making recordings, especially originals, make certain that all heads are aligned accurately. Select recording tape that gives the flattest response at -15 to -20 dB both with and without NR, and trim bias, if possible, for the best overall flatness. If you do not have test equipment, rely on listening tests. Checking the "before" and "after" sound quality using FM interstation noise is a good method if you don't have a pink-noise generator. Very few decks these days have record-sensitivity adjustments; consider yourself fortunate if your deck.
Accurate head alignment, proper bias adjustment, and matching the tape's record sensitivity are required for original, playback, and editing decks.

has that facility, either manual or automatic. Matching record sensitivity is essential for getting good Dolby NR responses, but the matching is not important with dbx NR.

Some manufacturers state which specific tape formulation was used to set up a particular deck, and that is usually a reliable choice for making an original recording. If a long list of tapes is given in the manual, the information is virtually worthless unless the deck has automatic calibration. One way to select a tape for correct record sensitivity is to record a tone of 400 Hz or so at zero level on the meters, rewind the tape, and check the meter levels in playback. Many decks are set up quite well, and there is a good chance that the tape which shows the same level in record and in playback is the one with the correct sensitivity. This test cannot be run with a noise source at a high level because saturation effects at the high frequencies will cause level discrepancies to appear in playback.

The requirements for the editing deck are the same as for the original playback deck: Aligned heads, adjustment of bias for the best response, and record sensitivity to match the tape used. Tape selection, of course, can secure excellent bias and sensitivity matching in quite a few cases. If your source is not another tape, then the deck you are recording on is the original as far as taping is concerned. In any event, the recordist is faced with the challenge of making a tape that will perform well on another deck, without that deck being available for checking such things as head alignment or Dolby play-level calibration. And this says nothing about the playback response of that deck.

If the deck that will ultimately be used for playback is available, record your final, edited tape on it. If your source is another tape deck, it should be set for whatever NR decoding is appropriate to the original tape. The signal should be re-encoded by the deck you are recording on, even if the same NR system is used. As the tests described above have emphasized, flat responses are a must for all encode/decode NR systems, and level calibration is a further requirement for the two Dolby NR systems. If the deck used for final playback is not available and it is a premium deck of recent vintage, the editing deck should be similar, primarily to match the playback equalization. If the final-use deck is of medium quality, it is less significant what the editing deck is. If the quality of the final-play deck is unknown, or you will be editing for decks with different requirements, consider acquiring a deck of recent vintage and of medium to medium-high cost.

If you must make copies of tapes that are already NR-encoded, I recommend that you get a separate processor (or two) with record and playback level adjustments—useful with dbx and close to essential with Dolby NR for the best results. Purchasing a Dolby-level calibration tape will be necessary to get the most out of the processor, and that's a good thing to do even if you just want to check the play/meter calibration of your decks.

If you are editing have Dolby NR, consider the possibility that you may improve the overall sound by changing play calibration to get better flatness and tracking. If possible, have the person who supplied the original tape put a bit of pink noise on one end of it. The noise should be limited to 20 kHz and recorded at -20 dB, using the same NR as the rest of the tape. By ear or—even better—with an RTA, you will be able to use the processor's play calibration to flatten the response and then equalize it to make it really flat. Verify your choices by listening to the recorded material: Raise the play calibration level to get rid of dullness and to fill in the middle, and reduce the play calibration level to bring down exaggerated highs and excessive presence. If everything sounds fine, don’t change anything.

It may be helpful to remember this fact: With a single recording and subsequent playback on any other deck, none of the NR systems discussed here will generate uncorrectable response errors—at least if level (for Dolby NR) and equalization adjustments can be made between the processor and the deck(s). For example, if record sensitivity is too high with Dolby NR on the recording deck, it can be compensated for by lowering the play level calibration of the processor fed by the playback deck.

Nakamichi and Tandberg decks include sharp cut-off filters above 25 kHz to help remove the possibility that above-band energy will cause Dolby NR tracking problems. With other decks, the user might want to add a low-pass filter if there's any doubt, such as when recording a synthesizer. Because the multiplex filter's response rises between 19 and 38 kHz, it might not prove to be effective enough for this purpose.

Summary

With all of the decks under your control, try to have record and playback heads accurately aligned. Accurate tape-to-deck matching is essential to make the responses as flat as possible for both Dolby and dbx NR and to get the right record sensitivity for good Dolby NR tracking. When copying a tape with NR, decode it on the playing deck and then re-encode it on the editing deck for the best overall results. Remember that differences in playback equalization can have a noticeable effect on the response in final playback. Flat record/playback responses are especially important when rerecording a number of times. Be wary of possible measurement errors if you make your own tests. And finally, good luck and good listening!
THE ONKYO INTEGRA DX-320 WITH OPTO-COUPLING
THE SOUND IS NO ILLUSION

The Integra DX-320 Compact Disc player is the first of ONKYO's new generation of CD players to incorporate our unique Opto-Coupling digital signal processing system. Conventional CD players transmit digital data internally via printed circuit board wiring, which interacts with analog audio signals to produce Digital Signal Interference (DSI), resulting in an audible "harshness" in the music.

Specially designed high speed Opto-Coupling modules in the DX-320 transfer the digital audio and other data signals to the analog output stage via fiber optics, preventing DSI. The result is noise-free, life-like reproduction with none of the harsh sound characteristics often attributed to other CD players. This remarkable new technology can only be found in the ONKYO DX-320.

Double oversampling and digital filtering greatly improve phase and harmonic accuracy. A fully programmable wireless remote control includes memory selection, phrase capability, and indexing for maximum convenience.

Our unique transport design incorporates ONKYO's exclusive Poly-Sorb, a rubber-like compound that improves isolation by absorbing extraneous vibrations, eliminating skipping and mistracking.

The Integra DX-320 Compact Disc player fulfills the promise of digital audio, with sound quality that is as close to the original as anything you've ever heard. Audit on the DX-320 at your authorized ONKYO dealer today.
In most cases with non-studio recorders, significant improvements in the quality of live recording can be gained by using professional microphones. With a small number of exceptions, these microphones are low-impedance sources with the signal fed via a shielded cable with two inner conductors. This signal pair is actually floating electrically and is not connected to the microphone case, which is connected to the shield. Because of the low source impedance, the signal can be fed long distances with very little high-frequency roll-off. As most noise is picked up equally in the two signal conductors, it can be reduced greatly by the use of a transformer or a well-balanced electronic input at the end of the cable run.

Because high-fidelity and semi-pro recording equipment does not, in general, have the three-pin inputs and configuration for proper termination of such cable runs, it is common practice to use transformers that are designed to match the low-impedance source (microphone) with the recorder's input impedance. This sounds pretty simple and direct, and it is. But there's a catch: The input/terminating impedances vary among equipment types.

Most professional equipment will have an input impedance of 20 to 50 kilohms on each high-impedance input. (For example, the Ramsa WR-S206 mixer has 20 kilohms, and the TOA MX-106R mixer-amplifier has 50 kilohms.) Matching transformers such as the Shure A95 Series are designed to match a typical microphone source of 150 ohms to such input impedances. Nevertheless, many cassette and open-reel recorders have medium-impedance terminations, on the order of 3 to 10 kilohms. If a nonprofessional microphone that matches this impedance is used, there is no deleterious effect from the load. However, with a professional microphone and the typical matching transformer, the input impedance of the deck presents a load that is too low in value.

In recognition of this factor, Shure also offers the A97 Series transformers that are made for medium-impedance loads, and they should be more widely used than they are.

Figure 1 illustrates the problem and the solution. At the top are two overlaid traces of pink noise at low impedance fed into the line input of a high-quality deck. In one case, the noise went through a low-to-high impedance transformer; in the second case, a low-to-medium impedance transformer was used. The responses are flat, with just minor differences at 20 kHz. The response in the middle trace was secured with connection made to the recorder's microphone input using the low-impedance/medium-impedance transformer. The bottom trace reveals what can happen with a low-impedance/high-impedance transformer connected to this medium-impedance input. The roll-off is obviously quite severe, and it is not a cable-run effect.

The general guidelines to ensure against such losses are: (1) Check the specifications of your recorder in its owner's manual, or contact the manufacturer. Do not accept verbal statements from sales personnel; ask to see the number in published form. (2) If the input impedance is less than 20 kilohms, plan to use low-impedance/medium-impedance transformers such as the Shure A97 Series. Do not accept transformers that "will match any input," or which have no technical data sheet (such as comes with the Shure unit). (3) In case of doubt or lack of information, assume that the input on the recorder is medium impedance, and use that transformer. (4) If you do have to guess, and then find that you cannot get a high enough recording level with the medium-impedance transformer, try the low-to-high impedance transformer. There will be a higher voltage output, and there might not be too much roll-off with your particular recorder.

The probability is that low-to-medium impedance transformers will give you better responses—and I expect that's one of the reasons why you bought professional microphones in the first place.
ANNOUNCING THE MOST ACCURATE, REALISTIC COLOR IN PRINT FILM.

NEW KODACOLOR VR-G FILM
THE COLOR OF LIFE
# Equipment Profile

## Nakamichi CR-7A Cassette Deck

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer's Specifications</th>
<th>Price: $1,350</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency Response:</strong> 18 Hz to 21 kHz, ±3 dB.</td>
<td><strong>Company Address:</strong> 19701 South Vermont Ave., Torrance, Cal. 90502. For literature, circle No. 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Harmonic Distortion:</strong> 0.8%.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signal/Noise Ratio:</strong> 66 dBA with Dolby B NR, 72 dBA with Dolby C NR.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Separation:</strong> 37 dB.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crosstalk:</strong> −60 dB.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Erasure:</strong> 60 dB at 100 Hz.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input Sensitivity:</strong> 50 mV.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output Level:</strong> Line, 1.0 V; headphone, 12 mW into 8 ohms.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flutter:</strong> 0.027% wtd. rms; ±0.048% wtd. peak.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fast-Wind Time:</strong> 80 S for C-60 cassette.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimensions:</strong> 17½ in. W × 5½16 in. H × 12 in. D (435 mm × 135 mm × 306 mm).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight:</strong> 19.8 lbs. (9 kg).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The CR-7A cassette deck introduces Nakamichi's latest automatic calibration system and offers other Nakamichi firsts as well. The microprocessor-controlled auto-calibration process included the expected record-sensitivity and bias adjustments, but adds an important element to achieve superior results: The playback-head azimuth is first automatically aligned to the record head to eliminate misalignment as a source of drooping high-end response. Then, the bias adjustments can correct for true response deviations. In conjunction with accurate sensitivity adjustments, the best possible Dolby NR tracking is secured.

The azimuth correction is based upon the detected phase (time) difference between the left and right playback channels with a 400-Hz test tone. Time differences between tracks are the same whatever the frequency, and with squaring circuits, the interchannel time error (ICTE) is easily measured. The ICTE is, of course, directly related to the misalignment, and the system's servo drives to reduce the error to zero (in steps of about a minute of arc). I liked the approach and looked forward to seeing how it would fare in the tests. Nakamichi states that their response corrections have a criterion of ±0.3 dB, and that sounded very good to me, even considering the numerous checks and rechecks of sensitivity and bias during the calibration process. At the conclusion of the procedure, bias and sensitivity data are automatically stored in the CR-7A's memory for that particular tape type, the test oscillator is turned off, user-preferred settings are restored, and the deck rewinds to "0000" and enters record/pause mode, ready to record.

The CR-7A uses Nakamichi's asymmetrical, dual-capstan, diffused-resonance, direct-drive transport for lower audible flutter and greater clarity of sound. To gain "smoother tape travel" and "more transparent sound," the capstan drive shafts have a special matte finish and the head assembly includes a pressure-pad lifter. Nakamichi was one of the first manufacturers to use a motor-driven cam to control a number of transport functions, and the three switch cams of the CR-7A inform the microprocessor of system status and tell it how to respond to operator instructions. Automatic slack take-up helps to minimize the chances of damage to tapes.

Quality electronics include direct-coupled recording, line, and headphone amplifiers; a fully discrete playback amplifier with direct coupling from the head; independent power supplies to each circuit, and matched Dolby NR ICs to keep tracking error within ±0.25 dB.

The CR-7A is the first Nakamichi deck to include a real-time counter, which I'm really glad to see—I had almost given up waiting. I think that every deck directed at the serious recordist should include at least one real-time counter mode. The CR-7A offers the desirable nicety of both elapsed- and remaining-time display modes. The counter is not a true clock, because it calculates tape time from tape motion rather than measuring time directly. As a result, however, it has the more important attribute of staying calibrated even during fast winding. Time calibration takes about 8 S, which is quite speedy, and recalibration will take place if needed after a fast wind. Calibration is lost if a cassette is removed, but since recalibration is fast, this is of little import. The remaining-time calibration is purposely set so that it reaches "00:00" 5 to 30 S before getting to the actual end of the tape. This helps to avoid the very end of the tape, where faint tape wrinkles caused by the hub clamps reduce recording quality. Also, the zero reading is a reference point for "Auto Fade." With this switched on, a recording will be automatically faded out at the tape end ("00:00") regardless of the actual counter mode. This is a handy feature, especially for those who can't stand the abruptness of a tape run-out.

**Control Layout**

A look at the front panel reveals other features of interest. The "Power" button is flush with the panel at the upper left; it would be difficult to turn off inadvertently, and that's good. The eject button, some distance below, initiates a smooth opening of the cassette-compartment door. The "Timer" ("Play/Off/Rec") slide switch is below the eject button and above the headphone jack. The compartment door is just to the right of these controls. With the door removed, access to the head and drive assemblies is excellent. Some cleaning tasks are aided by the fact that the unit can be out in play mode without a tape in place, but caution is needed.

Doming the top middle and right of the front panel is the multi-function display. At the left is the four-digit, three-mode counter display that indicates tape motion, elapsed time, and remaining time. For automatic time calibration, the correct tape length (C-46, C-60, or C-90) must be selected. Little "M" and "S" annunciators under the counter's figures remind the user of the minute/second nature of the readout; there are annunciators for tape length as well, showing the choice that has been made.

To the right of the counter are horizontal, two-channel, peak-responding bar-graph meters, each with 24 segments. All of the segments and some of the scale markings are light tan; "0" up to " + 10" are red. The large number of segments and the 5-inch length of the bars make for easy interpretation of levels. Below the meter scales is "Auto
TO FIND OUT WHAT NORMAL HANDLING COULD DO TO YOUR CDs,

SCRATCH HERE:

You may not see anything wrong, but you'll quickly hear it. Even ordinary handling can result in scratches on the "print" surface of your compact discs, producing dropouts which cause skipping—rendering them unplayable. But there's a way out of this scrape.

No other cleaner in the world beats Recoton's CD-11 Compact Disc Radial Cleaner—winner of the 1985 Audic/Video International Grand Prix Award for Design and Engineering. It cleans your compact discs the way manufacturers recommend: in a straight line—across the radius—from the center of the disc to the outer edge.

By removing dirt, dust and film across the surface with an ultrasoft chamois pad, Recoton's true radial cleaning action significantly reduces the causes of distortion and dropouts. The results are pure sound and error-free reading of digitally encoded music information.

And to ensure longer lasting pleasure from your compact discs, ask your dealer about the complete line of Recoton accessories. Like our superb non-corrosive cleaning solution and unique surface restoring scratch filler solution. Plus protective shields for permanent safeguarding of your compact discs.

Before you get into a real scrape with ordinary compact disc cleaners, get the award winning performance of Recoton.
The CR-7A is the first Nakamichi deck to offer a real-time counter, for both time elapsed and time remaining, and I'm very glad to see it.

Calibration," which is always illuminated. When that process takes place, "Azimuth," "Level," "Bias," and "Ready" illuminate in order, just below, showing the status of the calibration procedure. "Ready" stays illuminated at the end of the process, and remains so unless the cassette is ejected or the deck's power is turned off.

Next to these indicators, below the middle part of the meters, is "Tape" with "EX," "SX," or "ZX" illuminated to show the tape type (I, II, or IV) selected manually or in automatic calibration. To the right of these is the EO readout, indicating 120 or 70 µS. Normally, EO would be selected automatically along with the tape type, but the CR-7A allows one to switch EO for particular high-frequency recording needs: 120 µS for more headroom, 70 µS for lower noise.

The NR system choices are shown with "B" or "C" indicators, as well as "MPX Filter." "Subsonic Filter" lights up to show if that is being used. Further to the right are the "Source" and "Tape" annunciators, turned on in accordance with the monitor choice made.

Below the display panel, at the left, are the "Counter Reset" button (which does not affect time modes), the three-position memory switch ("Memory Stop/Off/Auto Repeat"), and the "Counter Mode" button. "Memory Stop" obtains a stop at "0000" with a fast wind in either direction. (Holding in the wind button will get a wind through zero, a desirable configuration.) "Auto Repeat" will get a repeated playing of the entire side of a tape.

Below are nine angled transport-control buttons, each with its own status light, arrayed in three rows. The top three buttons, from left to right, control rewind, play, and fast forward; all have light-green indicators. The second three control pause, stop, and record. The first two have light-green indicators, and record has a red one. The bottom row consists of "Fader" (with a down-pointing arrow), "Rec Mute," and "Fader" (with an up-pointing arrow). All of these have red indicators.

When the record button is pushed, the deck goes into record/pause mode ("Rec Mute" also lights up), and a push of the play button initiates recording. A push of the down fader reduces the record level to zero, and "Rec Mute" turns on again when this is complete. Pushing the up fader returns the record level to where it was. During fading, the intensities of the two fader indicators show the status of the fading. Holding in a fader button gets a faster fade than a single tap. "Rec Mute" mutes the signal while held in, but it does not get an automatic stop, as is obtained on some decks.

Below the middle and right side of the display are small buttons for selecting "EX("), "SX(II)," and "ZX(IV)" tape types, as well as "EQ," "Dolby NR," and "Peak Hold." As mentioned earlier, the tape-type and EQ switches are used only when manual choices are desired. The "Peak Hold" circuit gives a 2-S display of peaks at any signal level—even very low levels. This low-level capability is more important than it might seem, for it helps the user to judge all levels similarly. When it is on, "Hold" illuminates just below "Peak" at the left end of the meters.

Below the manual tape switches are the "Tape Length" selector button and the manual "Playback Azimuth" control.

Fig. 2—Record/playback responses to high-level signals with Dolby C NR. Top three traces show response for wide-band pink-noise test signal at "+10" on the CR-7A's meter for Nakamichi EXII, SX and ZX tapes, respectively. Bottom three traces are for record/play of "PN/Music" signal at "+8" on the meter for the same three tapes. See text. (Vertical scale: 5 dB/div.)

Fig. 3—Action of automatic fader circuits, showing fade-outs (traces descending from left to right) and fade-ins (traces rising from left to right). Left-hand trace of each pair shows action in slow mode; fast-mode fades are to the right. See text (Scales: Vertical, 10 dB/div.; horizontal, 2 S/div.)
I was struck at once by the outstanding flatness of the record/playback responses, particularly with Dolby C noise reduction.

Table I—Record/playback responses (−3 dB limits).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape</th>
<th>With Dolby C NR</th>
<th>Without NR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dolby Lvl</td>
<td>−20 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi EXII</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi SX</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi ZX</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II—Miscellaneous record/playback characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>At 100 Hz</th>
<th>Sep. At 1 kHz</th>
<th>Crosstalk At 1 kHz</th>
<th>10-kHz Phase Error</th>
<th>Jitter</th>
<th>MPX Filter At 19.00 kHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>E2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>E2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III—400-Hz HDL3 (%) vs. output level (0 dB = 200 nWs/m).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape</th>
<th>Output Level</th>
<th>HDL3 = 3%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi EXII</td>
<td>Dolby C</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi SX</td>
<td>Dolby C</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi ZX</td>
<td>Dolby C</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dolby C NR. Figure 1 shows the −20 dB responses for Type I, II, and IV tapes (top to bottom). Each trace is actually the stored collection of responses for many tapes having a wide range of performance. The Type I tapes included BASF LH-MI, Denon DX1, Fuji GT-I, Konica GM-I, Magnex Studio 1, Maxell XLI-S, Memorex dB, Nakamichi EXII, PDMagnetics FERRO, Scotch XSS1, Sony HF-S, TDK D and AD-X, and Yamaha NR—a total of 14 widely different formulations. The Type II tapes included BASF CR-MII, Denon HD6 and HD8, Loran High Bias, Maxell UDS-II and XLII-S, Memorex CDXX, Nakamichi SX, Realistic Super Tape Hi-Bias, Sony UCX, TDK SA and HD-X, and Yamaha CR-X—a total of 13 “noncompatible” tapes. The Type IV tapes were BASF Metal IV, Denon DXM, Fuji FR Metal, JVC ME-P, Konica Metal, Maxell MX, Nakamichi ZX, PDMagnetics 1100 Metal HG, Scotch XSS1, Sony Metal-ES, TDK MA and MA-R, and Yamaha MA—a total of 13 tapes that are not as similar as some have been led to believe.

I find the results truly marvelous for flatness and consistency, and outstanding for record-sensitivity matching. The vertical spreading of the traces includes statistical effects of the pink noise, any differences in Dolby record-level calibration, any response deviations, and any Dolby C NR mistracking. All of the 13 to 14 responses for each tape type were completely acceptable, but the Nakamichi tapes supplied with the CR-7A (EXII, SX, and ZX) were used for the tests that followed.

I checked the record/playback responses with PN/Music at an rms level equivalent to Dolby level (+6 dB) meter. They looked so flat (Fig. 2, bottom three traces) that I next fed in, at maximum meter level (+10 dB), pink noise that was not...
The peak-responding meters are just that, except the decay time was short, making “Peak Hold” essential for good metering.

### Table IV—HDL₃ (%) vs. frequency using Dolby C NR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape</th>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>1k</th>
<th>2k</th>
<th>4k</th>
<th>6k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi ZX</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table V—Signal/noise ratios with IEC A and CCIR/ARM weightings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IEC A Wtd. (dBA)</th>
<th>CCIR/ARM (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W/Dolby C Nr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W/Dolby C Nr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi EXIII</td>
<td>68.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi SX</td>
<td>71.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi ZX</td>
<td>70.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table VI—Input and output characteristics at 1 kHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Imp.</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Imp.</th>
<th>Clip (Re: Meter 0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sen.</td>
<td>Overload</td>
<td>Kilohms</td>
<td>Open Ckt.</td>
<td>Loaded</td>
<td>Ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line</td>
<td>43 mV</td>
<td>&gt;31 V</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Line</td>
<td>923 mV</td>
<td>770 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hdnphn</td>
<td>842 mV</td>
<td>618 mV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rolled off. The results, the top three traces of Fig. 2, show how little roll-off there is even at this very high level. This characteristic is reflected in the excellent figures contained in Table I, showing the −3 dB limits with a sine-wave test tone. The low-frequency response is well extended and very consistent, at both levels and for all three tapes.

Dolby play level indication was high, about 1 dB above the meter-zero level. A number of checks were run to see how well auto calibration aligned the playback head to the recorded flux. Using a 10-kHz test tone for the recheck, there was a consistent 10° phase error between tracks with one tape, which translates to a misalignment error of only 0.3 minute of arc. I used the manual control to try to zero the error with the 10-kHz tone and found that the steps were about 5° of phase in this mode. Nonetheless, I got to within 0.3 minute of arc—excellent alignment. The total auto-calibration time was always 15 s or less, with azimuth alignment followed by multiple checking and rechecking of 400-Hz level (for Dolby calibration) versus 15-kHz level (for bias and response). The only time I got an error (indicated by a flashing readout) was when I mistakenly tried to calibrate the Type I tape with manual inputs for Type IV and “70 μS.”

The subsonic filter response was 3 dB down at 20 Hz, 20 dB down at 11 Hz, and 30 dB down at 9.8 Hz. The response came back up below this point but was 13 dB down at 7 Hz. The bias in the output during recording was very low. Table II lists a number of other record/playback characteristics. Worthy of note are the excellent 67-dB erasure at 100 Hz and the high separation and crosstalk figures—to say nothing of the low phase error and jitter after auto-calibration.

The third-harmonic distortion figures were excellent for all three tapes, and, as Table III shows, those for ZX tape were outstanding. The scan with the spectrum analyzer also showed that distortion was primarily HDL₃, with little evidence of other harmonics. The low level of the distortion made it difficult to measure HDL₃ across the band, and Table IV lists the superior results. Even at Dolby level, distortion was well controlled up to 4 kHz, where tape-saturation effects caused a sharp increase in nonlinearity. Table V provides evidence of how the high maximum output levels of Table III lead to outstanding signal/noise ratios.

Miscellaneous input/output characteristics are shown in Table VI. The line input impedance given is actually a minimum, obtained with all input pots at maximum rotation. With the three pots at a more normal setting, the measured impedance was 83 kilohms—good for minimum loading of other equipment. On the other hand, the line output impedance of 2.4 kilohms is on the high side, particularly if the load is 10 kilohms. A 20-kilohm load would not be a problem. The headphone output drove all phones I tried to very high levels; the output attenuator was needed.

The two sections of the master input-level pot tracked each other within a dB or 60 dB of attenuation, which is excellent. The action of the automatic fader was checked with a 1-kHz tone (Fig. 3) for the two fastest speeds, for both fade-in and fade-out. The slow fades are to the left in Fig. 3, and the fast fades are to the right. Although a big contrast exists between the speed of the down-fades and of the much faster up-fades, there is some logic to this approach: The unit fades in fast to be fully up when the music starts, and fades out slowly so the music or applause will trail away to silence. The two sections of the output-level pot tracked within a dB for 40 dB, fairly good. Output polarity was the same as the input in both source and tape modes.

The peak-responding meters met the standards for such meters, with the exception that the 0.7-s decay time was too short. The use of “Peak Hold” appeared essential for good metering. I was not able to verify the accuracy of all the meter-segment thresholds, because they are not tied to specific level figures. Still, the spacing and the results obtained would indicate good dynamic metering. The meter responses were 3 dB down at 10.6 Hz and 20.2 kHz.

There was substantially no measurable change in tape play speed over a range of line power from 110 to 130 V. Over short periods of time, speed variations were on the order of ±0.01%. With selected cassettes, I got fulller values of 0.035% wtd. rms and ±0.055% wtd. peak, very close to the specified values. More typically, I got 0.05% wtd. rms and 0.06% wtd. peak. These are good results but not impressive—and they are noticeably higher than specifications.

The last-wind time for a C-60 cassette was 61 s. There was loose-loop take-up with cassette insertion. Changes in modes and run-outs to stop were all about 1 s.

### Use and Listening Tests

The CR-7A owner’s manual is clearly written and has helpful illustrations, but some additional detail would aid many users. (I should note, however, that Nakamichi also sent a lengthy technical memo to members of the press, in the form of a news release.)
Sonically, the CR-7A outperformed my reference deck, and the CR-7A's best performance was certainly easier to achieve.

All of the controls and switches were completely reliable during testing and listening. As mentioned earlier, the only problem with auto calibration was a mistake on my part. I really appreciated the wide use of annunciators to show switch status; I had been frustrated so many times in the past with Nakamichi's small, black pushbutton switches—were they in or were they out?

The record, pause, and stop functions all produced light clicks that were down into tape noise with Dolby C NR. I somehow felt personally rewarded with the inclusion of the counter time modes; Nakamichi must have listened to those of us who had pleaded for them. The remote control worked reliably up to at least 20 feet. I put in some prerecorded tapes to try adjusting playback azimuth from my favored listening position, and though about half the tapes were best with the nominal zero setting, others offered a definite opportunity for improvement. Results with the latter demonstrated the value of the Nakamichi approach. There is no other way to match the correction gained by accurate playback alignment.

I have mulled over the question of whether adjusting the playback head, as is done in the CR-7A, is essential to get proper alignment with the flux recorded on the tape. Any deck's heads are aligned at the factory, of course—the playback head is adjusted to match a good alignment tape, and the record-head adjustment is made with a no-skew blank tape. The ability to re-adjust the playback head, however, ensures the best possible playback of any tape, from any machine, with whatever skew; it must also be recognized that record-head adjustments can do nothing about correct playback of recordings made on decks that suffer from azimuth errors. I conclude that this feature is very worthwhile, one which I would like to see on more decks.

During recording of various sources, I confirmed my earlier conclusion that “Peak Hold” was essential for the best level metering. I made certain that the peak level went no higher than just below the 3% limits measured during the bench tests. Sources included a number of favorite albums, such as Respighi's *Feste Romane* with Lorin Maazel and the Cleveland Orchestra (Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-507) and *Buddy Spicher and Friends: Yesterday and Today* (Direct Disk DD102). I did find that with the CR-7A's excellent low-end response, use of the subsonic filter was required with some of the records.

It took me a very short time to decide that the match between the CR-7A's responses with and without Dolby C NR was definitely the best that I have ever heard; I felt similarly about the source/tape comparisons. The frequency response and level matchings accomplished by the auto-calibration system left me nothing to point to as “too much” or “too little.” I was very impressed with the CR-7A's ability to retain all of the low bass content in some of the source material—even at the highest levels. I had found in tests that the flutter was above the stringent specification, but I did not hear any detrimental effects that I could attribute to this. In comparisons with my reference deck, a Nakamichi 582, I judged the CR-7A's sound to be slightly better and its best level of performance certainly a lot easier to achieve.

Overall, the auto-calibration system worked very well indeed and achieved impressive sonic results. The record/playback responses were the best I have measured with Dolby C NR, and in/out and source/tape matchings were outstanding. I wish that the deck had punch-in recording and that the output impedance was lower for some uses, but I'm glad that this unit has counter time modes, manual tape selections, subsonic filter, and manual playback-azimuth control. The price is high, but the Nakamichi CR-7A provides a superlative combination of wide, flat response, low noise and distortion, and a superior auto-calibration system.

Howard A. Roberson

--

To optimize tape matching and Dolby NR tracking, the CR-7A automatically adjusts playback-head azimuth during record calibration. The manual azimuth knob is only used during playback.
Chevy S-10 Maxi-Cab 4x4.

It won Popular Mechanics magazine's "Torture Test" (Sept. '85) by beating seven other 1985 compact 4x4s and a lot of rough terrain. Maxi-Cab 4x4 has shift-on-the-fly Insta-Trac and a wheelbase longer than any of the competitors tested. Available features like the 2.8 Liter V6—now with EFI in '86 models—and off-road suspension with high-pressure Delco/Bilstein gas shocks make Maxi-Cab one remarkable truck. And loads of extra room behind the front seat lets you fit in loads of cargo. You can even opt for front buckets with rear jump seats and have room for four passengers.

Chevy S-10 Maxi-Cab 4x4. The 4x4 for four...and more!

Light bar shown can be purchased through outside suppliers. This is not a safety device. Tires supplied by various manufacturers.

LET'S GET IT TOGETHER...BUCKLE UP.
CONRAD-JOHNSON
PREMIER FIVE
AMPLIFIER

Manufacturer's Specifications

Power: 200 watts continuous into 4, 8, or 16 ohms, 30 Hz to 15 kHz, at 1% THD or IM.
Sensitivity: 1 V for full rated power.
Small-Signal Distortion: 0.05% at mid-band.
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, +0. -0.5 dB.
Hum and Noise: 96 dB below full rated output.
Input Impedance: 100 kilohms.
Dimensions: 19 in. W x 9 in. H x 20½ in. D (48.3 cm x 22.9 cm x 52 cm).
Weight: 81 lbs. (36.8 kg).
Price: $3,000 each.
Company Address: 2800R Dorr Ave., Fairfax, Va. 22031.
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The conrad-johnson Premier Five is a 200-watt, mono, vacuum-tube power amplifier. It is quite large and heavy, and surely will whet the appetite of any tube-electronics lover. I was very pleasantly surprised, a number of months ago, to have a pair of these beauties arrive on my doorstep. I decided that it would be a good idea to review them, as I had spent a good deal of time listening to two other pairs on Infinity RS IB loudspeakers.

Physically, the Premier Five is built more or less like older tube amplifiers, with a main chassis; a large, thick, rack-width front panel; side pieces, and a top cover. However, instead of using point-to-point wiring between tube sockets and other components, it utilizes a large p.c. board which has most of the interconnections via p.c. traces. The tube sockets are mounted on the p.c. board, and the tubes stick up through holes in the top surface of the chassis. In addition to the holes for the eight output tubes and three front-end tubes, there are holes for a bias pot and a bias-indicator LED for each output tube. The only problem with this construction is that the p.c. board must be partially unwired and swung out if one wishes to replace components on it.
Mounted on the chassis are four large electrolytic capacitors for the power supply, a huge power transformer, and a not-so-huge but still substantial output transformer. On the rear surface of the chassis are a large, four-terminal screw barrier strip appropriate for heavy speaker wire, a plate-current fuse with an LED fuse-out indicator, an RCA signal-input jack, a power-line fuse, and the power cord. The front panel bears a pair of handles and a nonilluminating power switch.

Construction and parts quality on this amp are very good. Reliability is also good, judging from my own experience with the pair under review and with the two pairs owned by Infinity which I had previously auditioned.

Circuit Description

The circuit topology of the Premier Five is similar to that of many older tube designs. The first stage is a grounded-cathode amplifier with two resistors in series from cathode to ground. The signal input is direct-coupled to the grid of the first stage through a 1-kilohm series resistor. Input impedance is set by a 100-kilohm resistor between input and ground. The plate of the first stage is direct-coupled to the grid of the second-stage tube, which is operated as a grounded-plate or cathode follower. The first and second stages use the two halves of a 5751 twin triode tube. Plate-supply voltage to these stages is about 400 V d.c.

The output of the cathode-follower second stage is direct-coupled to the grid of the phase-inverter stage, which is a "long-tailed pair" or differential amplifier. Each tube in the phase-inverter stage is a 6CG7 tube, whose two halves are connected in parallel. The plate outputs of the phase-inverter stage are two equal-amplitude, opposite-phase signals. These are each coupled through four separate capacitors into the grid circuits of four EL34 tubes, which are connected in parallel. Plate-supply voltage for the phase-inverter stage is about 430 V d.c.

This output stage is operated in an ultra-linear connection, with the screen grids of the output tubes fed from taps on the output transformer's primary winding. The B+ for the output stage is about 500 V d.c. Output-stage quiescent current is about 360 to 400 mA.

Output-tube bias is set by a neat arrangement that, to the best of my knowledge, Conrad-Johnson has used on all their tube power amps. Output tube current is sampled across a 20-ohm resistor between each cathode and ground. An op-amp comparator circuit for each output tube compares the cathode voltage to a fixed reference voltage. Each op-amp comparator output is connected, via an indicating LED, to ground. If a particular cathode voltage is higher than the reference, the output of that comparator goes high, turning on the indicator LED. After a suitable warmup of 15 to 30 minutes, biasing procedure requires one to turn the bias pot for each tube until its LED comes on, and then back it off until the LED just goes out. This is simple and neat, though personally, I would rather have a front-panel plate-current meter and switch to select each tube, along with bias pots accessible on the front panel, as on the Audio Research D150 and the older Marantz Model 9.

Overall negative feedback is taken from the output transformer secondary at the 16-ohm tap, through a 5 1-kilohm series resistor, back to the junction point of the first-stage cathode resistors.

In the power supply, the high-voltage secondary is full-wave rectified. A capacitor input filter is formed by two 1,300-µF, 350-V capacitors placed in series. Across each of these caps is a 100-kilohm, 2-watt resistor. The resistors equalize the d.c. voltage drops across each of the capacitors, and form a bleeder to discharge the capacitors when the power is turned off—definitely dangerous energy storage here. A series inductor, 0.32 henry at 600 mA, couples...
In a super system, these amplifiers are stunningly believable. Even in my less lofty setup, I find them ultimately satisfying.

The peak-rectified d.c. into another capacitor formed by two 3,300-µF, 350-V units in series. Again, 100-kilohm, 2-watt resistors are placed across these capacitors. A parallel combination of two 2-µF, 600-V film capacitors and one 0.15-µF, 630-V film capacitor are placed in parallel with the final electrolytic filter capacitor. The final filtered high voltage is fed to the center tap of the output-transformer primary winding through a 3-ampere fuse that is paralleled by an LED (in series with a limiting resistor) which indicates when the fuse is blown.

The final filtered high voltage also feeds two solid-state zener-follower voltage regulators that supply the regulated voltages of the front-end stages. Across the output of the regulator that feeds the input-amplifier stage are eight 0.15-µF film capacitors. The regulator that feeds the phase-inverter stage is bypassed by a parallel combination of four 1-µF and two 0.15-µF film capacitors.

Another winding on the power transformer is half-wave rectified and filtered, and feeds two separate zener-follower regulators that provide −48 V bias supplies for each half of the output stage. Like the high-voltage supplies, these bias supplies are full of good-quality film bypass capacitors.

A third secondary winding on the power transformer is full-wave bridge rectified and capacitor-filtered to feed smoothed d.c. to the heaters of the front-end tubes. A fourth secondary winding is half-wave rectified to a plus-and-minus supply which provides the supply and reference voltages for the op-amp's bias indicator circuits. A fifth (and final) secondary winding provides 12.6 V a.c. to power the heaters of the output tubes.

To sum up the Premier Five's circuitry: The amplifier circuit itself is fairly straightforward, with the exception of the cathode-follower buffer between the first amplifier stage and the long-tailed-pair phase inverter. The power supply has a lot more filter storage capacitance than older tube-amplifier designs. This, in conjunction with the voltage regulators powering the front-end circuitry, most likely helps keep things more solid—especially under large-signal conditions. The liberal use of low dielectric-absorption, film bypass capacitors throughout the power supply probably helps sonic performance considerably.

Measurements

The first step in measuring the Premier Fives' performance was to rebias the output tubes to the correct idling current at an a.c. line voltage of 120 V. This current, by the way, is 45 to 50 mA. In my house, the line voltage is more like 112 to 114 V with the amps on. Before I rebiased the amps, I measured the mid-band power, at the onset of clipping, with 112 V from the power line. This worked out to about 180 watts.

Voltage gain, with an 8-ohm load on the 8-ohm tap, was 36 x or 31.1 dB, which is some 5 dB higher than the usual power-amp gain of 26 dB. For the 4-ohm tap, gain was 26.5 x or 28 dB. IHF sensitivity for 1 watt out into 8 ohms was 78.5 mV.

Figure 1 shows THD + N versus power and frequency, for 8-ohm loads on the 8-ohm taps. As can be seen, distortion rises above 1 to 2 kHz for all power levels shown. At higher power levels, distortion also rises at low frequencies.
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I wish I could quantify why the Premier Fives sound so good, but I can't. So I turn off my rational side and just enjoy the music.

At 20 Hz, the amp could not produce 200 watts output due to output-transformer saturation.

Figure 2 shows THD + N (measured from 400 Hz to 80 kHz, for a 1-kHz test signal) and SMPTE-IM distortion, for 4- and 8-ohm loads on their respective taps. The amp's behavior on the 16-ohm tap is about like that on the 4-ohm tap. For some reason that I can't figure out, the 8-ohm THD at 200 watts shows onset of clipping, but distortion with 8-ohm loading is lower below 200 watts than with either 4- or 16-ohm loading. With either 4- or 16-ohm loading, the THD residue produced at 200 watts output does not exhibit onset of clipping.

Damping factor versus frequency is shown in Fig. 3 for the 4- and 8-ohm taps. Damping factor is higher yet on the 16-ohm tap, because the feedback is taken from this tap on the secondary of the output transformer.

Peak current into a 0.1-ohm load on the 4-ohm tap, using the IHF dynamic-headroom test signal of 20 mV on and 480 mS off at 1 kHz, yielded ±22 amperes before visible distortion occurred.

Summing up on measurements: The Premier Five tube amplifier has higher distortion figures near full power than most solid-state power amplifiers, although at low to medium power levels it is satisfactorily low. High-frequency stability might be a problem with a load that presents a high impedance at ultrasonic frequencies. My only actual experience as evidence of this occurred when driving an infinity IRS speaker, with its tweeter disconnected temporarily for test purposes. A buzz in the midrange drivers suggested that the amp was oscillating under this abnormal condition.

Use and Listening Tests

A comment on my personal preference or bias is in order here: Some of my reviews may give the impression that I don't care for solid-state gear and that I prefer tube equipment. I would like to clarify this. Good tube equipment, for the one who can afford them give them a serious audition.

As previously mentioned, I had the opportunity to hear two other pairs of Premier Fives, in the Infinity Systems sound room, on RS IB and IRS loudspeakers. The infinity system uses a Mitchell A. Cotter turntable with a Goldmund tonearm and Koetsu Onyx cartridge. The resident preamplifier is an Audio Research SP10. With Premier Fives driving the midrange and tweeter sections of a pair of RS IBs, the sound of this system is very good indeed. I have listened to a good number of transistor amplifiers on this system; in comparison to the Premier Fives, they all sound variously less dimensional, more irritating, and ultimately less musical to my ears.

I have heard the personal system of Arnold Nudell, Infinity's president, a number of times. The signal source in this setup consists of an Otari professional open-reel recorder, playing low-generation copies of master tapes, with or without transformerless Dolby A NR units. The signal from the Otari is fed, via a dual 500-ohm volume control, into the bass amplifier and crossovers of an IRS speaker system. Nudell uses Premier Fives to drive the midrange and tweeter panels. Reproduction is stunningly believable, which tells me that the Premier Fives are incredible amplifiers.

In my less lofty home listening environment (using an Infinity air-bearing turntable, Koetsu's new EMC-1B cartridge, Infinity RS IB speakers, and Stax SR-X/Mk3 headphones), I have found the Premier Fives to be ultimately satisfying. I keep trying other amplifiers and when I go back to the Fives, my reaction is, "Ahh, all right!" Even my super-critical associate, Geoff Cook, concedes that they are "pretty good amps." The only other power amplifiers that have satisfied me as these do are the Marantz 9s, which sound a little softer and sweeter in the high end and not quite as solid in the bass. Of course, the 9s are no longer commercially available, whereas the Fives are. I like the Premier Fives very much, and would recommend that anyone who can afford them give them a serious audition.

As a concluding point, I wish I could quantify with some measurements why the Premier Fives sound so good. As a reviewer, I don't yet have a clue. This is frustrating, and I hope to ultimately find out why. In the meantime, I have no trouble turning off the rationalist, the language-oriented, measurer part of me, turning on my ears, the ultimate measurer, and enjoying the music.

Bascom H. King
CHOOSE YOUR CASSETTE TAPE AS CAREFULLY AS YOUR CASSETTE DECK.

If you own a deck like one of these, you were obviously concerned with low wow and flutter, extended frequency response, smooth tape transport and wide dynamic range. When it comes to choosing cassette tape, why behave any differently?

Denon's new High Density HD8 formulation is the finest high-bias tape you can buy. Its "High Technoroum" dispersion and binding plus its metal hybrid formulation guarantee digital level performance on the widest range of cassette decks (including yours). You can keep an eye on things through Denon's new giant window. And enjoy your music knowing HD8 is guaranteed for a lifetime.

So how good is your cassette deck? With Denon HD8 it's better than you think.

DENON
Digital-ready tape from the first name in digital recording.

Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card
### Manufacturer's Specifications

**Cartridge**
- **Type**: Moving-coil, with coreless twin-ring coil.
- **Cantilever**: Tapered pure-boron pipe.
- **Damper**: TTDD (Technics Temperature Defense Damper).

**Frequency Response**: 10 Hz to approximately 10 kHz, ±0.5 dB (frequency range, 5 Hz to approximately 100 kHz).

**Temperature Characteristics**: 5°C to 35°C, ±1 dB at 10 kHz; standard: 1 kHz.

**Output Voltage**: 0.18 mV at 1 kHz at 5 cm/s, zero to peak, lateral velocity; 0.5 mV at 1 kHz at 10 cm/s, zero to peak, 45° velocity, DIN 45-500.

**Channel Separation**: Greater than 25 dB at 1 kHz; greater than 20 dB at 10 kHz.

**Channel Balance**: Within 1 dB at 1 kHz.


**Impedance**: 25 ohms at 1 kHz (pure resistance).

**Compliance**: $12 \times 10^{-6}$ cm/dyne at 1 kHz.

**Vertical Tracking Angle**: 20°.

**Recommended Stylus Pressure Range**: 1.00 to 1.50 grams (10.0 to 15.0 mN).

**Stylus Tip**: 0.2 x 0.7 mil, elliptical; block diamond.

**Weight**: 6 grams.

**Effective Mass**: 0.098 mg.

**Mounting Dimensions**: 0.5-in. spacing (cartridge already mounted in headshell).

**Price**: $300.

To overcome the problem of accurately mounting and properly aligning a phono cartridge in a headshell, Technics markets their top-of-the-line cartridges already mounted in one of their headshells, ready for use after vertical tracking force (VTF) and anti-skating force adjustments have been made.

Some of the outstanding features of the EPC-305MCII are the pure-boron tapered cantilever tube that is only a few thousandths of an inch in diameter, which accounts for the low effective mass (0.098 mg); the new damping material (TTDD), which is insensitive to temperature (thus making the cartridge very stable), and the use of a high-energy samarium cobalt magnet in the moving-coil cartridge's design.

Because of the very low output from the EPC-305MCII moving-coil cartridge, it was necessary to design a step-up transformer for it. This special spiral toroidal-core transformer uses amorphous (noncrystalline) magnetic alloy in laminations tens of microns thick. Because of its high saturation characteristics, the spiral toroidal core contributes to wide dynamic range and low distortion in the high range. To achieve a high S/N ratio and prevent hum, the transformer uses four layers of special shielding, which appears to be quite effective since I was unable to induce any hum components in the transformer.

**Transformer**
- **Type**: Step-up, for MC cartridges; amorphous toroidal core.
- **Recommended Cartridge Impedance**: Low, 3-ohm range for load impedances of 10 ohms or less; medium, 15-ohm range for load impedances between 10 and 20 ohms; high, 30-ohm range for load impedances of 20 ohms or more.
- **Frequency Response**: 3 Hz to approximately 300 kHz; 15 Hz to approximately 100 kHz, ±0.2 dB.
- **THD**: No more than 0.001% at 1 kHz.
- **Channel Separation**: Greater than 90 dB at 1 kHz.
- **Channel Balance**: Within 0.2 dB at 1 kHz.
- **Shielding**: Two layers of Permalloy, cast iron, and outer case.
- **Recommended Load Impedance**: 47 kilohms.
- **Dimensions**: 23/8 in. W x 33/4 in. H x 8 1/4 in. D (6 cm x 9.6 cm x 21 cm).
- **Weight**: 9.9 lbs. (4.5 kg).
- **Price**: $350.

**Company Address**: One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094.
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measured in the range from 40 Hz to 50 kHz; it was found to be flat from 40 Hz to 40 kHz, and -0.5 dB at 50 kHz (Fig. 1).

All laboratory tests were conducted at an ambient temperature of 73° F (22.78° C) and a relative humidity of 65%, ±3%. The tracking force for all reported tests was set at 1.25 grams, ± 0.25 gram, with an anti-skating force of 1.5 grams. The EPC-305MC11 cartridge was used with the Technics SH-305MC step-up transformer set to an input impedance of 30 ohms. However, I am of the opinion that the best sound was heard when the transformer's input impedance was set at 15 ohms rather than the suggested 30 ohms. As is my practice, measurements were made on both channels, but only the left channel is reported (unless there is a significant difference between the two channels, in which case both are reported for a given measurement).

The following test records were used in making the reported measurements: CBS STR-100, STR-112, and STR-170; Shure TTR-103, TTR-109, TTR-110, TTR-115, and TTR-117; Deutsches HiFi No. 2; DIN 45-549; Nippon Columbia Audio Technical Record (PCM) XL-7004; B & K OR-2010; Ortofon 0002 and 0003, and JVC TRS-1005 and TRS-1007.

Frequency response, using the CBS STR-170 test record, is +1.25, -0.0 dB from 40 Hz to 20 kHz. Separation is 41 dB at 1 kHz, 30 dB at 10 kHz, and 26.5 dB at 20 kHz. The data indicates that the EPC-305MC11 has excellent response and very good high-frequency separation (Fig. 2).

The 1-kHz square-wave response (Fig. 3) is one of the flattest I have ever seen. The ringing shown was on the test record and was undoubtedly generated by the cutter head when the master was cut. The arm/cartridge low-frequency lateral resonance was 7 kHz. Despite the unusually low lateral resonant frequency, I did not hear any mistracking or distortion at any time.

Using the Dynamic Sound Devices DMA-1 dynamic mass analyzer, I measured the arm/cartridge dynamic mass at 22.5 grams, and the dynamic compliance at 23 x 10^{-6} cm/dyne at the resonant frequency of 7 Hz. The vertical stylus angle measured 18° for each channel.

Other measured data are: Wt., 6 grams. D.c. resistance, 21.3 ohms. Opt. tracking force, 1.25 grams. Opt. anti-skating force, 1.5 grams. Output, 0.68 mV/cm/S. IM distortion (200/400 Hz, 4-to-1): Lateral (+9 dB), 1.1%; vertical (+6 dB), 1.8% Crosstalk (using Shure TTR-109): Left, -32 dB; right, -30 dB. Channel balance, <0.5 dB. Trackability: High-freq. (10.8 kHz, pulsed), 30 cm/S; mid-freq. (1000 and 1500 Hz, lateral cut), 31.5 cm/S; low-freq. (400 and 4000 Hz, lateral cut), 24 cm/S. Increasing the tracking force to 1.5 grams and anti-skating force to 1.7 grams, the low-frequency trackability (400 and 4000 Hz, lateral cut) was 30 cm/S. The Deutsches HiFi No. 2, 300-Hz test band was tracked cleanly to 86 microns (0.0086 cm) lateral at 16.20 cm/S at +9.66 dB and to 35.4 microns (0.00354 cm) vertical at 16.20 cm/S at +5.86 dB.

The Technics EPC-305MC11 encountered no difficulty in tracking all the test bands on the Shure Era III and Era IV Obstacle Course musical test records as well as level 6 of the Shure Era V trackability disc. Rarely do commercial analog records have peak recorded velocities exceeding 15 cm/S. Therefore, this cartridge would be able to track any commercially available record, including the well-known audiophile recordings issued by Telarc, Sonic Arts, Sheffield, Reference Recordings, RCA Point 5, and Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab.

Use and Listening Tests
Listening tests are performed both before and after laboratory measurements. All reported listening tests of the Technics EPC-305MC11 were made with the Technics SH-EPC-305MC step-up transformer. During the premeasurement listening evaluation, I was quite impressed with the EPC-305MC11's sonic clarity and transparency of sound, as well as the well-defined and tight bass. The lack of mistracking and distortion at the resonant frequency of 7 Hz is truly remarkable. I attribute this to the superior design of the Technics EPA-A250 tonearm and, in particular, the super-efficient anti-resonance device that is an integral part of it.

When all the laboratory measurements were completed, it was time for the more serious, final musical evaluation of this moving-coil phono cartridge. As we all know, we listen not to laboratory measurements but to music, and that is the final arbiter in determining how faithfully a phono cartridge does its work. Equipment used in the listening evaluation included the aforementioned Technics tonearm and turntable, an Audio-Technica AT666EX vacuum disc stabilizer, an Amber Model FF 17 preamplifier, two VSP Labs Trans-MOS 150...
Designing General Motors to become the first 21st century corporation means going back to the drawing board and looking at ourselves in the light of a new age: the Computer Age. It means thinking in a new mode, accessing the future in a daring, creative new way.

Our goal? A sleeker, more streamlined, computer-driven GM—an organization powered by technology, fueled by brainpower, and outclassing all competition. Our inventive use of computer technology in design, engineering, manufacturing, and safety is producing a GM programmed for quicker response to our customers, better efficiency and outstanding performance. A GM designed to bring you into the future. Byte by byte.

THE GM ODYSSEY: SCIENCE NOT FICTION

1. AUTOMOTIVE DIMENSIONAL CHECKER. Probing car bodies to assure solid, tight-fitting assamblies are one hundred and twenty-two lasers and cameras.
2. ADVANCED CONCEPTS CENTER. Where creative people work together studying lifestyles of today's consumer to help provide for transportation needs of tomorrow.
3. INFORMATION PROCESSING CENTER. Electronic data systems control center helping to streamline data processing and telecommunications functions, enabling General Motors to become more responsive to its customers' needs.
4. INSTRUMENT PANEL. Touch-sensitive cathode-ray tube with multiple functions that include diagnosing service problems in seconds.
5. MUJIMATCH. Machine vision system used in various quality-control procedures that increase manufacturing quality and productivity.
6. NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED ROBOT PAINTERS. These robotic spray painters provide consistent, high-quality paint finishes on GM automobiles.
I was quite impressed by the sonic clarity and transparency of this cartridge as well as the tight bass it reproduced.

As in the past, I compared an analog record with its CD version, where both had been derived from the same digital master tape. In this case, it was Mussorgsky’s “Pictures at an Exhibition” and “Night on Bald Mountain” (Cleveland Orchestra, Maazel, Telarc DG-10042 on vinyl and CD-80042 on CD). Although the EPC-305MCII reproduced the digital-to-analog vinyl recording very accurately, I feel that there is no contest between the two versions; the CD was superior in every way.

Some of the exceptionally superb recordings I used in auditioning the Technics EPC-305MCII were: Magnum Opus, Volume 1 (Wilson Audio W-8111); F. I. Túma’s “Stabat Mater” and B. M. Černohorsky’s “Choral Works” (Prague Madrigal Singers, S. Jánya, Supraphon 1112 3356); Prokofiev’s Excerpts from the Ballet, Romeo and Juliet (Los Angeles Philharmonic, Leinsdorf, Sheffield Labs 8); Beethoven’s “Symphony No. 9” and “Fantasy for Piano, Chorus and Orchestra” (New York Philharmonic, Mehta, RCA Red Seal ARC2-4734, digital); David Foster’s The Best of Me (Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab MFSL 1-123); Wild Bill Davison and Eddie Miller Play Hoagy Carmichael (RealTime Records RT-306, digital); Schubert’s Four Works for Violin and Piano (Denon OX7141-ND); Ein Straussfest (Cincinnati Pops Orchestra, Kunzel, Telarc digital vinyl DG-10098 and Compact Disc CD-80098); and Stravinsky’s “L’Histoire du Soldat” and Rimsky-Korsakov’s “Capriccio Espagnol” (Chicago Pro Musica, Reference Recordings RR-17).

After evaluating the Technics EPC-305MCII moving-coil phono cartridge and its SH-305MC step-up transformer over a long period of time, I find that the combination compares very favorably to my moving-coil laboratory reference standard, the Ortofon MC 2000, used with the Electrocompaniet MC 2 pre-preamplifier. Accordingly, if you can’t afford the rather expensive but superb Ortofon MC 2000, then I suggest that serious consideration be given to its near-equal, the Technics EPC-305MCII, a truly superior moving-coil phono cartridge.

B. V. Pisha
THE SILENT TREATMENT.

WHY BOB CARVER'S MINIATURE RADIO STATION LEFT THE AUDIO PRESS SPEECHLESS AND HOW IT LED TO THE MOST COMPLETE STEREO TUNER EVER OFFERED.

The new Carver TX-11a Stereo AM-FM Tuner is a technical tour-de-force which further distances Bob Carver's unique products from traditional electronic components—and which can vastly enhance your musical enjoyment.

TWO TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS.

The performance of the legendary TX-11 Asymmetrical Charge Coupled FM Stereo Detector Tuner is increased by the addition of Ultra High Frequency Wide Band AM Stereo circuitry. With the new TX-11a, AM stereo sounds as good as FM.

Yes, contrary to popular belief, most AM stereo stations have frequency response (20Hz-15kHz), separation (35dB) and signal-to-noise ratios (70dB) audibly indistinguishable from FM stations of equal strength. It's just that only Carver offers the technology to appreciate this hidden performance.

As for FM stereo, the TX-11a virtually eliminates multipath and distant station noise while providing fully-separated stereo reception with space, depth and ambience!

Bob Carver's Asymmetrical Charge Coupled FM Stereo Detector removes (without affecting stereo imaging, frequency response or dynamic range) the hiss, clicks, pops, "picket fencing" and the myriad other unpredictable noises which all too often disturb FM listening.

"Separation was still there; only the background noise had been diminished, and with it, much of the sibilance and hissy edginess so characteristic of multi-path interference."

WHY THE ASYMMETRICAL CHARGE-COUPLED FM STEREO DETECTOR GIVES NOISE THE SILENT TREATMENT.

Thirty years ago, the FCC turned clear mono FM into a substandard stereo medium (with fifteen times poorer signal-to-noise ratio) by approving a broadcast system that is extraordinarily prone to multipath and distant-station-noise.

This system separates stereo into two different bands. Unfortunately, the bands aren't pure Left and Right. Instead, one band is comprised of those parts of a stereo signal that are common to both channels, (L+R, or mono). The other signal, far more fragile and prone to interference, is the difference between the left and right signal (L-R). It bounces off buildings, hills and other objects, and wreaks havoc when

"...may well mean the difference between marginal reception of the station signals you've been yearning to hear and truly noise-free reception of those same signals, permitting you to enjoy the music and forget about noise and distortion."

In Audio Magazine, Len Feldman said "The significance of its design can only be fully appreciated by setting up the unit, tuning to the weakest, most unacceptable stereo signals you can find, then pushing those two magic buttons."
recombined with the strong mono signal.

Bob Carver's Charge-Coupling circuit takes advantage of the fact that almost all noise and distortion is exactly 180 degrees out of phase with the signal it's part of. The TX-11a Stereo AM-FM Tuner cancels these "dirty mirror" images before they can reach your ears. That eliminates up to 85% of the potential noise found in distant or noisy stations.

But Bob wasn't satisfied and knew you wouldn't be either. So another circuit, the Leading Edge Detector, goes a step further by taking advantage of a little-appreciated FM phenomenon. Just 5% of the L-R signal actually contributes to the stereo experience. The rest simply gets in the way of skyscrapers and mountains.

The Carver leading Edge Detector operates only on this critical 5% of the L-R signal, filtering out noise and restoring just that part of the signal needed by our ears and brain to construct stereo imaging.

Blended back into the mono (L+R) signal matrix, a net reduction of 93% - or better than 20dB of noise reduction - is achieved. All ambient and localizing information is recovered. Only hiss and distortion are left behind. Or, as High Fidelity Magazine put it, "...clean, noise-free sound out of weak or multi-path-ridden signals that would have you lunging for the mono switch on any other tuner."

THE LITTLEST AM RADIO STATION.

Before we describe the remarkable attributes of the TX-11a, we owe you the story that proves just how far performance can be extended when a component comes from Carver.

At a recent press conference, Bob Carver unveiled a small antenna connected to a very low powered AM stereo broadcast transmitter (C-QUAM format). Dubbed "Station CRVR," it sat next to a Carver Compact Disc Player and the same TX-11a that's on your dealer's shelves right now.

Bob Carver routed the Compact Disc's signal to the antenna for reception by the TX-11a, and also directly to a preamplifier.

In front of America's top stereo writers, Bob switched back and forth between the transmitted signal (as received by the TX-11a) and the direct CD signal. All listeners had difficulty distinguishing between the outputs of the CD player and the TX-11a Stereo AM-FM Tuner! Most could tell no difference at all!

HOW AM STEREO GETS THE SILENT TREATMENT WITH THE TX-11a.

* Unique de-emphasis curve
* Whistle Stop cancelling circuit
* Pilot Signal cancelling circuit
* Ultra-low noise balanced station detector
* Very wide band, minimum phase intermediate frequency amplifiers.

Think of it. Compact Disc frequency response and freedom from noise with AM stereo and the TX-11a. Only Carver could pull it off. But then only Carver could do the same for FM, too.

HUMAN-ENGINEERED FEATURES AND CONVENIENCE.

Many tuners with far less exclusive circuitry than the TX-11a have far more complicated exteriors. Bob Carver wanted to make tuning stations easy, not impress you with flashing lights or complex programming.

So thirteen presets, wide/narrow band selectors, automatic/manual scanning and the buttons which activate the remarkable Charge-Coupled circuits (Multipath and Noise Reduction) are all tastefully inset into the burnished anthracite metal face. Full instrumentation including digital station frequency readout, 6-step 10dB-interval signal strength LED's and other monitor functions is recessed behind a panel, visible but not garish.

The result is performance without theatricality. Access without complication.

A tuner High Fidelity Magazine called, "By far the best tuner we have tested..."

CLEAR THE AIR BY VISITING YOUR NEAREST CARVER DEALER.

Ask to hear the most expensive tuner they sell. (It won't be the Carver TX-11a). Now tune a multi-path-ravaged, hiss-filled FM station. Tune the same station on the TX-11a Stereo AM-FM Tuner and press the Multipath and Noise Reduction buttons. You'll see why no other FM tuner can approach it. And why no other AM stereo tuner this good exists anywhere!
EQUIPMENT PROFILE

KINERGETICS
KPA-1 PREAMP

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 1 Hz to 300 kHz, +0, -3 dB, through line inputs.
Maximum Output: 7.5 V.
THD: 0.05%.
IHF-IM Distortion: 0.05%.
Slew Rate: Greater than 20 V/µS.
S/N: 77 dB, A-weighted, for 5-mV signal at MM or MC input.
Input Sensitivity: High-level, 150 mV; MM phono, 0.3 mV at 1 kHz for 0.5 V output.
Phono Input Overload: 155 mV at 1 kHz.
Phono Input Impedance: MM and MI, 47 kilohms; MC, 5.1 kilohms; adjustable (see text).

Dimensions: 17 in. W x 2½ in. H x 14 in. D (432 mm x 63.5 mm x 356 mm).
Weight: 20 lbs. (9.1 kg).
Price: $795.
Company Address: 6029 Reseda Blvd., Tarzana, Cal. 91356.
For literature, circle No. 93

The design of the Kinergetics KPA-1 preamplifier attempts to go beyond conventional standards of "purity" in its quest for sonic excellence. Many audiophiles believe that mechanical contacts, magnetic materials, and ordinary wire can alter sound reproduction in ways that are not conventionally measurable as distortion. The Kinergetics preamp therefore omits balance and tone controls, because they might degrade the unit's sonics. Kinergetics says that switch contacts may interfere with low-level signals, so the preamp's three phono inputs are not switched in and out, but are always active and mixed in a special amplifier, requiring the owner to insert shorting plugs in two of the inputs. This is truly purism in design.

Kinergetics' other circuit innovations go even farther. Components felt to alter a signal's sonics are actually wired into the KPA-1's circuitry, not just simulated by RLC networks. These components are applied to special amplifier stages in such a way as to generate inverse distortion, in order to cancel similar distortions thought to exist in the input signal. It is difficult to test the validity of this concept because the inverse distortion, like the distortion in the input signal, can seldom be measured.

Magnetic hysteresis, the tendency for a material to stay magnetized, is a gremlin particularly singled out by Kinergetics. While hysteresis is vital to making permanent recordings on magnetic tape, the same effect causes distortion if it occurs in a playback head or phono pickup. The KPA-1 contains a tape playback head mounted on a p.c. board to compensate the tape input. Kinergetics says the tape recording process will probably contain many mechanical contacts, so eight contacts per channel are wired in series to correct the incoming signal. Two stereo phono cartridges are likewise designed into the circuit to compensate moving-magnet and moving-iron cartridge hysteresis. Moving-coil cartridges are not compensated. The output amp section uses long p.c. traces and a short piece of interconnect coaxial cable to develop a signal that counters whatever wire distortion may be present.
Your loudspeakers may well have some of the most refined drive units and crossovers in the whole world. Even so, something still stands between you and all the natural sound they produce: the loudspeaker cabinet. When the drive units vibrate, the cabinet vibrates too, colouring the sound and reminding you that you are listening to loudspeakers rather than a live performance.

**MATRIX Takes Your Music Out of the Box**

Now B&W MATRIX sets your music free. The first-ever design to eliminate cabinet colouration, MATRIX is the most important invention in over two decades of loudspeaker technology. Resonant boom is gone and, for the first time, the natural decay of reverbation is heard exactly as it’s heard in a live performance. The “hangover effect” is dead.

**The Ultimate Anechoic Environment**
The cellular MATRIX structure bonds to grooved cabinet walls for an enclosure of extreme stiffness. Each cell is then filled with acoustic foam to create an anechoic environment for the drive units. Deceptively simple yet completely effective. In exhaustive testing this patented design significantly outperformed the best conventional enclosures and exotic materials such as sandwich construction, concrete and Aerolam.

---

**B&W MATRIX: THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED LOUDSPEAKERS**

The Demand for New Drive Units
Having developed the first loudspeaker enclosures which are seen but not heard, B&W's engineers discovered the need to upgrade driver performance. Even the world's finest drive units exhibited flaws which had hitherto been masked by imperfect enclosures.

B&W designed cones using a unique Homopolymer* compound, housed them in chassis/front-plate assemblies cast in one piece from magnesium alloy, and filled all cavities with polyurethane elastomer. Thus refined, the assemblies exhibited rigidity and acoustical damping on a par with the MATRIX enclosure itself.

A new Ferrofluid-cooled tweeter with 6dB increased dynamic headroom and exceptional transient power handling was designed to meet the demands of digital source material. Sophisticated crossover networks employing electronic time delay and overload protection circuitry were incorporated to provide a seamless transition between bass/mid and high frequency drivers.

Audition the World’s Most Advanced Loudspeakers
Listen to MATRIX and you’ll see why it was selected for the prestigious “Innovations ’86 Design and Engineering Exhibition” and widely dubbed the most important new audio product at the 1986 Consumer Electronics Show.

All three MATRIX digital monitors have enhanced stereo imagery, improved transient response, high acoustical output, low distortion and total freedom from colouration which removes the barrier to pure sound.

LISTEN AND YOU’LL SEE

For more information contact: Anglo American Audio, Box 653 Buffalo, NY 14240. (416) 297-0595

---

* Manufactured under licence from CBS Inc.
THE ONE HIGH-END AUDIO SYSTEM
GOOD ENOUGH TO PLAY IN EVERY ROOM.

The finer your audio system, the more you should enjoy it. So why confine your listening pleasure to just one room?

Now Kyocera's Full System Remote components let one system drive up to three sets of speakers in different rooms—and let you control everything from any room!

With up to three remote sensors and a wireless controller, you can adjust volume, choose tracks on the Compact Disc player, tune AM or FM stations, even record cassettes without ever leaving your chair. Just as important, Kyocera Full System Remote components are greatly improved versions of the same Receivers, Cassette Decks, and CD Player that earned Kyocera its high-end reputation. So don't settle for an audiophile system that only plays in one room when you can own the one audiophile system that plays in three.

KYOCERA
Built right from the ground up.
The phono-section signal routing and gain structure are unusual, eliminating switch contacts and yielding low noise, but risking overload.

Control Layout

The KPA-1 is available in a silver or black metal cabinet. Larger than many preamps, its 14-inch depth and attached power-supply module make it difficult to place on a typical bookcase shelf. It is of the standard, 19-inch rack width and has mounting holes; because of its depth, the rear should also be supported with rack-mounting brackets.

Controls on the front panel, from left to right, are a power on/off switch, "Source," "Monitor," "Mode," "Phase," and "Volume." The power toggle does not switch a.c. to the preamp, which is always on if plugged in. Rather, it controls the power-module relay, which switches three of the six 120-V a.c. outlets on the separate power-supply chassis. No balance control is needed, because the volume control is a friction-coupled, dual rotary device with a section for each channel. The unit has no tone controls and no subsonic filter.

On the rear panel is a row of 24 RCA jacks, with each input symmetrically separated to preserve the dual-mono isolation of channels. (For instance, the left- and right-channel main output jacks are 13 inches apart.) Therefore, the owner must split paired interconnect cables to plug them into this preamp. The three pairs of unbalanced RCA phono jack inputs for MC, MM, and MI cartridges are always active and connected to the RIAA equalization network, so Kinergetics supplies accessory shorting plugs to be inserted into the unused phono inputs. (The dealer can also disable unused inputs permanently, as well as change components to optimize loading for particular cartridges.)

There are additional high-level inputs, including RCA jacks for two tape decks, a tuner, and two auxiliary sources, as well as the unbalanced RCA output jacks labelled for the two tape recorders.

The preamplifier's body consists of a 1/4-inch aluminum front panel attached to a U-shaped steel chassis with a removable top cover. Threaded inserts and machine screws are used to hold the top on, a very desirable technique. A thick, four-foot-long, nondetachable d.c. power cable runs from the back panel to the unit's power-supply module. The preamplifier circuitry is mounted on a large, high-quality master circuit board, which is laid out in a symmetrical dual-mono design on either side of the center line. The upper surface uses a ground plane foil, and the circuitry traces are on the underside. Virtually no hand wiring is present, except for the termination of the wires to the remote power-supply module. The RCA sockets are ordinary nickel-plated metal but are directly soldered to the rear of the p.c. board. Similarly, all front-panel controls are soldered directly to the circuit traces at the p.c. board's front edge. The circuit board is huge, allowing ample space between stages, and there is less crowding of parts in this unit than in any other preamp we've tested.

Component quality is high, including that of the compensation items mentioned above—two phono cartridges, a tape head, coaxial cable, and eight contacts per channel (soldered in series). This all-bipolar preamp uses discrete parts, with the exception of two op-amps per channel used as d.c.-servo amps to prevent d.c. offset from appearing at the outputs. The resistors are almost all 1% precision types, and the capacitors are all high-quality polypropylene or other precision types. The power-supply design allows unregulated d.c. to run into the preamp via the thick power cable. There, it is regulated in three stages on the preamp's main p.c. board, and it is dropped from ±24 V to ±20 V and finally to ±17 V.

Circuit Description

The KPA-1 utilizes an unconventional circuit layout which is shown in Fig. 1, a simplified block diagram of a single channel's signal routing and gain structure. Tuner and AUX inputs are wired directly to the selector switch and, when selected, are applied to tape out and output amp in, just as in an ordinary preamp. Tape input goes through the unity-gain compensating stage discussed earlier. High-gain preamps with hysteresis compensation are used for MI and MM phono inputs. Their outputs are mixed with that of the MC pre-amp and further amplified by the mixer stage before being applied to the passive RIAA equalization network. Another 14 dB of gain makes up for the equalization loss, and signal is fed to the "Source" selector's phono contacts.

Unlike typical preamp circuitry (shown in Fig. 2), the KPA-1's volume control attenuation is applied after the line amplifier's 20-dB gain. Usually the selector switch is fol-
An imaginative extension of audiophile purist philosophy, the KPA-1 makes liberal use of quality parts.

lowed immediately by the volume control, so levels are cut down before a similar 20-dB amplifier. Owen Bennett, the unit's designer, explained that his design priority was to avoid any switching in the low-level phono stages. With three active phono inputs, signal-to-noise ratio was optimized by using shorting plugs in the two unused phono inputs and having the volume control follow the line amplifier. However, this design trade-off exposes the Kinergetics preamp's line section to very high gain levels without attenuation, and it runs the risk of overloading this section with only moderately high signals.

**Measurements**

Two KPA-1 preamplifiers were tested, prompted by the first unit's fairly high distortion reading of 2.75% THD + N when the MM input was driven at 50 Hz to produce output of 1.75 V at the tape outs. This affected the THD + N reading only in the MM position, so other measurements were carried out on this first sample. The second unit generally measured quite similar to the first, except for the MM distortion peak. This second sample measured less than 0.1% THD + N, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, tape input to main output, at maximum gain, and at 7.5 V output. These satisfactory measurements indicate that the KPA-1 should be considered a quiet, low-distortion preamp.

The MC phono input provided a maximum of 60.3 dB of gain and a signal-to-noise ratio of 70.9 dBA, measured for a signal level of 0.775 V (0 dB) at the tape output. Phono frequency response (Fig. 3), also measured from phono in to tape out, was ±1.5 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, for the MC and MI stages, and ±2.0 dB for the MM input. This frequency response performance might have produced the audible differences between the KPA-1 and our reference preamps. As mentioned above, the preamp's unusual gain structure achieves low noise at the expense of sensitivity to overload. The unequalized phono signal from any of the three phono inputs is heavily amplified before the passive RIAA equalization stage; clipping occurs in the 19-dB gain mixer stage, with even moderately high-velocity recordings. Input overload was at about 23 mV for MM and MI phono inputs and 3.2 mV for the MC input, very low by today's standards. The passive equalization does not protect the mixer stage from high-velocity, high-frequency signals.

Note the placement of the 20-dB output amplifier stage before the volume control instead of after it. This output stage, which amplifies whatever signal is selected via the selector switch, has a healthy output clipping point of about 13 V; however, a 1.3-V input will drive it to clipping. As mentioned above, most preamp designs place the volume control just in front of the line amp, so levels are cut down before the 20 dB of gain from the line amplifier.

What might appear to be phono input overload is actually overload in the output section. A signal of 8.3 mV at the MM input—or 1.53 mV for MC cartridges—is enough to produce the 1.3 V necessary to clip the output stage, and these conditions are regularly exceeded when playing modern recordings. The manufacturer agrees that the KPA-1 has a lower overload point than other preamplifiers but believes that the overload condition would not regularly occur in home use.

**Use and Listening Tests**

Equipment used to evaluate the KPA-1 included a Linn Sondek turntable with a Magnepan Unitrac 1 arm; Yamaha MC-1000 and Shure V15 Type V-MR cartridges; Meridian, Technics, and Magnavox CD players; a Mark Levinson ML-7 reference preamp; Mark Levinson ML-9 and Crown MicroTech 1000 solid-state power amps, and B & W 801F Special and Snell Type A-III speakers. Controlled listening tests were carried out with an ABX Co. comparator after matching outputs of the KPA-1 with coauthor Clark's preamp. New Monster Cable was used between the amp and speakers. Clark's CD player has both fixed and variable outputs. When this player's output was set low, the KPA-1's output section was not overdriven, and the resulting sound was free of clipping. However, using the CD player's fixed high-level output in a double-blind A/B/X test, the KPA-1 distorted, and it was correctly identified in 16 out of 16 controlled attempts, a statistically significant result.

Coauthor Greenhill used the KPA-1 in his system with phono cartridges and a tape deck. In open, non-A/B/X listening tests, a moving-coil cartridge displayed an overly bright sound and a flattened sonic perspective, while the MM response was smooth and showed good separation of instruments and voices. Bass peaks from several Telarc orchestral records seemed to be softened, overly full and lacking in impact. Using a Tandberg TD-20A SE 15-ips reel-to-reel deck, the KPA-1 reproduced a prerecorded Roumanis Recordings tape of a Schubert quartet with intimacy, ambience, and good recovery of instrumental timbre. The phono section of the KPA-1 was subjectively very quiet.

The KPA-1 preamplifier, to sum up, is an interesting and imaginative unit which exemplifies purist circuit construction. This is revealed in the many quality parts in the main signal path, e.g., superior capacitors and precision resistors. The intent of the design goes further, however, in that it attempts to compensate distortions in other parts of the audio chain. The output stage's location appears to us to make the KPA-1 vulnerable to overload, and we look forward to a Kinergetics preamplifier with a revised gain-block structure.

![Fig. 3—Phono gain and frequency response, measured at tape output.](image-url)
The Boston Acoustics tapered grille panel.

You don't have to take it off before you turn the music on.

You may have noticed that most speakers sound their best only if their grille panels are removed. That's because a portion of their sound diffracts off the thick inner edges of the panels, reaching your ear later than the direct sound. Some audio frequencies are reinforced and others cancelled, distorting frequency response. The diffracted, delayed sound also smears the time cues essential to accurate stereo imaging.

At Boston Acoustics, we design our grille panels with specially tapered edges that virtually eliminate sonic diffractions and their distortion. To achieve the thin, unobstructing panel cross-section that is necessary, we go to the extra cost of precision-molded panels.

You'll find diffract on-corrected grille panels in all Boston Acoustics stereo speaker systems, including our new A40 and A60 Series II. The world-renowned A40 delivers musical accuracy and outstanding stereo imaging at a suggested retail price of only $160 per pair. And the slightly larger A60 now has a one-inch dome tweeter to complement its powerful eight-inch woofer. At just $220 per pair.

For descriptive brochures, review reprints and the location of your nearest dealer, send your name and address to: Stereo Speaker Information Packet, Boston Acoustics, Inc., 247 Lynnfield Street, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960. (617) 532-2111.

You'll never have to sacrifice our great looks to enjoy our great sound.

Boston Acoustics
For consistently superior results in home audio recording, you need a professional tape transport. So we put one in the Revox B215 cassette deck. Our company philosophy would allow nothing less.

Studer Revox of Switzerland is the world's leading supplier of audio tape decks to recording and broadcast studios. Every transport we build adheres to the same strictly professional design criteria. The B215 is no exception.

1. A Die-Cast Aluminum Alloy Chassis—Stamped or rolled metal is not acceptable because it could warp or bend over time; also, it cannot be milled and drilled with the required precision. The B215 chassis reflects the same massive stability seen in every Studer Revox recorder right up through our $70,000 24-track machines.

2. Direct Drive Motors—The only alternative is belts and gears, both of which degrade performance over time. To avoid such compromises, the B215—and only the B215—has four tape drive motors: two quartz-locked Hall-effect motors for the dual capstans, and two microprocessor-controlled DC spooling motors.

3. An Azimuth Stable Headblock—This is difficult to achieve in the cassette format because the headblock must move in and out of the cassette shell. Nearly all other decks use an inherently unstable "sled" mechanism. But the B215 uses a pivoting die-cast headblock mounted on precision bearings (.001 mm tolerance) to assure the stability required for optimum high frequency response.

4. Gentle, Safe Tape Handling—An on-board microprocessor (one of three) monitors all tape motion in the B215. Optical servos govern the spooling motors to give constant winding speed, controlled tape tension, and smooth tape wrap. The motors gently slow the tape just before the end to prevent tape-stretching jerks. Tape damage of any kind is virtually impossible.

Such uncompromisingly professional transport design brings extraordinary performance to the home recordist: incredibly low wow-and-flutter, extended frequency response, and consistently repeatable results time after time, year after year.

For one astute listener's evaluation of the B215's sonic qualities, please note the review in Volume 8, #7 of Stereophile. Reprints are available on request to the address below.

Studer Revox America, Inc.,
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville,
TN 37210/(615) 254-5651
Top-quality power amplifiers have gotten harder to review in recent years. The classic power-amplifier problems—a lack of drive capability in the deep bass, a lack of sweetness in the upper midrange, and an inability to handle the loudest and lowest passages—are still around, but few new designs have serious flaws in these areas. Virtually all contemporary power amplifiers are at least listenable, and most are quite good. Sonic differences are still important, but they now tend to be differences in nuance and in the ability to deliver power into the extremely demanding loads presented by some top-quality speakers.

This capability to drive diverse loads is particularly important. As amplifiers have gotten better, it has become clearer and clearer that amplifiers form a "system" with the speakers they drive. Many of the audible differences between amplifiers change when the speaker is changed, often in unpredictable ways: An amplifier with a lean lower midrange on one speaker can be just right on another. A transparent midrange can suddenly become a bit hard and analytic. Tight bass can become too full, and vice versa. Imaging can shift from realistic to overetched and dramatic.

The causes of such interactions are far from clear in spite of ongoing technical research in this area. When one changes amplifiers, speakers that present seemingly simple resistive loads behave as differently as do ribbon speakers, which often show a load under 2 ohms, or electrostats, which generally are a complex reactive load. Sound character also changes as much at low and moderate levels as it does at the high levels, where clipping might become a problem.

These problems are a good reason to take any amplifier or speaker review with a large grain of salt, and to insist on auditioning any amplifier with your choice of speaker. They also make it almost mandatory that you find a good dealer who will actually pay attention to the sound of what he sells and work with you to get a proper "system balance." You cannot buy a high-end amplifier "off the rack" and expect to get the sound you pay for. Dealer support is critical.

The best amplifiers can, however, minimize these problems and risks by providing the capability to drive almost any load. The Onkyo M-510 is a particularly good case in point. Though Onkyo is known largely for more basic electronics, along with some exceptional FM tuners, the M-510 is very definitely a high-end product. It is one of those flagship designs—created without regard to cost and market size—that rarely leave Japan, but command worldwide recognition when they do. The M-510 lists for $4,200, but its performance justifies its cost. It delivers an incredible amount of power into even the most demanding loads. It is conservatively rated at 300 watts per channel into 8 ohms, 500 watts into 4 ohms, and 600 watts into 2 ohms. Its dynamic power rating is greater than 400 watts into 8 ohms, 750 watts into 4 ohms, 1,300 watts into 2 ohms, and 2,100 watts into 1 ohm. Harmonic and IM distortion are specified as below 0.005% for a bandwidth of 5 Hz to 100 kHz. The rated damping factor at 50 Hz into 8 ohms exceeds 300.

Onkyo is known for its good basic electronics, but this amplifier is definitely high-end, beautifully made and styled, and offering exceptional features.

Big power means a big amplifier, and the M-510 comes in a package that weighs about 150 pounds and measures 20 inches wide × 10½ inches high × 20¾ inches deep. The amp is beautifully made and styled, with exceptional features. It comes in silver trimmed with the champagne gold that is currently fashionable with Japanese high-end audiophiles, and it has rosewood side panels. The M-510 has peak-reading meters with switchable gain and individual power supplies. There is a choice of direct inputs or inputs with variable gain. Switchable
Artistry

OCCASIONALLY, A MOTOR CAR SO PERFECTLY BALANCES LINE, DIMENSION AND PROPORTION THAT IT BECOMES A WORK OF ART. INTRODUCING THE CORVETTE CONVERTIBLE.
The bass is tight and deep, the midrange is natural and balanced, and the treble is very smooth and clear, with outstanding air and detail.

relays allow the choice of either of two speaker pairs, or both. The cabinetry is excellent, and the speaker connectors are massive binding posts that can take virtually any speaker cable.

The M-510 has a number of other outstanding design features. A dual-mono design, the amp has separate power supplies which use a complex combination of a large toroidal transformer and a small "real phase" transformer said to smooth out fluctuations in the charging current coming from amplifier/speaker interactions. If you are a capacitor lover (someone must be!), there are two 33,000-µF power-supply capacitors per channel. All inputs are direct-coupled, and a servos system is used to protect against d.c. and against a CS below 3 Hz. Speaker protection is also exceptionally good, as suits an amplifier rated as capable of surge powers of 2.5 kilowatts. While the owner's manual does not describe the circuit topology in detail, the M-510 uses Class-A drive and Class-AB circuitry which is specially designed to reduce switching distortion, with 14 output devices per channel.

Most important, the sound of the M-510 lives up to its features and technology and does so with a very wide range of speakers. The amp not only works well with speakers which are comparatively easy loads, such as Thiel CS2s and Magneplan MG-11Bs, but delivers outstanding performance with such far more demanding speakers as Infinity RS IB panels and Apogee Scintillas. Although the M-510's sound character does vary slightly according to the speaker being used, performance is uniformly good.

The bass is always tight, deep, and realistic. The Onkyo's performance in this area is better than that of any tube amplifier I have yet heard, and equals that of any transistor amplifier I know of except the 200-watt Krell mono amplifiers—which cost $7,500 a pair. The difficult transition from upper bass to lower midrange is well handled, and there is only a slight trace of leanness—excellent performance in this area for any transistor power amplifier.

The midrange is natural and well balanced, and the transition to the upper midrange and upper octaves is also exceptionally smooth. Timing is convincing, although with a slightly forward character. This amp slightly emphasizes the upper midrange without creating hardness or an aggressive sound character. The treble response is very smooth and clear, and there is exceptional air and detail in the top octaves.

The handling of dynamic contrasts—rapid shifts from low to high levels, and sudden transients—is uniformly excellent. The M-510 is very detailed and transparent, and the imaging is clear and well spread. The sound seems to extend to the right and left of the speakers without clustering around them or leaving an apparent hole in the middle. Sound-stage height and width are very good indeed, and depth is good to very good. Unlike some other high-power amplifiers, the M-510 has a very live and dynamic character even at moderate listening levels. This adds to the excitement in the music without exaggerating it.

The M-510 is a world-class product. Its sonic colorations are minor, and its overall performance compares favorably to some of the most expensive and most favorably reviewed American-made transistor designs. In my opinion, the Onkyo is clearly superior to most of its high-end competition in its ability to deliver a consistent sound character into a wide range of demanding loads. All its features would be useful in any sophisticated, high-end system, and are a real pleasure for anyone (such as a reviewer) who wants to rapidly switch between speakers, confirm power levels, or correct consistent small imbalances in level.

If I have any practical reservations about the M-510, they concern the need to pay attention to overall system balance. Like most top-ranking transistor power amplifiers, the Onkyo is transparent and accurate to a demanding degree. It requires proper attention to system adjustment and balance, and is not the amplifier for any audiophile searching for a soft or forgiving design. Nevertheless, the M-510 raises Onkyo to a whole new plateau of high-end sound quality. One has to hope that this same amplifier technology can be made available in a less costly version, and that Onkyo will develop an equally good preamp!

Anthony H. Cordesman
From the hottest legends in jazz to the most innovative new age pioneers, celebrate a new era in artistic and technological mastery with the company that has made a science out of sound.

Music reproduction that reflects the highest state-of-the-art digital recording technology, from who else but GRP.

Available on GRP records, cassettes and compact discs.
ROCK SOLID

Like a Rock: Bob Seger & The Silver Bullet Band
Capitol PT-12398, $8.98

Sound: B+  Performance: A -

Bob Seger's recording career has been an erratic affair, to say the least. Some of his best work has been recorded horribly; this hasn't really impeded his ability to reach an audience, but his art has suffered in the process. From his first hit single, "Ramblin' Gamblin' Man," his records have had a shrill, annoying sonic quality which has made them sound like they're coming over a radio even when they're being played on a terrific system. It's hard to call a record a classic when the sound quality is as bad as it was on Night Moves. Finally, with Like a Rock, Seger's producer/manager Punch has enlisted a capable engineer, David Cole, to coproduce, and voilà, Seger has dynamic range, full fidelity, and a real bottom to his sound!

If that weren't amazing enough, the music, too, is way above par for Seger, whose last two albums have been on the tepid side. Although the well-intentioned single, "American Storm," is not among Seger's best, the rest of the album has a lot of lyrical and musical depth. He will be accused of sounding like Springsteen, as usual, but let's just say that it works.

There's no danger of Seger bowing to musical fashion—for instance, the thought of his using synthesizers and drum machines is out of the question. But he's at last gotten to the point where the musicianship of his band is up to mid-'70s standards, giving us nice, old-fashioned guitar solos (not the Van Halen variety) and a solid organ/piano foundation (courtesy Craig Frost, ex-Grand Funk).

It ain't Seger's raunchiest record or his rockingest, but in terms of combining strong songs with sonic clarity and quality performances, Like a Rock has a leg up on most of his other records. No great surprises, but improvements are always welcome, and there's nothing here to disappoint.

Jon & Sally Tiven

Secret Dreams and Forbidden Fire: Bonnie Tyler
Columbia OC 40312.

Sound: B+  Performance: B -

It's too bad they don't have surround-sound on records as they do in some movies—this would make one fabulous demo disc. Producer Jim Steinman, our latter-day Phil Spector, continues to prove that whether you be Meat Loaf, Air Supply or Bonnie Tyler, you're ultimately making a Jim Steinman record. It's the only kind where you go out humming the production.

Tyler and her throaty vibrato made a comeback under Steinman with Faster than the Speed of Night. That 1983 album and a hit single buried her country crossover image (which was strange enough for a Welsh rocker, of all things) and turned her from a female Rod Stewart to a female Meat Loaf. Secret Dreams continues this transformation. I'm not complaining, mind you; with all the Pat Benatar clones on the market, it's great to hear someone who's her own girl, even if that girl's a guy. Which may explain why the best song here is a forceful dance/rock tune called "If You Were a Woman (And I Was a Man)."

That song, like the album's best moments, sounds as if it were born during a thunderstorm on Bald Mountain. Tyler's musicians are magicians—pianist Roy Bittan and drummer Max Weinberg of Bruce Springsteen's E Street Band, guitar wiz Eddie Martinez, and saxophonists Lenny Pickett and Michael Brecker. Among other stars, Todd Rundgren sings backup and, on one song, duet vocals. Every instrument gets what amounts to a Steinman-style solo—a forward mix in a synthesizer-fed maelstrom.

Ironically, the three songs written by Steinman alone are as silly as his pro-
Why be content with just hearing your music when you can feel it too with ROAD THUNDER SPEAKER SYSTEMS FROM MTX.

Road Thunder Speakers are really portable home hi fi systems uniquely designed to fit in most vehicles without cutting holes!

Feel your new compact discs and cassettes through the efficient, high power, MTX woofers featured in every cabinet.

MTX’s exclusive 10 year limited warranty insures performance and durability that will outlast the lifetime of even the toughest vehicles.

Experience the feel of your music system... feel the thunder... ROAD THUNDER SPEAKERS FROM MTX.

Available at finer car stereo specialists.

MTX LOUDSPEAKERS — A MITEK COMPANY
ONE MITEK PLAZA, Winslow, ILLINOIS 61089 (815) 367-3811
On Milton Nascimento's beautifully recorded album, one can hear the musical influences of Europe, the Americas, and Africa.

Encontros E Despedidas: Milton Nascimento
Polydor 827 638-1, $9.98

Sound: B+ Performance: A-

Milton Nascimento is one of Brazil's national music treasures. His work has gathered an international audience and gained the respect of jazz musicians worldwide. Native Dancer, Nascimento's 1975 album with saxophonist/composer Wayne Shorter (co-founder of Weather Report), is still considered a classic melding of Brazilian and American musical styles.

As a vocalist and songwriter, Nascimento is one of the very finest. Although primarily adopted by jazz fans here in the U.S., Nascimento's music, sung in his sometimes swooping, sometimes mellow, always interesting style, would be more accurately described as pop than as jazz. His songs are usually lyrical and introspective even when making a political statement, as on this album's "Lagrima Do Sul" (Southern Tear), dedicated to South African activist Winnie Mandela. A listener can hear music from Europe, Africa, and the Americas—all the elements which have combined to create Brazil.

Encontros E Despedidas (Meetings and Farewells) features flutist Hubert Laws and guitarist Pat Metheny on one track each. Admirably, these American artists, although quite likely hired in an attempt to help the record gain recognition and sales, support the music rather than distort it to fit their musical images.

The strongest commercial tracks (for the U.S. market) are "Portal Da Cor" (Threshold of Colors) and the title cut, but there is much good music throughout to recommend this album to both pop and jazz fans. Nascimento's voice is a beautifully natural instrument. The musical arrangements are generally simple and supportive, as on "Quem Perguntou Por Mim" (Who Asked for Me), but are sometimes undermined by the production. There is a general overuse of reverb techniques intended to create a bigger, more contemporary snare-drum sound. For instance, there's a lot of gated reverb, a mixing technique in which the echo or reverb used on the snare drum is routed through a noise gate to create dramatic and often explosive (albeit unnatural) decay times. With a beat that departs from the standard 4/4 time signature of rock, the music sometimes gets overwhelmed (as on "Radio Experiencia"), but it is strong nevertheless and survives very well.

The album was digitally mixed and mastered, and pressed on Quiex vinyl. The result is excellent, the recording being quiet and dynamic. The basic tracks were recorded with analog machines in Brazil and then sent north to Lion's Share Studios in California to be mixed by one of the premier recording engineers in the country, Humberto Gatica. (Gatica is probably best known for his work on "We Are the World").

Encontros E Despedidas is a fine musical experience. It would be a perfect place to start finding out more about a great musician.

Hector G. La Torre

Mistrial: Lou Reed
RCA AFL1-7190, $8.98

Sound: B+ Performance: B-

Lou Reed stands accused of selling out. Many are the critics and fans who have found his appearance in motorcycle ads an occasion for finger-pointing. Apparently Lou doesn't think
The most beautiful music in the world begins with three simple words: To. Without. And.

These three simple commands make the new AKAI CD-A70 the most easily programmed CD player you can buy. At any price. AKAI calls it Natural Logic Operation. And here's how it works.

To hear, for example, tracks 1 thru 9, while skipping 3 and 5, you simply enter the following: 1 To 9 Without 3 And 5.

It's fast, simple and foolproof. And the full-function wireless remote control lets you manage the CD-A70's talents from a more comfy command center. Like your couch. Best of all, the performance is flawless. Thanks to an advanced 3-beam laser pick-up, 16-track memory, A Random Play System, Digital filter, Subcode terminal. Plus an insulated floating mechanism and special cabinet to eliminate resonance.

The AKAI CD-A70. Nobody makes great performances easier to enjoy.

Visit your AKAI dealer soon for an audition. Or write to: AKAI America, P.O. Box 6010, Compton, CA 90224-6010.
Lou Reed rocks with tough conviction on *Mistrial*, an exceptional album he's recorded with economy but without stinginess. This is fair, and he refuses to sit still for it. In a rowdy, defiant rock tune, which I submit as Exhibit A, Lou intones, "I want a mistrial/to clear my name/to bring my case to the people of New York City." And bring it he does; The Rolling Stones would do well to rock with as much tough conviction as do Lou and partner Fernando Saunders on this exceptional album.

Exhibit B is "No Money Down," a perfect application of the principle of economy without stinginess which lies behind the arranging, recording, and mixing of almost every song on this album. The sound of the drum machine, used for nearly all the percussion, is neither insubstantial nor brash; the programming by bassist Saunders is unusually tasteful. Reed's voice is centrally positioned just a little less forward than the drums, and the rest of the carefully treated sounds recede to a considerable depth.

Reed admits in a typically smart and candid lyric that he used to have a bad attitude, and on a few cuts he still does: Witness the slight chauvinism of "Don't Hurt a Woman" and the snide superiority of "Mama's Got a Lover." But despite these lapses, this album provides as many exhibits for Lou's defense as there are songs.

Susan Borey

**Born Yesterday**: The Everly Brothers
Mercury 826 142-1 M-1, $8.98.

**Sound**: C+
**Performance**: B

The second Everly Brothers album of the '80s, again a Dave Edmunds production, is a more comfortable construction than its predecessor, *EB84*, even if nothing quite matches the pure thrill of that album's "On the Wings of a Nightingale." No matter. When Don and Phil Everly share a song, all kinds of magic can still happen. The title track (the only new Everly composition here) recalls the sweetness of such Everly classics as "Let It Be Me." Other highlights are their lovely run at Dire Straits' "Why Worry"; a previously unreleased Bob Dylan song, "Abandoned Love"; the goofy and exuberant "Amanda Ruth" (a latter-day "Wake Up Little Susie"), and an early-'70s-vintage Sutherland Brothers song, "Arms of Mary." The song selections are really cagey ones and showcase those historic brotherly harmonies beautifully.

The band here is essentially the same as on *EB84*, featuring players who know well what notes to leave out. In keeping accompaniment simple, there is all the more focus on the brothers' drawing-card vocals.

One consumers' note: The cassette and Compact Disc versions of *Born Yesterday* add a bonus track that is well worth hearing: Sam Cooke's "You Send Me," a song Don and Phil sing pretty enough to make you weep.

Michael Tearson
Only one thing justifies the price of admission. The performance.

The path to first-rate performance is paved with plenty of imposters. Which can be readily found on any corner.

First-rate performance can't. Because like anything else of real value, it takes a little looking. With both eyes, and ears, wide open.
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So write for a list of AKAI dealers. Because once you've found an AKAI dealer, you've found someone who truly values performance and quality as much as you do.

And that, all by itself, may well be worth the price of admission.

For more information and a list of AKAI dealers, write to: AKAI America, P.O. Box 6010, Dept. 1, Compton, CA 90224-6010. Enter No. 4 on Reader Service Card.
The Blind Leading the Naked: Violent Femmes
Slash Records 25340-1, $8.98.

Sound: B+  Performance: A-

Careening enthusiastically from R&B and rockabilly through '60s pop and psychedelia to hardcore thrash, The Blind Leading the Naked represents a maturation of vision and musicianship for the popular cult band Violent Femmes.

Gordon Gano's lyrics have shifted from cynical despair toward a more positive (and marketable) black humor. He still touches on politics ("No Killing"), social satire ("Children of the Revolution"), and religious imagery ("Faith," "Love & Me Make Three"). But the irony is much more transparent and amusing than on this Milwaukee band's previous releases, and there are even some delightfully quirky love songs (check out "I Held Her in My Arms" and "Breakin' Hearts").

The Femmes' playing is more confident and polished than ever. They create lively, varied sonic textures with exotic instrumentation and sparse arrangements propelled by Brian Ritchie's versatile, growling guitar and Victor De Lorenzo's tasty percussion. Guest musicians help too. Jerry Harrison's production makes very good use of aural space, with clear left/middle/right and foreground/background delineation and crisp, well-articulated instrumental lines.

Gano's vocal mannerisms and sour melodies inevitably bring to mind Lou Reed and The Velvet Underground. However, the Femmes are having fun here, imposing their distinctive personality on the stylistic eclecticism they've chosen, to forge a synthesis full of surprises.

Michael Wright

THE JENSEN

JENSEN'S ENTIRE LINE OF CLASSIC CAR STEREO SPEAKERS WILL

Model for model, size for size, and dollar for dollar, we have designed Classic speakers to deliver more volume, smoother bass response, and greater dynamic range than ever before.

PROVE IT TO YOURSELF! Visit your nearest Jensen® dealer. Set the display amplifier at any level you choose. Cut in any Jensen Classic speaker, then switch over to any comparable competitive speaker. Now switch back and forth to compare the two. In every model category the Jensen Classic speaker will stand out right there on the floor!

Most car stereo speakers have pole mounts. Jensen Classic speakers have the unitized array. This improved method of mounting the midrange and tweeter gives the woofer a larger working area, and better bass response than possible with other systems. The unitized array
Blue Tomorrow:
The Swimming Pool Q's
A&M SP-5107, $8.98.

Sound: B  Performance: B—

There are two sides to every record. Few albums highlight this fact so well as the second major-label release by Atlanta power-folk quintet The Swimming Pool Q's. Side one offers more rollicking good fun than a big, ol' Georgia pig roast, and more contemplative stargazing than walking hand-in-hand with your sweetheart. From the ethereality that opens "Now I'm Talking About Now" to the swinging, sing-along booziness of the comical "Laredo Radio," this first side shuttles back and forth between coffee houses and biker bars. What fun! Side two, however, is—well, I can see why it's side two.

What tips the platter in the band's favor is a consistently joyfu, guitar sound that makes palatable all but the most frivolous songs here. Brit producer Mike Howlett apparently injected a lot of experimentation, with synthesizers and nothing less exotic than an electric dulcimer complementing Jeff Calder's and Bob Elsey's easygoing guitars and J. E. Garnett's decidedly rocking bass. Unfortunately, Howlett couldn't do anything for some of the group-credited lyrics, which on the second side range from absurdly devastating to silly.

Calder and the dusky-voiced Anne Richmond Boston trade lead vocals, with the former usually getting the funny stuff and the latter the rock ballads. They occasionally switch around, to their detriment; both suffer from somewhat constricted ranges, though they're find for their specialties. Still, I can see Boston eventually adding enough depth and coloration to her voice to become a formidable power.

I'm compelled to add that nothing of this fine band's quality is the least bit evident in Blue Tomorrow's horrendous album cover, a closeup of the band in a fake pasture. Frank Lovece
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**LUDWIG, TO THE NINES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beethoven: Symphony No. 9. The Cleveland Orchestra and Chorus, Christoph von Dohnányi. Telarc CD 80120.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Ninth Symphony has been the ultimate bugbear for the LP, right from its beginning. At last, the big symphony meets its match! Beethoven, need we say, did not write for the LP. Indeed, of all composers he seems to be the most obstinately difficult to put on records, in spite of the thousands of them already released. It's not only because of the uncomfortable lengths of movement after movement but because of the rude, violent dynamic contrasts, the persistent soft passages that seem to amplify the hiss and scratch and pop of older discs, the sudden dramatic silences—same result—and those misleadingly gentle passages that invariably end in an explosion, catching generations of gain riders with their meters pinned. An exasperating composer, from the technician's viewpoint! There has never been a satisfactory LP solution to the four movements of the big Ninth Symphony. No two movements will fit on a side without stretching the limits, no matter how we compromise, all but the big final movement with four solo singers and large chorus are felt to be too short for a side on its own. Some LP versions have committed the unthinkable, breaking the slow third movement in half, for two sides. A three-sided version leaves one or more sides very short—and who wants to add extra music to the Ninth, either before or after? Nobody in his right musical mind. On a single LP without splitting something, either one side or the other is unconscionably long and, of course, the loudest music comes practically next to the LP label. What can you do? Nothing. Yet look at this little one-sided CD! Everything's here, beginning to end, unbroken, no local stops, express all the way. Every loud part, every explosion, is taken care of easily; every soft part plays as quietly as a mouse; the sudden and unexpected dead silences, as in the scherzo second movement, are exactly that, except for the loving die-away of the orchestral reverb down to zero.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>excellent; Siegfried Jerusalem is good enough in the short tenor solo, and the two ladies do not shriek and squall nearly as much as most do in their horribly uncomfortable parts. (Beethoven did some dreadful miscalculating in this last movement, as all who have sung it know too well.) All in all, the details gained in the CD format make up for those blurred by fast tempi in the earlier movements. I'd rate this as a very good Ninth Symphony for today. Edward Tatnall Canby</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Liquid Silver:** Andy LaVerne, John Abercrombie, Eddie Gomez, Peter Erskine and the Essex Quartet. Digital Music Products CD 449. (Available from DMP, Rockefeller Center Station, P.O. Box 2317, New York, N.Y. 10185.) Subtle, quiet, inventive jazz compositions and a crystal-clear sound make Liquid Silver, from Tom Jung's DMP label, an unusually enjoyable CD. The clarity and detail exemplify the capabilities of the best digitally recorded CDs. John Abercrombie's guitar tones really do float like liquid silver over Andy LaVerne's piano accompaniments—especially in Bill Evans' composition "Turn Out the Stars." LaVerne and Jung recorded the various ensembles featured here with an intimate sonic perspective, using just enough ambience to create the impression of being in a small room. They recorded in a studio rather than a concert hall, so the acoustical character is rather clinically neutral. It's warmed up with carefully controlled ambience and reverb from the studio and from various signal processors, but the recordists never allow these techniques to obscure the clarity and sonic accuracy of the sound. The sound stage is exactly right for this music too. The recording has all the expected spatial qualities of depth, width, and height, but they are restrained to preserve the intimacy this music requires. What the recording lacks is a sense of being in a particular place. The piano sounds really clean. All...
THIS MONTH'S BIG EVENTS ON CBS COMPACT DISCS.
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JUST RELEASED!

"JANE FONDA'S Workout Record New And Improved"
HEART "Dog & Butterfly"
JAN HAMNER "The Early Years"
MUSIC FROM THE COSBY SHOW
"A House Full Of Love" Featuring GROVER WASHINGTON, JR.
PIA ZADORA WITH THE LONDON PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
"Pin & Phil"
JOHNNY CASH & WAYLON JENNINGS "Heroes"

RUTHLESS PEOPLE
ORIGINAL MOTION PICTURE SOUNDTRACK
Featuring:
BILLY JOEL—Modern Woman
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN—Stand On It
MICK JAGGER—Ruthless People
DAN HARTMAN—Waiting To See You
LUTHER VANDROSS—Give Me The Reason

ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER
DOWN TO THE MOON

20

JUST RELEASED!

MESSIAEN: Turangalila-symphonie
LUTCSLAWSKI, Symphony No. 3;
Les Espaces du sommeil Philharmon orchestra;
John Shirley-Quirk, Los Angeles Phil.;
Pekka Salonen (2 CD Set)
BERG: Violin Concerto; Three Pieces For Orchestra, Op. 6
Pinchas Zuckerman;
London Symphony Orchestra, Pierre Boulez
"The Flute At The Court Of Frederick The Great" (BEN-D AVAYN"
BERNARD FREDERICK THE GROSS) Jean-Pierre Rampal; Ensemble
Orchstral de Paris/Jeann Pierre Wallez

Enjoy today's revolution in sound with CBS Compact Discs. Our rapidly-growing catalog features over 600 titles by superstar artists in all categories of music; and our new state-of-the-art digital mixing and mastering equipment assures you of the finest possible sound.

Enter No. 8 on Reader Service Card
Pianist Andy LaVerne and the other musicians on *Liquid Silver* have been recorded intimately, with processors adding warmth without lessening clarity.

the delicate wisps of color that you hear when you are close to a piano are clearly audible, but you don't feel as if you're inside it. On the extremely high notes, the expected pinching and distortion are gone. What's left is an effortlessly open sound. The strike tones are not blurs of overload distortion; they actually contain the percussive inharmonic partials that characterize the upper range of the piano. But what is even nicer is the presence of the piano's delicate, slowly changing decay timbres.

In "Letter to Evan" LaVerne uses a string quartet, and in "King's House One" a piano quintet. The fresh, rich string sound emerges from total silence, hanging in the air between the speakers. Bass too is wonderful. In "How My Heart Sings," Eddie Gomez has plenty of solo opportunities. The sound of his instrument is well defined, strong but not overpowering.

LaVerne's harmonic vocabulary is principally modern jazz, but his frequent departures evoke a rather Debussy-like style. In the first movement of "King's House One" you can hear the familiar modes and whole-tone scales as well as impressionistic harmonies (sixth, ninth and eleventh chords), but they are used in a very personal, expressive way. In the middle movement of "King's House One" LaVerne incorporates elements of Hindemith's neo-classic style.

The album package and booklet, designed by Jim Henderson, reflect the quiet good taste of the music and the production, with interesting, useful information about the performers and the music. Photographs from the recording sessions show the arrangement of the performers and the mikes. All these elements contribute to a greater understanding of the recording and help make *Liquid Silver* beautiful in every respect.

Steve Birchall

---

**The Pugh-Taylor Project:** Jim Pugh and Dave Taylor

_Digital Music Products CD 448._

(Available from DMP, Rockefeller Center Station, P.O. Box 2317, New York, N.Y. 10185.)

This CD, another ambitious recording from DMP, could be described as an exercise in sonority. As many as 19 musicians were used in the recording—though not all at one time—with Jim Pugh's tenor trombone and Dave Taylor's bass trombone acting as sort of left/right stereo anchors. There is also a clarinet and bass clarinet, saxes from soprano to baritone, flutes, all sorts of percussion, piano, bass, strings, and liberal use of synthesizers.

The music is original material, written to explore the range and tonal resources of this large and diverse group of instruments. Most of it is sonically interesting—some people might even like "Red Balloons," which I choose to call semi-organized noise. The best tracks are 5, 6, and 7, with "Futures" generating some very exciting sounds with wide-ranging dynamics. It serves as a great test and "showoff" piece. As usual, Tom Jung's engineering is of the highest order, with every element ultra-clean and furnished with interesting acoustic perspectives. For sheer sound, this is a knockout! Bert Whyte

---

_Canyon:* Paul Winter

_Living Music LMRCD-6._

As an early avatar of New Age music, The Paul Winter Consort provided the blueprint for dozens of disciples, including the entire Windham Hill crowd. Winter drew a diagram etched with classical melodies, ethnic rhythms, the occasional Asian scale, and modal forms of improvisation that look to jazz without an edge. Lay this
America's new LeBaron GTS outperforms Germany's BMW 528e and Mercedes 190E.

For a long time, the legendary BMW and Mercedes had no competition in America. Now they've got more than they can handle:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0 TO 50</th>
<th>SLALOM</th>
<th>CORNERING</th>
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LeBaron GTS</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMW 528e</td>
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<td>40.18 ft.</td>
</tr>
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</table>

Chrysler LeBaron GTS overwhelms the German cars when you equip it with turbo, sports handling suspension and fifteen-inch wheels.

The GTS accelerates convincingly faster, corners comfortably better, handles the slalom significantly quicker and stops reassuringly shorter than both the Mercedes Benz 190E and the BMW 528e. (Results of United States Auto Club tests.)

There's one more event the GTS dominates: the bottom line. GTS is priced under $12,000.**

And for good measure, it's backed by the Chrysler 5-year or 50,000-mile Protection Plan.

If you've been holding out for an American hero, it's here.

Buy or lease at your Chrysler-Plymouth dealer.

Buckle up for safety.
This Paul Winter disc, recorded in a canyon and a cathedral, is one of the most compelling recordings he's made in years.

blueprint over an environmental activist and you've got Canyon, one of many recordings that Winter has made evoking a unity between music and nature, man and his environment, and in this case, cathedrals and canyons.

Canyon is split roughly in half, with recordings originating in the depths of the Grand Canyon and the Cathedral of St. John the Divine in New York. At times, Winter cross-fades the tracks so a canyon recording merges into a cathedral cut.

The spirit here is mystical. Although the pieces are called improvisations, there is a compositional unity in their harmonies, dynamics, and rhythms. So ensemble pieces like "Bright Angel" and "River Run" progress towards predictable crescendos, with Winter's soprano saxophone intertwined with Paul McCandless' oboe and John Clark's blunted French horn in soaring, ecstatic melodies.

Percussionist Glen Velez adds an ethnic veracity to Canyon, preventing it from becoming just another New Age ethnological forgery. His buzzing bendir, sort of an African snare drum, empowers "Grand Canyon Sunrise," and the pandereta drum, from Spain, lends a gurgling, churning backdrop to "River Run."

Although Winter remains trapped in the soporifics of pseudo-mysticism, Canyon is one of the most compelling and free recordings he's made in years. It's far removed from the vapid Common Ground or the execrable saccharine of Concert for the Earth. He breaks no new ground, but does harken back to his golden Icarus era.

Paul Winter is well served by the Compact Disc recording. The live ambience of the canyon, with the Colorado River rushing by, tends to flatten out the dynamic range. However, the cathedral lends a clarity and resonance to Winter's improvisations, especially with the textural interplay of cellos and percussion.

If you've been put off by Winter's cloying distillations of world music in the last few years, Canyon is a welcome opportunity to reintroduce yourself to this influential musician.

John Diliberto

She's the Boss: Mick Jagger
Columbia CK 39940.

Aw, c'mon, Mick—we know who's really the boss. When the head honcho of the World's Greatest Rock 'n' Roll Band steps out of The Stones for his first solo outing, you can bet it's a first-class production all the way.

Jagger burns through the nine cuts on She's the Boss and sends sonic sparks flying. This analog recording, digitalized for Compact Disc, is hot, and it's Big Lips himself who deserves the credit. Fresh out of The Stones' school of production, Jagger here alternately teams up with two of production's finest—Nile Rodgers (see interview in Audio, September 1985) and

The Linn Index.

Everything you never expected to find in a "budget" loudspeaker. High density 3/4" v-groove cabinet construction. A modified KEF bass driver and a soft dome tweeter. Plus the same 20 amp wiring and high quality crossover components found in Linn's most expensive speakers.


The Linn Index. It must be heard.
If you can't afford it, spare yourself the heartache of listening to it.

We are all aware that, money aside, it is an easy matter to upscale our quality of life, but difficult to lower it. In this regard, ignorance is bliss, and strict abstention sometimes better than a taste of something finer that we can't have. So it is with the Concord HPL550 Tuner-Amplifier-Tape Deck. One listen could ruin you.

Concord's performance engineering over the years has resulted in a list of mesmerizing characteristics that, as you become aware of them, will change your perceptions of car radios.

For instance:
- A sound most critics claim is the best they've ever heard in a car radio.
- Superb stereo imaging, wide band frequency response, and very low distortion levels are just some of the qualities of Concord's exclusive Matched Phase Amorphous Core Tape Head.
- A cleaner sounding FM than you ever believed possible, thanks to the exclusive Concord FNRFM noise reduction system.
- The Tuner/Tape Switch enables the listener to hear radio broadcasts when tape is in the rewind, fast forward or play mode.
- Hot AM Stereo that receives Motorola C-QUAM broadcast signals.
- Electronic DC Servo Tape Drive for extended life and accurate control of tape speed.
- High powered inboard amplifiers—rated at 25 watts per channel.
- Dolby B, C, + DBX: Tape noise reduction systems.
- Lighted panel switches, electronic memory with 24 preset stations, signal processor circuitry, a two-way/four-way amplifier, automatic Music Search Scanner, and a Bass EQ Switch.

One listen to all of this and you will be exhilarated. But then, if you can't afford it, you will be depressed. What will it be? Exhilaration and depression, the full human gamut? Or blissful ignorance? The trouble is, if you have read this far you are no longer blissfully ignorant.

Concord Systems, Inc.
25 Hale Street, Newburyport, MA 01950
800-225-7932, (in MA) 800-892-0565
A Perril Company
HIGH PERFORMANCE: Designed to the sound principles of audio and video performance, all CWD cabinets are hand-crafted from select hardwoods and lovingly hand-finished.

A SYSTEM THAT GROWS WITH YOU: Add on, arrange and re-arrange for virtually any configuration. Easy to tell, our cabinets fit both your lifestyle and your audio/video components, even your screen. Add a wine rack, drawers, turning glass doors.

REMARKABLE DUALITY: From the precision hardware to the natural oil-finish, every CWD cabinet is a fine piece of furniture you'll cherish for years. But see for yourself.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-323-2159 for the dealer nearest you in Illinois (312) 563-7450.

CWD© Custom Woodwork & Design Inc.

This tellingly modular, flexible cabinet system in Natural Oak features our wine rack, bronze tempered glass doors, solid oak doors and interior cabinet lights. All CWD cabinets and accessories available in handsome Dark Oak (shown below), contemporary Natural Oak, and classic Natural American Walnut.

This is Big Audio Dynamite: Big Audio Dynamite Columbia CK 40220.

On She's the Boss, the digital medium highlights a crisp presentation in which the producers' ideas are neatly realized and never overdone.

Bill Laswell—for a set of cuts that leap out of the speakers and singe the fine hairs in your ears. "Lonely at the Top" kicks the disc off with a percussive firecracker flaring out of the digital silence. Jagger's voice is placed at mid-center while drums slam away cleanly behind him, and Pete Townshend's neat guitar figures fly high and free in both left and right channels. Later on in this cut, Jeff Beck's guitar sears a smoking hole where Mick once stood.

Mick certainly has friends in high places. Among the other star-power instrumentalists assisting him on this disc are Herbie Hancock, Jan Hammer, Bernard Edwards, Ray Cooper, and reggae's premier rhythm duo, Robbie Shakespeare and Sly Dunbar. Sly's Simmons drums on "Running Out of Luck" have such presence that they pop out of the speakers.

Despite the multi-layered instrumentals and special effects characteristic of a Jagger production, there is true clarity to each individual element; for instance, you can hear the vibration of each string on Townshend's guitar in "Hard Woman," the only slow number on the album. There is also a sense of sparseness that comes from Mick's experience in the blues tradition. Fancy effects are rarely repeated and no single element bleeds messily into another. The digital medium highlights this crispness of presentation. Listen, for instance, to the overdubbed, half-speed echo of Mick's own voice on "Running Out of Luck." It's a neat idea, neatly realized, never overdone. The synthesized white noise that drags from right to center to left on "Just Another Night" appears only once, and is so wonderfully transparent that it doesn't obscure the instrumental segment it passes over.

Great dynamic range, great clarity, great sense of space and instrumental location, great music, great performance, all under the thumb of Mick Jagger. So, Mick, tell us again—who's the boss?

Paulette Weiss

This is Big Audio Dynamite: Big Audio Dynamite Columbia CK 40220.

Maybe Mick Jones sang "Should I Stay or Should I Go" one time too
Hear What You’ve Been Missing

Introducing DPD™ from Proton

If you’re running that terrific new CD player off an amplifier or receiver that’s three to five years old, you’re missing out on a great deal of clean, uncompromising sound. Most amps of that vintage just can’t create the extra headroom that’s necessary for accurate digital reproduction. Every time the music hits a peak, your amp will be gasping for breath. And you’ll definitely hear about it. Unless you have a Proton 40 Series amplifier or receiver with our exclusive, patented DPD circuitry.

Reserve power in an instant

DPD stands for Dynamic Power on Demand™. Designed for the increased demands of today’s digital audio discs and hi-fi video sound, it utilizes a sophisticated, dual power supply which acts as a power reserve. During musical peaks, it delivers up to four times the amplifier’s rated power for an amazing six dB of headroom. And DPD handles these boosts much more smoothly.

Plus, DPD sustains that dynamic power up to 400 milliseconds. More than enough time for you to hear all the crisp, clean transient response you’ve been missing. From the pluck of a cello. To the crash of a cymbal. As faithfully as if they were being performed live.

Best of all, DPD gives you all of this extra power without your having to pay the extra price for a much larger amplifier.

So if you want totally uncompromising digital sound, you can’t afford to compromise with your system. That’s why you need Proton with DPD. With anything else, you’ll be missing out.

For the Proton Audio/Video Dealer nearest you, call (800) 772-0172. In California, (800) 428-1006

PROTON
Clearly the best.

737 West Artesia Blvd., Compton, Calif. 90220
Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card
With elaborate effects embellishing some very basic songs, this CD from Big Audio Dynamite is complex and simple at the same time.

The audio component of this Compact Disc is the big dynamite story here; the sound is full, clean, and crisp. The constantly shifting aural planes are brilliantly revealed, as is the dramatic movement from channel to channel! The extended dynamic range that digital recording is capable of is not called for on This Is Big Audio Dynamite, but the presencing of instruments is impressive, as are those miraculous CD silences.

If the contents of This Is Big Audio Dynamite don’t blow you away, the sheer sound certainly will. A must-hear.

Paulette Weiss

J. C. Bach: Three Concertos for Harpsichord and Strings. The Tokyo Solisten; Huguette Dreyfus, harpsichord.

Denon 33C37-7672.

Johann Christian Bach, youngest of the three musical sons of old J. S. Bach, is the least like his father and the most like Mozart—a good reason for listening to his elegant, polished music, an immensely sophisticated sort of background music in its time. It lacks the depth and passion of so much Mozart, but this is where the child Mozart first developed his own style, virtually in J. C. Bach’s comfortable lap in London. Bach was the reigning favorite there, following that clever entertainer Handel, and Mozart worshipped him long before he ever heard of Johann Sebastian.

Three suave and delightful concertos here, the first, in G, very typical of literally hundreds of mature works by the “London Bach.” The harpsichord is very near to a piano, delicate and melodic—nothing like old Bach’s much more massive harpsichord music. The small string group is ever so eloquent, and politely keeps silent when the harpsichord has something to say. Such inefable gentility! It says much about our own uncouth age.

Interestingly, the other two works, one in a minor key, are youthful Bach, before he came to London, and are noticeably influenced by his much more serious-minded teacher/brother, Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach. The harpsichord is very near to a piano, delicate and melodic—nothing like old Bach’s much more massive harpsichord music. The small string group is ever so eloquent, and politely keeps silent when the harpsichord has something to say. Such inefable gentility! It says much about our own uncouth age.

Call or send now for your Free Catalog

Use this coupon or call toll-free:

800-336-5566

In Virginia, call 800-552-3961

Be sure to mention Audio when calling.

You’ll find the most helpful shopping information in the 108 page Crutchfield catalog.
A Breakthrough in Amplification

The current availability of high performance automotive loudspeakers coupled with high quality sound sources, such as real time cassettes and compact discs, creates a fundamental need for a new breed of mobile amplifier. The Infinity MRA-150 will allow greater recovery of ambience, musical timbre and dynamic range than any competing design; it will provide the power and stability to drive all speakers, including the most inefficient, to satisfying volume levels. There's no longer any reason for the music to get lost in the electronics.

SPECIFICATIONS
- 75 watts RMS per channel into 4 ohms at less than 1% THD at 1kHz.
- 60 watts RMS per channel into 4 ohms, 20 Hz - 20 kHz at less than 0.25% THD.
- 90 watts RMS per channel into 6 ohms at less than 1% THD at 8kHz.

FEATURES
- Automatic shut-off/recycle circuits protect against dead batteries, short circuits and thermal overload.
- Tightly regulated, pulse width modulated power supply.
- Made in U.S.A.
LIQUID GLASS

Philip Glass: Songs from Liquid Days
CBS FM 39564.

Sound: B+  Performance: B

Songs from Liquid Days is a song cycle with lyrics written by Paul Simon, Suzanne Vega, David Byrne of Talking Heads, and Laurie Anderson. With lyrics in hand, Philip Glass created musical settings and gathered quite a diverse group of players and voices to perform them.

Glass' settings shimmer as you listen to them, with layer upon layer of the little repeated musical figures for which he is famous. The diversity of the singers cast for the project is one of its greatest strengths. The three singing sisters who make up The Roches work as an angel chorus in direct counterpoint to Linda Ronstadt's bell-clear, warm voice on the Anderson piece "Forgetting." Bernard Fowler's smoky, almost jazzy voice carries the Simon piece "Changing Opinion," a meditation on an electronic hum that fills a room. By contrast, Douglas Perry's operatic tenor is perfect for the solemnity of David Byrne's "Open the Kingdom." Janice Pendarvis, one of New York's finest session singers, brings a rich, dark, burnished glow to the very nervous music Glass wrote for Vega's "Lightning."

The recording of Liquid Days makes very full use of stereo separation, with a pronounced left-to-right spread of instruments. Stereo miking of the piano is another very important ingredient in the wide-screen sound of the project. It all creates a grand effect. The raw sound of the LP impressed me only until I subsequently heard the chrome cassette (FMT 39564), which has much more presence. On cassette, the upright bass and cello have a remarkable growl which I felt in my gut; on the LP, they are barely whimpers. The voices, too, sound rounder and truer on tape. No contest. Take the cassette over the LP. (A Compact Disc is also available.)

By no means is Songs from Liquid Days for everyone. Pop and rock it most assuredly is not, although elements of both are integral to the project. From the classical side, Philip Glass aficionados may be put off by what they may perceive as a commercial sellout. But they would be wrong to see it that way. Songs from Liquid Days is a fascinating work bursting with textures and nuance in composition, recording technique, and performance, and all of this can only be appreciated in repeated listenings.

Michael Tearson

CBS IM 42203, digital.

Here are two remarkable, bewilder- ing, and big new works—exciting and impressive too—state-of-the-art music by a Polish composer who is now in his 70s, obviously a veteran at composition. What comes with the music here is equally interesting—a very young and totally competent Finnish conductor (with a name to remember) and an American orchestra that plays for him with immense commitment, both to the composer and to the young leader's effortless understanding of the music's enormous complexities. And there is John Shirley-Quirk, a British baritone previously heard in many a standard oratorio, and not always with beauty. Here, singing in French, he is superb.

So is the recording—the bewilder- ingly complex sounds that rush forward in torrents, the beautifully bal- anced baritone solo in "Espaces." You may not like the music on first try, but this excellent recording can't leave you other than mightily impressed.

How to describe this Lutoslawski? Like Penderecki, whose music tends to leave me cold for all its enormous im- pact, Lutoslawski is a sort of neo-mystic modernist, writing on a vast scale straight out of such earlier styles as Mahler's and Bruckner's. The music of both these composers is complex and thick beyond belief, often moving past music into strange noises, shoutings and roars, and also into improvised segments not precisely written down. That is the wave of the present, it seems, and is it ever a headache (or maybe a challenge) for the recording engineer! All but impossible. Still, the
The classic no enthusiast should be without.

A classic truck? Well, sure. The pickup is a classic of sorts, with over five decades of service to mankind to its credit. But the GMC S-15 4X4 Pickup is a classic departure from trucks as they are commonly perceived. Its rakish looks and sophisticated comforts allow this GMC truck to do virtually anything a car can do. And its Insta-Trac four-wheel drive, double-wall cargo box and optional V-6 engine allow our pickup to do a lot of things a car could never do.

The GMC S-15 4X4 Pickup. If you’re into fine cars, it’s time you discovered fine trucks. Buckle yourself into one soon at your nearby GMC Truck dealer. And please help preserve America’s natural beauty whenever you’re out four-wheeling.
The performance of soloist Joseph Silverstein and the playing of the orchestra show a rare unity on this remarkable-sounding LP.

music is all but impossible to perform, yet it is played, and it is recorded. Lutoslawski, for my ear, is far more digestible than Penderecki, in spite of the complexity. His music is almost Brahms-like in the clearness of its architecture, and its principal themes are just as easy to follow. That's one good reason why these sounds are solid as music, whatever the mystic background and in spite of the size and length. The Third Symphony (1972-1983), for instance, has two huge movements, the first of which is a kind of vast prelude to the second movement's musical climax. By golly, this works, and you are easily aware of numerous returning ideas that are interesting to hear. Good stuff, I say.

The "Espaces du Sommeil" (Spaces of Sleep) is also remarkable; the restrained, careful writing for baritone voice is of the highest craftsmanship, perfectly suited to the words, never lost in the huge orchestra. For antecedents, think back to Mahler's songs with orchestra and to Ravel's "Shéhérazade" of 1903 (not Rimsky-Korsakov's) for woman's solo voice and orchestra (there are eight recordings of this work currently in the catalog).

The baritone solo sound is especially gratifying, both musically and in the recording. So often on LPs, solo voices come through loud and clear to the point where you cringe with dislike! Not here. Shirley-Quirk's French is absolutely silky; his voice is never too loud for comfort, yet it is always audible with the orchestra. A revelation as to what can be done on records with the solo voice when things go right on all counts. I wish it happened more often. Let me add kudos for the invisible but very much present Esa-Pekka, who is ultimately responsible for much of this audio glory.

If this music is available locally on CD (CBS M2K 42271), by all means choose that format, the better to cope with the enormous sounds.

Pro Arte 228, digital.

A few instants of the splendid, shiny, full-bodied sound of this recording and I knew that it was top rank—it is the most satisfactory version of this concerto that I have heard, both in the performance and the audio. A great recording by anybody's standards.

Note quickly that there is no conductor. The soloist himself not only plays but keeps the orchestra in order—he is now their music director. Though we make much of virtuoso conductors these days, we should understand that an orchestra conducted by the soloist, or from the keyboard, was standard until Beethoven's day. Impossible in music such as this? Just listen. Given half a chance, today's better orchestras are entirely capable of playing by themselves, intelligently, with no more than a helpful nod or small gesture now and then to keep things together.

There are more precise and brilliant versions of the celebrated violin concerto, with much bigger names attached, what distinguishes this performance is what I can best call informed sanity. Silverstein, concertmaster of the Boston Symphony for 20 years and a chamber-music leader as well as solo player, knows the music in all its aspects, from the inside out, so to speak. His Utah orchestra ever so clearly respects this and plays with a wholehearted cooperation that any ear can understand. There is a oneness which is rare when visiting virtuosi perform—often they are at odds with other elements after too-brief rehearsals.

In the usual virtuoso performance, the concerto can seem interminably long, because, paradoxically, it is so often wrought up and overly tense. Here, all is relaxed and, shall I say, appreciative, so that the architecture of the music and its own intensities are heard. The work seems somehow shorter and in good proportion. You can't ask for more.

The recorded sound, digitally laid down (the CD version is all digital), is remarkable. The ensemble is solid and impressive, in an adequate but not overwhelming space—no chords are blurred one into another as in too much recording. And yet the individual parts, the instruments in their groupings, are
From Live Aid to Lincoln Center, top ten artists to top studio producers, JBL has been the #1 choice in professional loudspeakers for more than 40 years. Now the JBL “T” and “TL” series promise to make the star of stage, screen and studio, the star of car audio, too.

Rugged, reliable, automotive versions of JBL’s professional equipment, the “T” and “TL” series are designed by the same acoustical engineers with the same attention to quality and performance.

“T” series loudspeakers feature high and mid-high frequency transducers made of pure titanium—the same titanium domes that are used in JBL’s professional studio monitors. Titanium’s high strength-to-weight ratio ensures clear, powerful highs without listener fatigue. And now, for the first time, you can get the benefits of titanium at a lower cost with the “TL” series’ titanium laminated domes.

High polymer laminated and mineral filled polypropylene low frequency transducers, in the “T” and “TL” respectively, deliver smooth, uncolored, powerful bass response. They’re remarkably resistant to the automobile’s acoustically hostile environment. You’ll get that smooth JBL response on the bumpiest roads, too. Cast aluminum mountings and die-cast frames resist twisting and buckling, even when mounted on uneven surfaces. Cones and voice coils are tightly aligned for consistently accurate musical reproduction and high power handling.

The JBL “T” and “TL” series automotive loudspeakers. Once you’ve heard the professionals, you won’t want anything else.

For more information and your nearest dealer call toll free 1-800-633-2252 Ext. 150 or write JBL, 240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, New York 11797.
The Viennese Sommerfest is a faceless potpourri of music, with everything played alike, good or bad, heavyweight or light.

The LP version, with Direct Metal Mastering and Teldec vinyl, is nevertheless rather less than silent in my copy—or am I getting spoiled by CDs? In any case, one does hear the 33 1/3 turning rhythm, with a slight swish at each turn, perhaps only on my particular copy. Some LPs, these days, do manage to eliminate the turning sound. I recommend the CD version (Pro Arte CDD 228).

Viennese Sommerfest!:

I found this record a little painful. It comes from a relatively new label that is, as they say, "aggressive"—it is going all-out to conquer, and doesn't mind lambasting us with self-proclaiming glory. In terms of sonic quality, though, the records (also CD and cassette) seem to be tops.

This particular Viennese festival is pretty far from Vienna, past or present. It is a hard-boiled, high-tech, steely set of performances, lacking a great deal in the grace and humanity that are the first thoughts in much Viennese music. The South versus the North? It seems that way.

The program sequence is a faceless potpourri (as mixed-up as that metaphor!), everything played alike, good or bad, heavyweight or light. "Poet and Peasant," the gentlest of insignificant overtures when done in a relaxed and genial manner, comes first. Conductor Slatkin treats it like Doomsday, which merely makes it sound preposterous (though terrific in sonic impact, I'll admit). Then come a couple of little Beethoven potboilers, tinkling military marches—and suddenly, Mozart's "Eine Kleine Nachtmusik," roaring in full blast from a huge string orchestra! That elegant and sophisticated work is supposed to be intimate indoor music. Surely the musicians all know this, and they try to sound right. You can hear their knowledge of it. But the hamfisted high tech wins again. Evidently there is some miscalculation in relative volumes here.

The second side, featuring the Strausses, is easier and more fluent in the playing but hardly as graceful or ingratiating as this music ought to be. The Viennese style is an exacting tradition, with all those hesitations, the musical bowing and scraping, sounding very free but actually quite rigid in the way it has to be done, as every Viennese musician knows. We get the gist of it here but not more. The music hesi-
This new Cutlass Ciera Coupe will turn the nighttime upside down.

Hello, America, hello! You’re going to like the way Cutlass Ciera is looking now. It’s truly a moving experience. The soul of Cutlass is under the hood. Outside, this new coupe is so hot, it makes neon look like normal light. Let’s get it together... buckle up and hold on. When this Ciera hits the streets, it’s going to be electrifying.

There is a special feel in an Oldsmobile
On a fine, digitally recorded album, pianist Ruth Laredo gives these short Tchaikovsky pieces just what they need.

And this singer and orchestra—do indeed “sing of nature and its robust grace.”

Donald Spoto

Tchaikovsky: The Seasons, Op. 37; Humoreske; Natha-Valse; Polka de Salon; Mazurka de Salon. Ruth Laredo, piano
Nonesuch 79119, digital, $10.98

If you are ready to venture out beyond big orchestras and long operas, the piano isn’t a bad sound to explore on your hi-fi, to put it mildly. Here is a fine, digitally recorded, all-Tchaikovsky collection—no long pieces, just music which one might call super salon. These works could make an excellent introduction to Romantic-period piano art. They are more easygoing than the big sonatas and showpieces but offer more content and variety (as well as virtuosity) than the true salon music of that time, which was the live background music for polite society.

“The Seasons” is very unlike “The Four Seasons” of Vivaldi, in case you wondered. It goes by months in its subtitles (“By the Fireplace” for January, “The Song of the Mower” for July, etc.), but the music has no sonic relationship to what happens around the year. The 12 short pieces range widely, with plenty of contrast, both soft and loud, not really anybody’s background music. These are hardly beginner’s pieces. On the other hand, they are not the sort that requires your very close attention. They tell their own story, briefly and easily, in spite of all the fancy finger work.

Ruth Laredo gives these pieces just what they need—lots of technique, some profundity (but not too much). She has chosen an extra four pieces of the same type, more dance-like (waltz, polka, mazurka) to round out the program. These last four, being dance, will carry you on even more easily than the first dozen.

I was delighted to find here several of the originals for Stravinsky’s divertimento “Baiser de la Fée,” one of old Igor’s most ingratiating works. Remarkable—here the music sounds for all the world like Tchaikovsky, which indeed it is, and yet the Stravinsky versions are just as thoroughly Stravinsky, though borrowed with only minor changes. A masterful adaptation.
Once you start listening to a Delco Music System, you'll find you never want to stop. For an extremely sound reason. Delco is the music system specifically designed to match the acoustics of your very own GM car. While the car is still on the drawing board.

You can actually hear why other systems take a back seat to Delco. Stop by your GM dealer and listen for yourself. But be forewarned, you might be wise to pack an overnight bag.

Delco Electronics

Subsidiary of GM Hughes Electronics

You'll love it too much to leave it.
**WHAT'S NEW**

**Tandberg Power Amplifier**
What may appear to be two components, stacked, is actually one power amplifier—a dual-mono design in which the two channels share nothing beyond the power switch, line cord, and cabinet. The TPA-3016A amplifier is a high-current design rated at 220 watts per channel into 8 ohms, 400 watts per channel into 4 ohms, and 600 watts per channel into 2 ohms, all at 0.05% THD from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The 62-pound amplifier has zero feedback, though feed-forward error correction is used in the circuits that drive the MOS-FET output devices. An electronic cooling fan operates only when sensors register high heat-sink temperatures. Rosewood or black Lucite end pieces are available. Price: $3,295. For literature, circle No. 100.

**Sony VCR/Amplifier**
Described for adding stereo and surround capabilities to TV sets or audio/video components unequipped for MTS stereo, the SL-HFT7 Movie Theater combines a SuperBeta VCR with a stereo amplifier and surround decoder. The amplifier section is rated at 20 watts per channel, and the surround circuitry is designed to provide surround ambience for music listening and surround effects for stereo movies and videos, as well as stereo simulation from monaural sources. The VCR section incorporates an MTS stereo decoder, Beta Hi-Fi stereo sound, cable-compatible tuning, and a seven-day/six-event timer. A remote control is included. Price: $1,000. For literature, circle No. 102.

**Ortofon MC Cartridge**
Ortofon's MC 20 Super has higher output than the original MC 20, as well as a new van den Hul stylus and a new, more rigid aluminum body. The Super's body incorporates a carbon-fiber grounding plate. The moving-coil generator section uses a new armature with more coil windings for higher output, 90° coil orientation for greater separation, and more even windings for better interchannel balance. The cartridge weighs 9 grams, and its equivalent stylus tip mass is 0.4 mg; frequency response is rated at 20 Hz to 40 kHz, +4, =1 dB. The recommended tracking force is 1.8 grams, ±0.2 grams. Price: $300. For literature, circle No. 101.

**Meridian Active Speaker**
Found inside the M30 loudspeaker are an electronic crossover and two amplifier circuits, with selectable response contours to compensate for room acoustics and for wall or bookshelf placement. The M30 is the smallest of Meridian's active speakers, and its small size is claimed to reduce cabinet coloration and to improve stereo imaging. Interactive bass electronics are designed to give it the bass performance of a passive sealed speaker with eight times the cabinet volume. The built-in electronics can be turned on manually, or set to turn themselves on from standby when music signals are received. Price: $1,500 per pair; optional stands, $175 per pair. For literature, circle No. 103.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

MOETING, LEGENDARY SOUND.

CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO LTD.

FOR SALE

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. CHANGE 687A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.

ALABAMA- WEST GEORGIA
Oracle turntables, MOSCODE hybrids, Quad ESL-63, VPI tables. Rauna Concrete speakers, McLaen MOSFET amps, and Kef Reference. Affordable high end from Audioquest, Belles, Creek, Grado, Klipsch, NAD, Premier, Precision, Spectrum, Signet, Thorens, and many more. Accurate Audio, 110 E. Samford Ave., Auburn, AL 36830, 205-826-1960.

FOR SALE


Monster Speaker Cable: Technology that Improves the Sound of Your Music

Monster Cable®
Speaker cable standard of the audio industry.

Used by more audiophiles worldwide than any other speaker cable, Monster Cable is considered "standard equipment" for any good audio system. The Monster is also the industry standard and is used in labs and listening rooms of the world's most respected audio manufacturers. Great bass, extended highs, superb imaging and increased dynamic range are Monster Cable traits that have satisfied the most demanding audiophiles. Also, our rugged Duraflex jacket keeps Monster Cable looking great even after years of use.

Superflex®
The balance between budget and performance. Superflex puts Monster performance into a lower priced package, and lets your ears hear the difference in sound while your wallet benefits from the difference in price. Using the same high purity copper, fine stranding and special winding configurations found in all Monster cables, Superflex simply uses fewer strands per conductor and performs at a level that can't be matched by ordinary "zip cord". Because it's flat, Superflex is simple to install under carpets, and its large center "web" allows for easy tacking along walls and baseboards. And of course, true to its name, it's superflexible.

Powerline 2™ and Powerline 3™
An advanced new wire technology.

Considered by audiophiles and critics as the finest speaker cable ever built, Powerline 2 utilizes our latest cable design to control the audio signals electromagnetic field. Powerline 2 "time aligns" music signals and lets them travel coherently to your speakers. All musical sounds reach your ears at the same time and are reproduced with accuracy and uncanny three dimensionality. Powerline 3 provides nearly the same performance as Powerline 2, but in a smaller size package for a lower price. Both cables produce a quality of music that is unobtainable through any other technology.

Monster Cable® Products, Inc.
301 Townsend, San Francisco, CA 94107
Tel: 415 777 1355 Telex: 470584 MCSU1
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A good subwoofer can greatly enhance the quality of any hi-fi system: first, by extending bass response into the first octave (15-32Hz) next, by reducing intermodulation and ripple distortion in the main speakers by relegating long wavelengths to a subwoofer regardless of price.

VMPS offers three highly acclaimed, low-cost subwoofers designed to fulfill your system’s particular requirements for physical size, bass extension, and output level. The 3.5 ft³ Smaller Subwoofer ($229ea kit, $299ea assem) provides a -3dB point of 28Hz with no more than 0.5% THD (1W drive). Our famous Original Subwoofer ($279ea kit, $375ea assem) generates no more than 0.5% THD (1W drive), is -3dB at 19Hz, and has 94dB/1W/1m sensitivity. The 8.25 ft³ Larger Subwoofer ($439ea kit, $549ea assem) features outstanding 3dB at 19Hz, and has 94dB/1W/1m sensitivity. The 8.25 ft³ Larger Subwoofer ($439ea kit, $549ea assem) features outstanding performance specifications (-3dB at 17Hz, 0.4% THD/1W drive, 95dB/1W/1m sensitivity) unsurpassed by any commercially available subwoofer regardless of price.

Write for Stereophile’s rave reviews of our Original Subwoofer (Vol 8/4, Aug 85) and the Write for Stereophile’s rave reviews of our $375ea assem), housed in a 5.6 ft³ enclosure, generates no more than 0.5% THD (1W drive), is -3dB at 19Hz, and has 94dB/1W/1m input sensitivity. The 8.25 ft³ Larger Subwoofer ($439ea kit, $549ea assem) features outstanding performance specifications (-3dB at 17Hz, 0.4% THD/1W drive, 95dB/1W/1m sensitivity) unsurpassed by any commercially available subwoofer regardless of price.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS

For more information and a local dealer list:

Transparent Audio Marketing, Inc.
Box 1117, Rt. 202
Holla, ME 04042
(2U) 929-4553

For more information and a local dealer list:

Transparent Audio Marketing, Inc.
Box 1117, Rt. 202
Holla, ME 04042
(2U) 929-4553
FOR SALE

ALTEC-LANSING • ALTEC-LANSING. We sell genuine Altec speaker components, including 904, 94k, 416s, 416c, horns, 87s, Free flyer. We build reproduction Model 19s, 17s, 14s from genuine Altec components. JBL, E-V speakers, components and systems. Rick Marder, AHC. (201) 561-8123.

ARISTON TURNTABLE BLOW-OUT SALE! SAVE 50% TO 80% ON THESE TOP QUALITY BELT-DRIVE TURNTABLES. STARTING INVENTORY OF 250 UNITS WILL BE SOLD. FIRST-COME, FIRST-SERVED. COMPARE "THE QUALITY TO THORENS, AR, & REGA." PRICES START AT UNDER $100! CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-222-3465 FOR ORDERING & PRICES. CALL (916) 345-1341 FOR ALL OTHER INFORMATION. HCM AUDIO. VISA/MC. DEALERS WELCOME.

ATTENTION MARANTZ 108 OWNERS! We have dial glasses. Specify inner or outer. $35 a pair. Dave Miller, 7927 E. 77 Pl., Tulsa, OK 74131. 918-225-9052. VISA & MC. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS & ADDCOM-555 13 HIGH END AUDIO WEST. California. SUPERSHOP, MOSCODE, B&K, PS, MUSIC REFERENCE, VPI, SYSTEMDECK, MM, GRADO, WTA, TALISMAN, MONSTER, AUDIOQUEST, RANDALL, STRAIGHTWIRE, RAINA, SPICA, SPEC-TRUM, SOUND LAB. (714) 861-5413.

AUDIO ADVANCEMENTS ANNOUNCES: The new GARRETT MICRO-TRACER addition to our line. The combination of capturing the spirit of the music and the affordability ($275) makes it the most unique and outstanding product to be found anywhere. P.O. Box 15, Verona, NJ 07044, 201-857-1422. Dealer inquiries welcome.

AUDIO ADVISOR INC. Get LOW PRICES on ALL types of audio equipment—including high-end and even esoteric products not normally discounted! Now we can save you money on the equipment you REALLY WANT. Extensive selection—no need to settle for second choice. Thousands of satisfied customers nationwide. Call us for price quotes or friendly, expert advice. Catalog $1. 616-451-3868. VISA/MC.

AUDIOPHILE T-SHIRTS. Quality shirts in light blue with slogan 'Hearing is Believing' written in dark blue below. Specify size S, M, L XL. Send check or M.O. for $9.50 to G. Boylan, 256 Woodbury Road, Hicksville, NY 11801.

AUDIO RESOURCE INTRODUCES THE TURNUP-TUBE. Hand selected pairs, quartets, front end or preamp sets of US, European, Eastern European audio tubes. Matched according to bias, output, clipping point: computer-aided TRACELL CURVE. TRACER utilized to match linearity of frequency responses. The finest matching available, guaranteed. Catalog. AUDIO RESOURCE, #1 Metairie Court, Metairie, LA 70001. 504-833-6942.

AUDIO RESOURCE is an AUTHORIZED MCINTOSH DEALER. We sell and service ALL McIntosh according to LABORATORY STANDARDS. We allow generous trades and pay retail prices on OLD TUBE GEAR especially the Class 1 sound barrier. Other mods available. Catalog. AUDIO RESOURCE, #1 Metairie Ct., Metairie, LA 70001. 504-833-6942.

BELLES HALF PRICE

Before purchasing your next receiver, car stereo or high end audio component or CD's contact: AUDIO OUTLET (914) 666-0550 Sound advice . . . without the price . . .

KINERGETICS KCD-20

"...the first CD player to crack the Class 1 sound barrier"—International Audio Review "J. Peter Moncrieff"}

In New England...

Known by the company we keep.
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KINERGETICS KCD-20

TAKE 5 AUDIO

105 Whitney Ave. New Haven, CT


MC/VISA/AMEX/TAKE 5 Charge

For your free copy of our catalogue contact:

MAY AUDIO MARKETING LTD.

P.O. Box 1048 Champlain, N.Y. 12919 Tel: (514) 651-5707

“TT1 — Wall mounting unit to isolate your turntable
“We can simply say that the TT1 is the best wall mounted turntable platform we have ever seen” — Hi-Fi Heretic, U.S. Magazine.
**Definitive Stereo—Southern Style!**

- Apogee
- Bang & Olufsen
- Cello
- Dantech
- Epenc
- Goldmund
- Janis
- KEF
- Krell
- Linn
- McIntosh
- Magneplanar
- Van den Hul
- Meridian
- Yamaha

- Factory Authorized Service
- Consultation, Design and Installation
- Quality Stereo and Video Cabinetry
- On-Location Master Recording Service

**ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS**
**NEW DESIGN! MODEL 120 NOW AVAILABLE**
Made to order in bi-amp, tri-amp, and quad-amp configurations with optional level controls, subsonic filters, or summers. Filters, regulated power supplies, equalizers, also available.

*Free catalog and price sheet*

**DeCoursey Eng. Lab.**
11828 Jefferson Bl, Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (213) 397-9686

**FOR SALE**

**AUDIOPHILE SAFESALE**
USED:

**ESCHER**

**NEW**

Call about other manufacturers such as NYAL, Audio Pro, Linn, NAD, B&O, Dual, CWD, Kimber Kabyll, Nice Gritty, Sony Audio Video products. Audio Dimensions, 6401 NW Expressway, Oklahoma City, OK 73132-407-058-255-322.


**B & W BUMPS & BRUISES SALE!** WE HAVE HUNDREDS of B & W LOUDSPEAKERS WITH SCRATCHES, DENTS, DINGS AND OTHER COSMETIC BLEMISHES AT SAVINGS UP TO 50% ALL SPEAKERS HAVE BEEN PERFORMANCE TESTED BY B & W AND CARRY THEIR 5-YEAR U.S.A. WARRANTY. CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-222-3465 FOR PRICES & AVAILABILITY. HCM AUDIO (916) 345-1341, VISA/MA/AX.

**B & W LOUDSPEAKERS** THE FINEST IN THE WORLD! MOST MODELS IN STOCK. WE SELL ONLY U.S.A. MODELS WITH A U.S.A. WARRANTIES. CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-222-3465 FOR AVAILABILITY AND SHIPPING INFORMATION. HCM AUDIO (916) 345-1341, VISA/MA/AX.

**CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & EQUIPMENT** Plans and parts. Build or buy. SEND S.A.S.E. TO CABLE CONVERSIONS, P.O. BOX 1402, DEPT. A, Hope, Arkansas 71801.

**CALL TOLL FREE!** 1-800-826-0520 FOR: Hafler, Denon, Daliquist, Tandberg, dbx, 3D, Proton, Nitty Gritty, B&W, VSP, Thorens, Grace, CWG, Monster, M&K, Grado, Belles, Oracle Teleman, Dunitech, STAX, Adapc, DCM, Proton, TIP, Toes, Audioscape, Inyevector, Fried, Mco, Snelle, Sound Ssteller, 1706 Main, Marielm, WA 98143 (715) 735-9002.


**DALLAS AND HOUSTON-AUDIO CONCEPTS** has: Linn, Naim, Acoustical, Apt, Adcom, Boston, Creek, Fried, Lazorus, Mark Levinson, Meridian, Mco, Nakamichi, Rega, Rotovler, Spectral, Stax and more Dallas—(214) 243-0644. Houston—(713) 527-0774.

**DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS** JVC VP101 Mac Line mixing, external sync: $995, free shipping, PRODIGITAL, 3400 Pendleton Dr., Wheaton, Md. 20902 202-635-5588 Full Audio Services—Digital Editing.

DEFINITIVE HIFI

920 SHERMAN AVE.
THORNWOOD, N.Y. 10594
AVAILABE FOR AUDITION,

- Audible Illusions
- Classe (DR-3)
- Convergent Audio Tech. (SL-1 preamp)
- Descrete Tech.
- Roy Grant (60 watt mono blocks & 200 watt mono blocks)
- GSI (STP preamp & A-1 250 watt power amp)
- Jordan
- Lazarus
- Magnaum/Dynalab
- Melos
- M.I.T. (MH-750, MH-650 and MI-330)
- Oracle
- Quicksilver (mono blocks & step-up Transformer)
- Radford (STA-25/Series 4 Signature)
- Shinon
- Straight Wire (music Ribbon, Teflon-12 & LSI interconnect)
- Sumiko
- Syringa
- Van Den Hul (MC-10)
- VPI (HW-19, MK1; cart & accessories)

PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR APPOINTMENT
Day: (203) 869-0745, Eve: (914) 747-3375
Available for Sunday Appointments

Counterpoint

The New Generation of
Tube/MOSFET Technology

SA-20
Stereo Hybrid Amplifier
$1995.00 each

SA-20/20
Mono Hybrid Amplifier
$3990.00/pair

* 1000 Joule Power Supply
* Massive 1KVA Custom Transformer
* Custom Gold Plated/Teflon Connectors
* Vacuum Tube Rectification
* Hand Selected Tubes/MOSFET Output
* 200 W/Channel/8R; 1000 W (Peak)/29
* Bridgeable To Nearly Twice The Power

Audition The SA-20 and SA-20/20 at your
Counterpoint Authorized Dealer.

Counterpoint Electronic Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 12472 Dept. S, La Jolla, CA 92037
Telephone (619) 433-9090 Telex 284902 CPT UR
LINE DRIVE

Less Signal Processing = More Natural Music

LINE DRIVE—a system control center designed specifically for your line level components: CD players, tape decks, tuners, VCR audio.

LINE DRIVE—the flexibility of a preamplifier without the inherent colorations. Compare it with the best preamplifier you can find and be thrilled with how clean and accurate the Line Drive sounds.


FOR SALE

FREE UPS SHIPPING!


FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS

State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Free shipping. Also Sota, Hailer, SAE, Audire, Thorens, Adcom, Klipsch, CD players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

FOR SALE

HAFLER AMP MOD

Oversized TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER for DH200, DH220. Improved bass, more power, less heat. Easy Installation, $79.95 (plus $4 UPS). BANNER, (704) 487-7012, P.O. Box 1803, Shelby, NC 28150.

HAFLER—HIGH QUALITY, LOW COST


JANIS BASS SYSTEM

FOR MANY YEARS A REFERENCE STANDARD FOR SUBWOOFER PERFORMANCE ITS THE CHOICE WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE LITERATURE THE JANIS BASS SYSTEM

JAHNOVSKIS AUDIO SYSTEMS, INC

2889 Roebuck Avenue, Bronx, New York 10461 (212) 892-4193

LEVINSON-GOLDMUND


LEVINSON-GOLDMUND


LINE LP12 MODIFICATION & LINN PRODUCTS


Audio Video Car Stereo

Lowest Prices on All Major Brands of Audio, Video & Car Stereo

FULLY WARRANTED GET IT FREE!

Free Delivery Anywhere in the U.S. Major Credit Cards Accepted

The SOUND Approach

6067 Jericho Turnpike, Commack, NY 11725

"Call Us" (516) 499-7680
Brands!! ELECTRIFIED DISCOUNTERS, 996 ORANGE AV. Boulder, Colorado 80301. By appointment.


LOW PRICES—HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!! DENON, VANDERSTEEN, HAFER, PS Audio, CARVER, NAKAMICHI, MOSCONE, ACQUOSTAT, YAMAHA, KEF, BELLES, CONRAD-JOHNSON, APOGEA, ADAM, CRANPARK, COUNTERPOINT, J.S., NAD, JBL, SOTA, B&O, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, PROTON, MIRAGE, DCM, B&K and any others you desire. AUDIO ELITE, 414-725-4431, Menasha, Wisconsin. OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT!!

MCINTOSH (ALL TYPES), MARANTZ (TUBE) AND OTHER PRECISION AUDIO COMPONENTS, SPEAKERS & PARTS BOUGHT-SOLD-TRADED-MODIFIED. FREE CATALOGUE. 8-AM-5-P.M. EST. MON-FRI. ALL ITEMS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-746-2794.


MCINTOSH SOLID STATE COMPONENTS, J.B.L. used. Top Audio components and systems. Bought, sold and traded. 313-229-5191; 7-11PM EST.

MOUNT YOUR TONEARM ON A SOTA turntable and smile, smile, smile. Expert setups and installations. Audio Nexus, NJ (201) 464-8238 or (201) 730-2409.

THE BEST PICK-UP ARM IN THE WORLD?

SME
The two most prestigious English language audio publications agree.
Ed Long, writing in Audio, and Martin Colloms, writing in England's Hi Fi News & Record Review both gave the SME SERIES V tone arm rave reviews.
Hear why. Call 415/843-4500 for the location of your nearest SME Series V dealer.

SERIES V
By SUMIKO, INC. P.O. Box 5046 Berkeley, CA 94705
FOR SALE


BUILDING ON SUCCESS
Developed from the legendary MS20, the new MORDAUNT-SHORT MS25Ti is an advanced high efficiency two-way system, with 8" bass unit. Titanium tweeter, and overload protection.

At $250 the pair, the MORDAUNT-SHORT MS25Ti is available in Black Ash or Walnut laminate.

Mordaunt-Short
RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 342-0400
U.S. distributors for British Fidelity, Mordaunt-Short, Spendor, and Logic.

SOTA's Reflex Clamp is Here!
Ready to Hear LP Perfection?

Capture part of the SOTA achievement.

Warning: Both may be addictive!

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
UHER, Sennheiser, Sony, AKG, (Shure), Electro-Voice, Audio-Technica, Beyer, Boege, etc. Portable Recorders, Microphones, Mixers, Line, A/V, Carpenter (GHP), P.O. Box 1321, Meadville, Pa. 16335-0821.

ZENITH HQ VCR-(VR1810) LATEST, Nakamichi CAS preamplifier, Magnat Magnaphone Delta speakers, JSE Infinite Slope Model 2 speakers. Like new. (215) 567-4526, PA.

S 1 INCH FM STEREO—FAX antenna kit. Increase selectivity/responsibility to 100 mile radius. Send $14.95 + $3 shipping & handling to: J.L. Page Corp., P.O. Box 510-991, Melbourne Beach, FL 32951.

AUTO SOUND

LOUDSPEAKERS
ACCURATE & AFFORDABLE, OVER 30 PROVEN DESIGNS for audiofools, speaker kits for home, car, subwoofer & pro. JBL, AUDAX, SEALS, polypropylene drivers & crossovers, $2 Gold Sound, Box 141A, Englewood, CO 80151.

ALPHA ELECTRONICS ACTIVE CROSSOVERS: 24B: Octave, amplitude, phase correct. Two through six way, for subwoofers. Boards $20, kits $129, upgradable card $399.95. Alpha Electronics, Box 15026, Detroit, Michigan 48215.

ALTEC-LANSING, J.BL, ELECTRO-VOICE speaker components and system suppliers. Low prices, free flyer. See our ad and in "For Sale." Rick Marder, AHC, (212) 561-8123.

AMAZING JSE LOUDSPEAKERS: THE SECRET is their Infinite Slope Crossovers. Experience them at home. 10-DAY MONEY BACK AUDITIONS. WE PAY SHIPPING. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201) 464-6238.

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St (offsite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 633-9071.

A&S SPEAKERS is PROUD to announce that we are now carrying complete, audiophile loudspeakers systems and speaker components. Low prices, free flyer. See our ad and in "For Sale." Authorized McIntosh, Golden Age, JBL, ALTEC-LANSING, JBL, ELECTRO-VOICE speaker components and kit suppliers. Low prices, free flyer. See our ad in "For Sale." Authorized McIntosh, Golden Age, JBL, ALTEC-LANSING, JBL, ELECTRO-VOICE speaker components and kit suppliers.

ATTENTION AUTOPHILES: JSE INFINITE SLOPE Loudspeakers are available from us. Inquire about our 7-Day—NO RISK auditioning program. Authorized Hafler and Thorens dealers. We pay shipping. Sound Unlimited, 178 Main St., Bristol, Conn. 06010. Est 1959. (203) 584-0131.

MC-VISA AMEX ACCEPTED


NAVIGATION SYSTEMS: Topcon, Trimble, Magellan, JPL, B and W, Precision, Koch, ALTEC-LANSING, JBL, ELECTRO-VOICE speaker components and kit suppliers.

ATTENTION: AUDIOPHILES: JSE INFINITE SLOPE Loudspeakers are available from us. Inquire about our 7-Day—NO RISK auditioning program. Authorized Hafler and Thorens dealers. We pay shipping. Sound Unlimited, 178 Main St., Bristol, Conn. 06010. Est 1959. (203) 584-0131.

MC-VISA AMEX ACCEPTED

ATTENTION MAGNEPAN OWNERS—For your Magne- pan MG-IIb speakers, the TOPOLOGY MIM-IIb, a plug-in module that will transform your MG-IIb’s into speakers that will amaze you. For information call or write to: TOPOLOGY, P.O. Box 1452, Palo Alto CA 94302, (408) 723-7404. Coming soon: The TOPOLOGY MIM-IIa for your MG-IIb’s.
LOUDSPEAKERS


DEMONSTRATORS WITH WARRANTY—Accuton model one $999; Accutone one + one $1790; Beveridge 259w-2 $5000; Beveridge System V $2080; ITC Model one $505; JSE model one $680; Sideral Acoustic IV $800; Stax ESL-R1 $1600; Triad system 70 $2500.

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT, 7805 Greenfield Street, River Forest, IL 60305. 312-771-4650. M/C/VISA. Auditions by appointment—shipping & export facilities.

FRIED LOUDSPEAKERS: LEGENDARY, FANTASTIC. Audition all models at AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201)464-8238, (201)730-2409.

GUSS SPEAKERS

From $3000. For a copy of review (“The loudspeaker equivalent of the Holy Grail”) and demonstration at our Madison Avenue showroom, call (212) 888-3339.

LEGACY-1 LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO REAL DESIGNS: An unprecedented combination of dynamics, pin-point imaging, midrange articulation and bass heft. Samarium Cobalt leaf tweeters, European dome midranges, and point imaging, midrange articulation and bass heft. Samarium Cobalt leaf tweeters, European dome midranges, and point imaging, midrange articulation and bass heft. SAMARIO-speakers save 50-70%. Esoteric kits included. Serial number guarantee of performance. Write: Audio Concepts, 1631 Clifton Road, Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10029. (212) 949-7893.


PYLE DRIVERS—ALWAYS DISCOUNTED. America’s finest raw speakers for car, guitar, home, or disco. Speaker repairs too! SRS, 318 South Wahsatch, Colorado Springs, CO 80903. (303) 475-2545.


CALL TODAY!!

Now you can order top-line, APT Holman Classics direct from the factory (where dealers aren’t available). Be first for NEW Series 1 and 2 amps and pre-amps, including NEW innovative tuners, coming this summer. Call APT direct (617) 458-7675: 9 to 5 EST. Dealer enquiries encouraged.

AT LAST, HIGH DEMAND HARD TO FIND APT PRODUCTS
FLABBERGASTED BY COMPACT DISCS? Before you banish your 'record-player' compare AUDIOPHILE albums from MOBILE FIDELITY, SHEFFIELD LAB, NAUTILIUS and prepare for another surprise! SOUND ADVICE (818) 361-2713. Some BEATLES Collections, many OUT-OF-PRINTS available. UHQR. Safe prices.


OUT-OF-PRINT MOBILE FIDELITY

Steely Dan, The Doors, Beatles, Grateful Dead, Pink Floyd, Little Feat, John Klemmer and more. Call BOB (818) 845-9236 weekdays after 7PM (PST) and all-day weekends. VISA and MASTER CARD accepted.

BLANK TAPE

TAPE WORLD

SHIPPING CHARGES EXTRA

WANTED TO BUY

ALWAYS PAYING TOP $5 FOR THE MCINTOSH solid state components, JBL loudspeakers (the older the better), Mcintosh MC 3500 or MC 350 for personal use. 313-229-5191; 7-11 PM EST.

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereos. We Buy and Sell by PHONE, STEREO EXCHANGE 6830 Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 533-0971.

ATTENTION: WANTED; MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, AUDIO RESEARCH, LEVINSON, TANNAY, WESTERN ELECTRIC, TUBE & SOLID STATE, 713-728-4343, MAURY, 11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON, TX, 77096.

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE COMPONENTS, Western Electric, TUBE & SOLID STATE. Mcintosh MC 3500 or MC 350 for personal use. 313-229-5191.

AudioQuest Solves The Energy Crisis!

Usually people worry about how to get enough energy. AudioQuest has been working on how to get unwanted energy out of your audio system. The answer is by using Sorbothane, an amazing material that is like a black hole for unwanted vibration.

Get Your Music In Focus With Echo-Muffs*

Reflections (echoes) from the walls behind and beside your speakers blur and distort musical images. This causes a loss of image focus due to the sound bouncing back from different directions, and also harsh tonal quality (the reflected sound wave mixes back with the ongoing music and changes its harmonic structure). Echo-Muffs absorb the sound that normally flows around the speaker sides and toward the rear.

Your music takes on a new dimension in imaging, clarity, and musicality. Echo-Muffs offer the greatest improvement you can make in your system for only $79. Available at your dealer or factory direct (where no dealers are available).

*patented Call or write for brochure. Dealer inquiries welcome.

WANTED TO BUY

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE, MCINTOSH S.S. equipment, Thorens, Western Electric, Tubes, Speakers, etc. TOP Cash: Scott Dowling, 9908 Dames Drive, Temple City, Ca 91780. (818) 266-9120, evenings/weekends.


KIMBER KABLE

KIMBER KABLE

SHAPE YOUR NEEDS TO OUR DIRECT SALE

C.D. Switch

A Compact Disc player needs a special input to work properly, but many, otherwise very good amplifiers do not have such a dedicated C.D. input. This need not be a problem with the QED Compact Disc Switching Unit, because not only does it switch between tuner and C.D. it also adjusts the level for optimum performance. This product is just one of a full and comprehensive range of QED accessories. Phone or write for full 16 page catalogue.

Proven Accessories from QED!

For full information contact Exclusive QED Distributor. May Audio Marketing Ltd. P.O. BOX 1048. Champlain, NY 12919. TEL: (518) 691-9767

Audioquest

AudioQuest has been working on how to get enough energy. AudioQuest has been working on how to get unwanted energy out of your audio system. The answer is by using Sorbothane, an amazing material that is like a black hole for unwanted vibration.
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 RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT JACKETS, VARIOUS SLEEVES, MULTIPLE BOXES. 78 RPM SLEEVES, LASER DISK CASES, CASCO PRODUCTS, BOX 8212, ROOM 661, COLUMBUS, OHIO 43201. MC/Visa/AM-Ex. By phone (614) 299-0476.

MAIL ORDER

ABARGAIN: TECHNICS STYLIUS GAUGE $5, 200CMK4 $165, 100CMK4 $335, EPA500 $275, EPA250 $269, PROLAMIDBA $585, SRA12 $250, SIGMA $199, LAMIDA $189, SDR7 $75, SDRX $125; GRACE 747 $185, FIE$15 $121, PIER ROUBY $169, PIER STYLUS $65, RUES $120; ACCUPHASE AC2 $295, AC3 $245; DENON 1030 $145, 103C $89, DL303 $195, DL304 $245; DYNAVECTOR 29RS(MR) $195, 17DS(MR) $350, 2081 $195; KOETSU BLACK $495, ROSSAVIN ROSS $299, FRM105K $175, FRMC5 $195; SIGNET TK5 $195; HITACHI SAX-102 INTERCON $3 $18; NAMIKI DIRECT END $55; MF$100, COKE/MINTY; STYLUS; $155, 103D $119; ARIA SPK ER 255; MANHAN UNTRACK 1 EX $105; SEND SASE FOR LIST. BOX 6515, LIC, NY 11102. SMALL DECL. MAIL: (212) 619-2888 OR (305) 487-1048; EYE ONLY: (718) 366-0360.

AMERICA'S largest dealers in high end used stereo. We buy and sell by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 667A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.


SONY PCM UNITS: Sony PCM535ES/DI $1099, PCM501/DI $749. Catalog of over 70 PCM recordings (Beta-VHS) $1.00. Send check/money order: DIRECT-TO-TAPE RECORDING COMPANY, 14 Station, Haddon Heights, N.J. 08035. 609-547-6890.

UP TO 40% SAVINGS-WORLDS BEST AUDIO Equipment. Specify Make, Model. Send SASE. AudioWorkshop, Box 18009, Seattle, WA 98118, East 202-723-7404, West 206-325-7601.

WE HAVE PCM (FOUR DIFFERENT!!), SEVERAL HOT NEW SONY CD PLAYERS, 100 CARTRIDGES, 50 TONEARMS. HIGH-END SPECIALISTS: YAMAHA 9.9...$689; NAKAMICHI 1000X2L DEMO $2059; NAKAMICHI COMPUTING TURNABLE TX-1000 DEMO LIST $700...ONLY $3995!! MICRO 1500FVG...MICRO 1500/FVG...MICRO 1500V...MICRO 1500V/G...MICRO 1500V/G/G...MICRO 1500V/G/G/G...HIGH-PHONIC, SAE...CALL DF-100 DIRECTION FINDER...$69!! TECHNICS ELECTRONIC STYLUS GAUGE IN STOCK LOWEST LIST...$3. JAPANESE STEREO: 212-820-3429.

MAIL ORDER


YAMAHA: R9 $699, R8 $530, RT $399, K1002 $539, M80 $265, A1020 $499, OMEGA $295, C50000 $299, CD7000 $499, CD1000 $565, CD1000X $480, CD7000 $499, DX7 Synthesizer $1499.

NAKAMICHI: BX100 $259, BX125 $369, RX202 $529, DX3000 $599, RX205 $599, CRVA $114, Dragon $1449.

DENON: DKN55 $595, DRA750 $480, DRM404 $499, DCD1500 $549, DCD1100 $399, DP555 $499.

SONY: TCDM $495, Tascam M30 $849, 3E $2499.

ASKUMASHI AUDIO: POB 25563, 11555 27th N.E., Seattle, WA 98125.
Performance

Now, thanks to German quality and craftsmanship, Canton enhances the driving experience with audio products of exceptional performance. The discerning ear will appreciate the accurate sound reproduction. The discerning eye will appreciate the classic good looks. Canton flush-mount and surface-mount HiFi—European solutions to high performance sound. Travel the road of discovery. Forty pages of information on the entire Canton home & automotive product line are yours for the asking. Insist on auditioning Canton instruments of precision and performance. A new world of sound awaits your visit at better audio specialists today.

Performance. From Canton.

Canton North America, Inc.
254 First Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55401-1690
612/333-1150
INTRODUCING THE TECHNICS CAR CD PLAYER. FOR THOSE DRIVEN BY PERFECTION.

Technics creates a programmable car CD player with a built-in digital AM/FM stereo tuner. Now enjoy the musical perfection of the compact disc from behind the wheel. It's Technics combination compact disc player and stereo tuner—CQ-DP5.

First, the CD player. With random access programming. To play any selection in any order. With a fine-focus single-beam laser system (FF1). So strong and accurate it "reads" digital information through most fingerprints, scratches and even imperfections in the disc itself. With a shock-absorbing, 4-wire suspension system to help ensure a flawless musical performance no matter where the road may lead.

Then, unlike some car CD players, Technics adds a built-in, high-performance AM/FM stereo tuner. With seek and scan. 12 FM and 6 AM presets for instant recall. And more.

If you're driven by perfection, make your next stop Technics.

Technics The science of sound